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This thesis deals with the development of an optical sensor based on 
micro interferometric backscatter detection (MIBD). A price 
effective, highly sensitive and ready for mass production platform is 
the goal of this project. The thesis covers three areas. The first part 
of the thesis deals with theoretical models for describing the optical 
phenomena utilized in this technique. A model based on ray–tracing 
has been developed and shown to be a valuable tool for describing 
certain features in the fringe pattern. The MIBD measurement 
technique has been expanded to do absolute determination of the 
refractive index, with an experimental precision of 2.5 · 10−4, using 
this newly discovered feature. As the MIBD has been used as a 
biosensor for detecting molecular scaled species, a model valid for 
changes in system sizes below the geometrical optics regime has 
been developed. Modeling based on solutions to Maxwell’s 
equations has with high accuracy described the optical effects when 
binding events occurs on the inside of a capillary. It is of paramount 
importance to find a practical stop criteria for the else infinite 
summation used to find the scattering constants, which is the basis 
for the model. Different geometries have been modeled, including 
semicircular, circular and rectangular flowchannels. Theoretical 
work has shown that the sensitivity of the rectangular geometry is 
caused by diffraction off the corners. The second part of the thesis 
deals with the fabrication of injection molded polymer microflow 
chips. The MIBD technology has been transferred to a chip based 
platform with a close–to–capillary like geometry. These assembled 
chips has in the MIBD setup shown detection limits of ∆n = 4 · 
10−6. The fabrication has been done by isotropic etching in silicon 
through a silicon nitride sacrificial mask. The fabricated micro 
structures have been electroplated for later injection molding, 
showing the potential of the MIBD sensor to be mass produced with 
high reproducibility and sensitivity. In part three MIBD 
experiments on vital biological systems are described. Label–free 
binding studies of bio molecules have been performed in easy to 
fabricate micro flow channels in elastomer material (PDMS), both 
surface bound and in free solution. Thermodynamic binding 
constants for protein–protein interactions has been found and 
validated by other techniques. The detection limit obtained from 
these experiments were 9 attomole Human IgG in a 495 pL 
measurement volume. The free solution protein binding 
experiments and results places MIBD in a unique position with 
comparable thermodynamic capabilities with the golden standard 
ITC, but orders of magnitude faster and less analyte sample 
consuming. The completion of a Lab–on–a–chip device making a 
complete blood analysis will be a paradigm shift moving the 
analysis from the laboratories closer to the bedside. 
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Abstract
This thesis deals with the development of an optical sensor based on micro inter-
ferometric backscatter detection (MIBD). A price effective, highly sensitive and
ready for mass production platform is the goal of this project. The thesis covers
three areas. The first part of the thesis deals with theoretical models for describing
the optical phenomena utilized in this technique. A model based on ray–tracing
has been developed and shown to be a valuable tool for describing certain features
in the fringe pattern. The MIBD measurement technique has been expanded to
do absolute determination of the refractive index, with an experimental precision
of 2.5 ·10−4, using this newly discovered feature. As the MIBD has been used as a
biosensor for detecting molecular scaled species, a model valid for changes in sys-
tem sizes below the geometrical optics regime has been developed. Modeling based
on solutions to Maxwell’s equations has with high accuracy described the optical
effects when binding events occurs on the inside of a capillary. It is of paramount
importance to find a practical stop criteria for the else infinite summation used
to find the scattering constants, which is the basis for the model. Different ge-
ometries have been modeled, including semicircular, circular and rectangular flow
channels. Theoretical work has shown that the sensitivity of the rectangular ge-
ometry is caused by diffraction off the corners. The second part of the thesis deals
with the fabrication of injection molded polymer microflow chips. The MIBD tech-
nology has been transferred to a chip based platform with a close–to–capillary like
geometry. These assembled chips has in the MIBD setup shown detection limits
of ∆n = 4 · 10−6. The fabrication has been done by isotropic etching in sil-
icon through a silicon nitride sacrificial mask. The fabricated micro structures
have been electroplated for later injection molding, showing the potential of the
MIBD sensor to be mass produced with high reproducibility and sensitivity. In
part three MIBD experiments on vital biological systems are described. Label–
free binding studies of bio molecules have been performed in easy to fabricate
micro flow channels in elastomer material (PDMS), both surface bound and in
free solution. Thermodynamic binding constants for protein–protein interactions
has been found and validated by other techniques. The detection limit obtained
from these experiments were 9 attomole Human IgG in a 495 pL measurement
volume. The free solution protein binding experiments and results places MIBD
in a unique position with comparable thermodynamic capabilities with the golden
standard ITC, but orders of magnitude faster and less analyte sample consum-
ing. The completion of a Lab–on–a–chip device making a complete blood analysis
will be a paradigm shift moving the analysis from the laboratories closer to the
bedside.
Abstract – Dansk resume
Denne afhandling omhandler udviklingen af en optisk sensor baseret p˚a Mikro
Interferometrisk Tilbagespredt Detektion (MITD). Afhandlingen dækker tre om-
r˚ader. Den første del af afhandlingen omhandler teoretiske modeller, der beskri-
ver fænomenerne bag den interferometri baserede sensor. En str˚ale baseret op-
tisk model er blevet udviklet og har vist sig at være et værdifuldt værktøj, der
beskriver strukturter i stribe mønstret, der muliggør bestemmelse af det absolutte
brydningsindeks. Gennem eksperimenter har denne fundamentale nye m˚ade at
benytte MITD metoden p˚a bestemt det absolutte brydningsindeks med en præ-
cision p˚a 2.5 · 10−4. Da MITD er blevet benyttet som en biosensor til m˚aling af
molekylære størrelser, er en gyldig model blevet udviklet for størrelsesændringer
mindre end beskrevet ved geometrisk optik. Den elektromagnetiske bølge model
har med høj nøjagtighed beskrevet bindingsreaktioner, der foreg˚ar p˚a indersiden
af et kapilærrør. Det har kun været muligt ved at finde et brugbart stop kriterium
til den ellers uendelige sum, der benyttes til at finde spredningskonstanterne,
modellen bygger p˚a. Teoretisk arbejde har vist at følsomheden fra den rektan-
gulære geometri stammer fra diffraktion fra hjørnerne. Den anden del af afhan-
dlingen omhandler fremstillingen af sprøjtestøbte polymer mikroflow chips. MITD
teknologien er blevet overført til en chip baseret platform med en kapillærrør–
lignende geometri. Disse samlede chip har i MITD opsætningen vist m˚alegrænser
p˚a ∆n = 4 · 10−6. Fremstillingen er udført ved at ætse isotropisk i silicium
gennem en siliciumnitrid maske. De fremstillede mikrostrukturer er blevet gal-
vaniseret for senere at blive sprøjtestøbt, derved er potentialet for MITD sensoren
for at blive masseproduceret med høj reproducerbarhed og følsomhed vist. I tredje
del er MITD eksperimenter beskrevet. Markørfri bindingsstudier af biomolekyler
er blevet udført i mikroflow kanaler i et elastisk materiale (PDMS). Dette er
udført hhv. med reaktatterne i fri opløsning eller bundet til en overflade. Ter-
modynamiske bindings konstanter for protein–protein reaktioner er bestemt og
eftervist med andre teknikker. Ma˚legrænser opn˚aet med disse eksperimenter var 9
attomol Human IgG i et 495 pL stort m˚alevolume. Eksperimenterne med protein
reaktioner i opløsning og de opn˚aede resultater placerer MITD i en unik position,
hvor man hurtigere og med mindre prøve forbrug kan f˚a termodynamiske data,
der er sammenlignelige med den gyldne standard ITC. Færdiggørelsen af et Lab–
on–a–chip, der kan udføre komplete analyser p˚a blod vil være et paradigmeskift,
der flytter analysen ud af laboratoriet og tættere p˚a patienterne.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The monitoring of the environment [1, 2] and fast scanning of biomedical samples
[3, 4] are booming markets. The establishment of ”Medicon Valley” in the region
around Copenhagen and the 40% year–on–year growth in proteomics [5] are indi-
cators of the potential of this field. The major demand is ultra high sensitivity in
terms of detecting very small amounts of chemicals [6]. The use of electrochem-
ical sensors are widely used for detection in electrophoresis [7]–[9] although this
method only works for analytes that are chemically active. In electrochromatog-
raphy, low detection limits may be reached by laser induced fluorescence [10]–[14].
Not all analytes fluoresce at available laser wavelengths and therefore complex and
time–consuming chemical tagging steps are often used [15]. Recently measuring
the refractive index as sensing principle has shown potential and the phenomena
used are often based on the evanescent wave behavior of light confined in a guid-
ing material. The reverse symmetry waveguide [16] has with its high penetration
depth monitored living cells in minute samples. Photonic crystals in waveguides
are well suited for detecting DNA molecules close to the material surface [17], but
most attention has in the past decade been given to the surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR) sensor first described by Otto [18]. The principle was first used for
bio–sensing more than 20 years ago by Liedberg [19] but is still being optimized
for better sensitivity. The SPR sensor is fundamentally limited by its complexity
and expensive sample containers, which requires a thin metal layer in order to
function.
The field of microanalysis is growing rapidly [20] for several reasons. A major
advantage of the micro–total–analysis-systems (µ–TAS) [21] or Lab–on–a–chip is
their dramatic decrease in precious analyte and analysis reagents volumes, typ-
ically 3–4 orders of magnitude. Another novel ability of µ–TAS devices is their
multi–functionality that may comprise a complete measurement system in one
unit [22]. They may be designed for a single purpose or to analyze for multiple
chemicals. A µ–TAS has the advantage of no outside intervention, when making
a multi-step procedure. The implementation of traditional measurement methods
in a µ–TAS will often affect their detection limit. The decrease in detection lim-
its is due to the smaller detection volume providing much less analyte to detect.
The micro interferometer backscatter detection (MIBD) scheme is a method using
change in refractive index of fluids in micro flow channels.
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1.2 Motivation
In this work is presented theoretical and experimental work done on the Micro
interferometric backscatter detection scheme. This is a competitive alternative to
the methods mentioned above. There are a number of desirable features of a sensor
before deployment as a tool in these analyte detections [23]:
• short response times for fast measurements,
• possibility of continuous flow devices,
• miniaturization,
• targeted specificity,
• versatile in multiple materials as polymers and glasses,
• cost effective, suitable for mass production.
• universal high sensitivity.
Micro interferometer backscatter detection (MIBD) is one detection scheme that
may be miniaturized [24, 25]. The detection limit does not decrease when using
smaller volumes in the measurement. The method detects concentration, i.e. mass
per volume. The MIBD system is a detection method at the same level of detection
as the methods mentioned above. Even though commercial lab–on–chip devices
are available, these devices are still somewhat limited by detection methodolo-
gies. Some of their limits may be overcome by the MIBD scheme since it is not
dependent on e.g. fluorescence or absorbance. The MIBD scheme is deployed in
situ without changing the fluid hence making fast analysis possible. The response
times are reduced to a minimum using this method, since the optical response to
a change in refractive index occurs immediately when the contents of the fluid
changes. However, since the MIBD scheme is a universal detection method it has
no specificity. The challenge is to improve the MIBD method to perform a mea-
surement on the desired analyte only.
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Simple micro interferometric systems have been able to detect small changes
in refractive index in fluids. The term micro interferometry arise from the flow
channel involved in the measurement. The flow is guided to the detection point by
structures on the micrometer scale. The microstructure acts as the interferometer,
hence the term micro interferometry. The experimental laboratory system, which
has been set up to demonstrate the method, consists of a laser, micro flow channel
and a detector [26]. A photograph of a set–up is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Images of the laboratory setup. A laser beam is reflected of the mir-
ror impinging the micro flow system below. An interference pattern arises and is
reflected back towards the detector, in this case a CCD–camera.
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When illuminating the flow channel perpendicular to the flow by a laser, a 360◦
fan of scattered light is produced normal to the flow. The backscattered beam
contains several sets of high contrast interference fringes, see Figure 2. The detector
is placed to detect the light scattered back in the direction from where the laser
source is impinging. The fringes are viewed on a flat plane in the backscattered
configuration. When the refractive index of the fluid inside the capillary changes
it results in a shift in fringe position on the detector. Thus, the fringe shift is the
phenomenon that is detected. It has been shown that this simple system is capable
of detecting ∆n at the 10−6 level [24], just recently lowered 3 orders of magnitude
[27]. Since the refractive index depends upon a wide range of parameters the
method is universal. Thereby one is able to detect changes in temperature [28] or
concentration [29, 30].
Figure 2. A laser beam analyzer has recorded the backscattered interference pattern.
The pattern arises from a PDMS flow chip, with 30 µm wide and 70 µm deep
channels. The liquid inside the channel is water.
Risø–PhD–19(EN) 13
1.3 Scope
• Theoretical models is developed and used to further give a fundamental un-
derstanding of the optical phenomenon behind this highly sensitive detection
method.
• To mature the sensing technique further the capillary based technology is
transferred to polymer flow chips. A goal of this work is to fabricate an inex-
pensive, highly refractive index sensitive, chip based system, to form a plat-
form, which may be applied to a wide range of novel analytical applications.
• The biological and physical applications includes protein detection and ther-
modynamic analysis of bio–molecular interactions. All detected label–free
with this refractive index sensor.
To achieve this, key issues of reproducibility, specificity and fundamental under-
standing of the optical phenomenon on chip–based systems are to be thoroughly
investigated and discussed.
A more detailed theoretical and practical understanding of the fundamental
physical behavior of this system is necessary. Development of a model containing
micro flow channels is a major milestone in reaching the necessary stage of under-
standing to produce the desired platform. This includes optical numerical models
which can be validated by or explain the experiments performed in all the relevant
regimes involved in this work both geometry and dimension wise.
Implementation of the system requires meticulous material considerations. Most
µ–TAS are fabricated by fast prototyping in polydimethylsilane (PDMS) [31, 32]
or etched in glass. The MIBD scheme is not limited to those materials only. It may
be fabricated in thermoplastic polymers, thus making a device more mechanically
stable than PDMS and reducing the cost of a single chip compared to glass micro
flow systems [33]. For making such highly advanced micro flow channel photo-
lithography is used for making a master. The master is then used for fabrication
in injection molding. This is a well-known technique that ensures that demands
on sealing, mechanical stability and replication are met.
As the pharmaceutical industry develops and tests an ever increasing number
of drug candidates, there is an increasing demand for high–throughput screening
capabilities. Advanced future personalized medicine still needs an affordable plat-
form in order to be realized. As Human Immunoglobulin G (IgG) plays a major
role in the body’s defensive system, this protein is a relevant choice for biological
investigations.
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1.4 Organization
The thesis is covering three major areas including optical modeling, micro fabri-
cation and interferometry experiments.
In chapter 1: The background, motivation and scope are presented.
In chapter 2: The theoretical models are presented. A 6–beam ray–tracing based
model of a capillary is described. By electro–magnetic wave theory models has
been developed for a flow system with circular geometry. The model has been
expanded to describe capillaries with affinity layers as well. Different geometry
systems has been modeled by the commercial available software ASAP from
Breault research.
In chapter 3: Several fabrication techniques are presented. Isotropical etching
in fused silica and in silicon procedures for making circular structures has
been developed and are presented.
In chapter 4: A fundamental new way of using MIBD for determining the ab-
solute refractive index is presented.
In chapter 5: Experiments of surface bound protein–protein interactions in cap-
illaries is presented. Modeled results are compared to the experiments.
In chapter 6: The polymer chip fabrication is described. Assembled chips has
been used for temperature and concentration experiments.
In chapter 7: Bio–molecular interactions are described as they occur in micro
flow chips and are being monitored label–free by MIBD, both surface bound
and in free–solution.
In chapter 8: Discussions concerning the improvement and future applications
for MIBD sensors are presented. The sensor is compared to state–of–the–art
competitive techniques.
In chapter 9: The concluding remarks on the work done with MIBD sensor is
presented.
References are marked by square brackets, [ ], and are found at the end of the
thesis. In Appendix, the published papers are enclosed.
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2 Optical modeling of micro inter-
ferometric backscatter detection
Previously systems of similar geometry as the MIBD scheme has been modeled by
obtaining solutions to Maxwell’s equations governing light propagation[34] or by
optical ray tracing. Kerker and Matijevic[35] made the first complete model based
on solutions to Maxwell’s equations describing two concentric cylinders. Watkins
confirmed these results experimentally[36]. However Watkins consider optical glass
fibers with thick claddings and do therefore obtain results significantly different to
those observed in MIBD, as the interference pattern is claimed not to be dependent
of the refractive index of the core in the backscatter angle regime. Marcuse and
Presby[37] extended this model to also take into account the case of a thin cladding
of the fibers. From their results, an abrupt change in the backscattered light
intensity pattern is observed. However, it was not realized that this abrupt change
could be utilized to obtain the absolute refractive index with high precision, since
they were attempting to determine the outer radius of the glass fiber, and they
were not concerned with the core index. Note that the position of the abrupt
change depends on the core index, see below. Here is presented a ray–tracing
based model. Horton and Williamson[38] made a ray tracing model of an optical
fiber obtaining information about the ratio between inner and outer radii of the
fiber. The approach they used is a back calculation assuming a planar wave front
of the output. The rays considered in their model are not the same as in our model,
as they consider fibers with a thick cladding, and make use of multiple reflections
inside the cladding. This is due to the fact that they use significantly different
refractive indices of the core than those considered in MIBD. As the MIBD method
has been applied to bio–sensing, with affinity layers a electromagnetic wave based
model has been developed. The wave based model is using exact solutions to
Maxwell’s equations, hence valid in this regime well outside the range for geometric
optics used for the ray–tracing model. Commercial available software has been used
to compare different geometries used in MIBD. The theoretical work presented
here has revealed the phenomena behind the high sensitivity of the MIBD scheme,
e.g. the fringe shift in rectangular channels arise from diffraction off the corners.
2.1 Ray tracing-based modeling
The MIBD system has been modeled using a ray-tracing model by H. Tarigan et
al.[39]. However, their model is limited by considering only small angle backscat-
tered light (0− 3◦).
We have extended the model to include backscattering angles up to 90◦ (side
scattered). This is done in the geometric optics regime by using Snell’s law,
nisin(Θi) = njsin(Θj) (1)
where ni and nj are the refractive indices of the media and Θi and Θj are
the angles of light propagation in the respective media. Furthermore the law of
reflection, |Θin| = |Θout|, is used. For angles beyond a few degrees it is not possible
to use the assumption (sinΘ ≈ Θ) done by Tarigan et al. This implies that a simple
analytical equation cannot be obtained. Our model traces six beams, see figure 3,
through the system and calculates their interference in a detection plane placed
in the far field region. For each type of beam a number of rays (typically 1000)
are traced. The information carried along with each ray is its position, angle,
intensity and phase. The intensity is calculated for each media interface incidents.
An extension to pure ray tracing is the usage of Fresnel equations for determining
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Figure 3. View of the cross-section of the capillary showing the ray paths through
the capillary system. Six types of parallel incoming beams are considered corre-
sponding to their interface of reflection (a - f). For each type of beam a number
of rays (typically 1000) are traced yielding information about phase and intensity
as function of position in a given detection plane for each type of beam. The in-
terference between these six different types of beams is then calculated for multiple
intersection points in the detection plane.
the reflection and transmission:
R = r2 =
(
Er
E
)2
=
(
cos Θ−√n2 − sin2Θ
cos Θ +
√
n2 − sin2Θ
)2
(2)
T = 1−R (3)
n =
nj
ni
(4)
The phase ρ changes 180◦ in case of external reflection and internal reflection
is governed by:
ρ = 0◦ if Θ < Θc
ρ = 2arctan
(√
sin2 Θ− n2
cos Θ
)
if Θ > Θc
Θc = arcsin n (5)
Θc is the critical angle and angles above will lead to a complex phase and the
light cannot escape the media, this is known as total internal reflection. At the
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detection plane the interference is calculated based on the information packages
of all rays. The six beams considered in the model interfere by
Iij = 2
√
IiIjcos(ρi − ρj) (6)
where I is the intensity and ρ is the phase of each individual ray, and i and
j are indices for each ray, respectively. The model is developed to also take into
account the polymer coating on the capillary, thus requiring six beams. The model
assumes circular geometry of the capillary and that the laser can be described by
plane waves.
Justification of assumptions.
The model assumption of capillary circular geometry is justified by the observa-
tion that no significant change in the pattern was observed during rotation of the
capillary (TSP100170, Polymicro Technologies) around the capillary central axis.
The tilt of the wave front from the laser (05-LHR-HeNe, Melles Griot) was ana-
lyzed using a beam analyzer (CLAS-2D, Wave Front Sciences) and was observed
to be less than 0.01 µrad, thus justifying the assumption of a planar wave front.
The smallest spacing of refractive index changes is the thickness of the coating of
12 µm . The assumption of geometrical optics being adequate is justified since the
wavelength used (632.8 nm) is much smaller than the distances otherwise present
in the system.
The ray tracing model has been constructed using the Fresnel equations for the
TE–mode, transverse electric. This means that the E–field is perpendicular to the
plane of incidence. If instead the magnetic field is transverse to the incidence plane,
it is called TM–mode- Any arbitrary polarization direction can be represented by
linear combinations of the TE– and the TM–modes. The reflection occurring in
TM–mode is slightly different than in TE–mode, equation (2).
R =
(
n2 cos Θ−√n2 − sin2Θ
n2 cos Θ +
√
n2 − sin2Θ
)2
(7)
The large difference is the change in phase upon reflection. with external reflection
(n1 < n2), there is no phase changes until the angle of incidence reaches the
Brewster angle,Θp = arctan
n2
n1
, also known as the polarization angle. From this
angle on the phase shift is 180◦, meaning that only one polarization is allowed,
the TE–mode. Concerning internal reflection the phase shift is 180◦ until the
Brewster angle. By only using TE–mode the model is still in good agreement with
experiments as shown below.
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6–beam model used on the fused silica capillary
In the micro interferometric backscatter detection scheme a capillary of 100 µm
inner diameter (ID) is often used. The capillary has an outer diameter (OD) of
165 µm with a polyimid coating with a thickness of 12 µm. This capillary has been
modeled with the 6–beam ray tracing based model. If the capillary is filled with
water the backscattered fringe pattern is modeled to appear as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Calculated fringe pattern for a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD/12 µm coating
capillary. The refractive index of the liquid used is 1.333. The centroid is seen as
the feature from 0 to 5◦ and the first fringe stops at 9.5◦.
The sensitivity of the first fringes is found, from the 6–beam model, to be:
S6−beam =
dΘ
dn
=
12.9
0, 02
= 645◦ (8)
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Figure 5. Calculated backscattering pattern for a refractive index index range from
a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD /12 µm coating capillary. The movement of the fringes
at a backscattering angle of 20◦ is measured to be 2.1◦ per 0.01 refractive index
change, measuring from (a) to (b).
The results from the model are plotted in figure 5 as function of backscatter
angle and refractive index of the liquid for a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD /12 µm
coating capillary. The colorbar represents the intensity of the pattern in the given
backscattered angle for the given refractive index of the liquid.
Experimentally obtained data are plotted the same way as the model and the
results are shown in figure 6. At each refractive index a line profile of the intensity
of the interference pattern has been made (figure 4). Each line profile has been
extended vertically. The extended line profiles have been stacked into a single
plot. These figures are used to directly compare the model and the experiment. In
the MIBD experiments two sets of fringes are always present. The fringes moving
outwards (medium frequency) with increasing refractive index are measured to
move 4.0◦ when the refractive index is changed by 0.01 at a backscattering angle
of 20◦ (a, b in figure 6). The model predicts a movement of 2.1◦ (a, b in figure 5).
These are the fringes traditionally used for measuring refractive index using the
MIBD technique.
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Figure 6. Experimentally obtained data for dilute sucrose solutions in a 100 µm
ID/165 µm OD /12 µm coating capillary. . The refractive index interval between
measurements is less than the change required to move a fringe one fringe-width,
thus allowing one to monitor the medium frequency fringes as continuous bands.
The movement of these fringes varies with backscattering angle. For a backscat-
tering angle of 20◦ this movement is measured to be 4.0◦ per 0.01 refractive index
change, measuring from (a) to (b). Low frequency variations are seen as vertical
light bands.
This model predicts both low frequency and medium frequency variations of
the pattern. These frequencies will be discussed below. The low frequency fringes
are not moving significantly with changing refractive index. The model predicts
no movement of these fringes. The number of these fringes in the model is 13 and
in the experiment 10 fringes are observed within a range of backscattering angles
from 14 to 54◦.
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2.2 Wave-based modeling
Description of model
A generic solution for describing the case of electromagnetic waves being scat-
tered from concentric cylinders has been given by Kerker and Matijevic’s paper
from 1961 entitled ”Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves from Concentric Infinite
Cylinders” [35]. A numerical model describing scattering from an infinite cylin-
der is shown in the book by Bohren and Huffman, ”Absorption and Scattering of
Light by Small Particles” [40]. I have used the generic solution and applied it to
the MIBD system. The solution uses a summation in order to describe the scat-
tering constants from zero to infinity. A practical stop criteria has been found and
the developed model is compare to the Bohren–Huffman model. In [35] a set of
differential equations is used to describe the scattered electromagnetic field when
it is interacting with two concentric cylinders. A system is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The electric field is imping along the x direction. Here is shown the
geometry and coordinates for a j = 3 system which describes a capillary setup,
with three interfaces. r1 is the complete radius including glass tube with polyimid
coating. n3 is the refractive index of the liquid inside the capillary. The angle
between the r– and the x–axis is the scattering angle Θf
The scattering angle Θf is defined as being 0 for the directly forward scattered
direction. The backscattered angle Θ is 180−Θf , and is the one of interest for this
work as detection is in this direction. The usual scattering amplitudes is found
from b0m and a
0
m:
T1(Θf ) = b
0
0 + 2 ·
∞∑
m=1
b0m cos(m ·Θf ) (9)
T2(Θf ) = a
0
0 + 2 ·
∞∑
m=1
a0m cos(m ·Θf ) (10)
An array of equations can be constructed by the following set of equations, from
which the scattering coefficients, b0m and a
0
m, is to be isolated, all depending on
the number of interfaces, described by j = 1, 2, . . . k:
bj−1m nj−1Hm(nj−1αj)− δ¯1Bj−1m nj−1Jm(nj−1αj)
−δ¯jbjmnjHm(njαj) + BjmnjJm(njαj)
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= δ1nj−1Jm(nj−1αj) (11)
bj−1m n
2
j−1H
′
m(nj−1αj)− δ¯1Bj−1m n2j−1J
′
m(nj−1αj)
−δ¯jbjmn2jH
′
m(njαj) + B
j
mn
2
jJ
′
m(njαj)
= δ1n
2
j−1J
′
m(nj−1αj) (12)
aj−1m n
2
j−1Hm(nj−1αj)− δ¯1Aj−1m n2j−1Jm(nj−1αj)
−δ¯jajmn2jHm(njαj) + Ajmn2jJm(njαj)
= δ1n
2
j−1J
′
m(nj−1αj) (13)
aj−1m nj−1H
′
m(nj−1αj)− δ¯1Aj−1m nj−1J
′
m(nj−1αj)
−δ¯jajmnjH
′
m(njαj) + A
j
mnjJ
′
m(njαj)
= δ1nj−1J
′
m(nj−1αj) (14)
, where αj =
2pirj
λ is the size parameter. The rj is found in Figure 7 as the radius
of j’th media. nj is the refractive index of the j’th material. Hm and Jm are the
Hankel and Bessel functions of the first kind, respectively. The set of equations is
governed by these δ-functions:
δ1 = 1 if j = 1 and δ1 = 0 if j 6= 1 (15)
δ¯1 = 0 if j = 1 and δ¯1 = 1 if j 6= 1 (16)
δ¯j = 0 if j = k and δ¯j = 1 if j 6= k (17)
From equations (11) to (17) any system of concentric cylinders can be described
[35]. When T1 is calculated for a given system the TE-wave mode of light can be
computed from [40] :
ETE = e
i 3
4
pi ·
√
2
pikr
· eikr · T1(Θf ) · E0 (18)
,where
k =
2pi
λ
, is the wavenumber
r , is the distance to the observer in the far field
E0 , is the incoming field
In a similar fashion the TM-wave mode is calculated and the the E-field is found:
E =
√
|ETE |2+|ETM |2 (19)
The stop criteria
The modeling code is constructed by first determining the system variables such
as sizes of the cylinders, refractive indices of the media and the wavelength. With
these inputs the scattering field can be calculated. In equations (9) and(10) is
used a summation from 1 to ∞, this is not possible in practice so a reasonable
stop-criteria is needed. The code calls a function that outputs a such number. The
input to the function is the size-parameter αj and the refractive index nj . The
function calculates the value for Jm(njαj), J
′
m(njαj), Hm(njαj) and H
′
m(njαj)
from m = 1 and towards infinity. When the Bessel function and its derivative
reaches a value in the range from 10−16 to 10−19 the function outputs this value
of m. For the Hankel function the range is 1016 to 1019. These ranges are chosen as
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a longer summation will not change the end results, plus will increase computing
time even further. In [40] is given a different stop criteria based exclusively on
empirical trials. That stop criteria is defines as:
mstop = x + 4 · x1/3 + 2 ,where (20)
x =
2 · pi
λ · n · r (21)
There is a difference in the value of mstop between the two methods, see figure
8(A) where the first method results in a higher value of this counter.
Figure 8. The value of mstop is calculated with the two different approaches. The
radius is changed from 1 µm to 1 mm which corresponds to the sizes used in this
project. The difference is mostly present for small radii (A). For r = 1 µm the
found mstop is 41 and 27. In (B) the effect on the calculated E-field for r = 100µm
is shown as the difference in intensity. The intensity change is on the 10−9 % level.
As the radius increases a higher number of Bessel functions is needed to describe
the scattering event. For r = 1000 µm the value of mstop from equation (20) is
13302 and 13454 from own code. As seen in figure 8(B) the difference in mstop in
the resulting E-field is at a low level. For r = 1 µm, the ratio ∆II = 10
−8 so
even a 34 % difference in mstop has little influence on the calculated E-field. Since
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larger radii demands a higher value of mstop for a complete description, concentric
cylinders cannot have the same mstop. Each individual combination of size param-
eter and refractive index result in a given value for the four functions,Jm(njαj),
J ′m(njαj), Hm(njαj) and H
′
m(njαj), m
i
stop. The smallest value is stored for each
combination to ensure a usable value. Afterwards all of the individual values are
compared and the largest value is chosen to be used in the model mmaxstop . This
ensures complete description of the largest feature, while the smaller features uses
the values up until their individual value of mistop is reached. To be able to com-
plete the summation the last value of mistop is used until m
max
stop is reached. Then
T1 and T2 from equations (9) and (10) is calculated and the scattered E-field is
constructed.
The wave based model has been constructed for systems from j = 1, the infinite
cylinder, to j = 4, a capillary with an affinity layer. These systems will be discussed
in the following sections.
The infinite cylinder, j = 1
This is the simplest system imaginable for calculating the scattered E-field. The
system is an infinite long cylinder surrounded by a media, where the E-field im-
pinges the the cylinder perpendicular to the long axis. The system of an infinite
cylinder is not trivial, since it describes the MIBD system performed with at
circular flow channel in a chip.
In order to validate the wave-based model developed in this work, the Fortran
code provided by Bohren and Huffmann [40] is used for direct comparison for the
infinite cylinder. The scattering constants are provided and are found from these
equations:
b0m =
[
nDm(nx) +
m
x
] · Jm(x)− Jm−1(x)[
nDm(nx) +
m
x
] ·Hm(x)−Hm−1(x) (22)
a0m =
[
Dm(nx)
n +
m
x
]
· Jm(x)− Jm−1(x)[
Dm(nx)
n +
m
x
]
·Hm(x)−Hm−1(x)
(23)
Dm(ρ) =
J ′m(ρ)
Jm(ρ)
(24)
Along with the code a set of calculated scattering coefficients are provided and
will be the basis for the first comparison. The code was originally written to
be compiled in Fortran and was transformed to be processed in Matlab instead.
The results from their work was reproduced with all the digits provided. From
equations (11) to (17) the equations concerning the scattering constants from [35]
for this system, j = 1, is found:
b0m · n0 ·Hm(n0α1) + B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α1) = n0 · Jm · (n0α1) (25)
b0m · n20 ·H ′m(n0α1) + B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α1) = n20 · J ′m · (n0α1) (26)
a0m · n20 ·Hm(n0α1) + A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α1) = n20 · Jm · (n0α1) (27)
a0m · n0 ·H ′m(n0α1) + A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α1) = n0 · J ′m · (n0α1) (28)
The two constants are isolated:
b0m =
n0 · J ′m(n0α1) · Jm(n1α1)− Jm(n0α1) · n1 · J ′m(n1α1)
n0 ·H ′m(n0α1) · Jm(n1α1)−Hm(n0α1) · n1 · J ′m(n1α1)
(29)
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a0m =
n0 · Jm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1)− J ′m(n0α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α1)
n0 ·Hm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1)−H ′m(n0α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α1)
(30)
The two models are identical in their coding for calculating the scattered E-
field. For identical inputs the models are compared in figure 9. Since the input
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Figure 9. The interference pattern is calculated for r = 100 µm and shown on
the left y–axis. On the right y–axis is shown the difference in intensity between
the model from Bohren–Huffmann and own code. The intensity change is on the
10−14 level. It is the same stop criteria used in both approaches.
and stop criteria is kept the same the results in figure 9 arises from calculation
of b0m and a
0
m. The difference in the calculated E-field is in this case smaller than
the contribution from different mstop, hence the code is shown validated when
compared to other published modeling results.
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A system of a polymer chip with a cylindrical flow channel filled with water
is modeled in figure 10 and the first part of the fringe pattern is shown. As the
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Figure 10. Calculated fringes in the backscattered range from 0 ◦ to 8 ◦. Radius of
the cylinder is 100 µm. The media has a refractive index of 1.53. ∆n = 1 · 10−4
refractive index of the liquid inside the flow channel is changed the fringes moves
in angular space. The sensitivity of this system is seen as how much the first fringe
moves as the refractive index changes. The first fringe is seen from 3.5◦ to 6.5◦.
The first fringe has in this case a sensitivity of,
Sj=1 =
dΘ
dn
=
0.1692
1 · 10−4 = 1692
◦ (31)
The first fringe has been chosen in this work to be the measure of sensitivity.
The centroid has the largest response to changes in refractive index but will be
an intensity measurement and not a change in angular position. The sensitivity
found in equation (31) corresponds to a relative movement in angular space of
5.53 % of the fringe width.
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The fringe pattern changes if any of the path lengths in the system changes
optical or actual. The system described by this model is a chip based system,
where the fabrication tolerances is of interest. The radius of the flow channel has
been changed to model how production tolerances will affect the fringe pattern,
see figure 11.
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Figure 11. The change in radius is done over 71 steps. The angular space is com-
piled of 20001 points over 180 ◦. As the radius is increased the fringes move
outwards. The change in radius of 1.4% moves the first fringe 16 ◦.
From a fabrication point of view the change in fringe pattern due to different
radii of the liquid, shows that a perfect reconstruction of the fringe pattern from
a fabricated chip is extremely difficult. The size dependents of this system can
be compared to the refractive index dependents in the following way: The optical
path length is found to be 1.333 · 100 = 133.3, after changes the path length is
135, this corresponds to a change in refractive index by .02, which again will give
a sensitivity of
S =
dΘ
dn
=
16
0.02
= 800◦ (32)
Compared to Sj=1 the dependents on the size is smaller than the dependents of the
refractive index. The light has to pass through the liquid inside at least twice in
the backscattering setup. The higher sensitivity must arise from the combination
of optical pathlength dependent interferometry and the effects described by Snell’s
law of refraction, occurring at all angles as the geometry is circular. The pattern
is repeated for every ∼100 nm step.
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To evaluate the size dependents of the sensitivity different channel dimensions
has been modeled on a larger scale. The radius has been change from 50µm to
100µm in 1µm steps. The result of the analysis is shown in Figure 12 and Figure
13.
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Figure 12. The fringe shift has been modeled. The shift of the first fringe is found
as the radius of the channel is increased in 1 µm steps. The sensitivity points is
fitted with a line and it shows a small increase in sensitivity towards the larger
channels. The points are spread across many sensitivities ranging from 500 to
almost 8000 ◦/dn.
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Figure 13. The fringe shift has been modeled. The shift of the first fringe is found.
Here is plotted the sensitivity of the first fringe according to its angular position. As
indicated by the polynomial fit the sensitivity goes up as the centroid is approached.
The sensitivity for a chip with 50µm to 100µm in diameter has approximately
the same sensitivity of around 2000◦/dn though increasing slightly with larger
diameters. The big spread in data points is because the first fringe is positioned
differently in angular space as the radius changes, and the refractive index is kept
constant. The line fit indicates the average sensitivity. The sensitivity is mostly
dependent on the first fringe position as is seen in Figure 13. Close to the centroid
the sensitivity is at its maximum. This shows that the sensitivity of a fabricated
chip will not be much dependent of the diameter, but rather the combination of
refractive index and measuring position.
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The Tube, j = 2
A glass tube is described by having two interfaces. It is not the tubes normally used
in MIBD, but it is still possible to use. In [35] is given the solution for such a system
and the scattering coefficients are found. An expansion of the model describing the
j = 1 system is straight forward for this system, and the all important scattering
coefficients can be found and validated in the paper by Kerker and Matijevic. The
scattering constants for this system is to be isolated from these equations:
b0m ·n0 ·Hm(n0α1)−b1m ·n1 ·Hm(n1α1)+B1m ·n1 ·Jm(n1α1) = n0 ·Jm(n0α1)(33)
b0m ·n20 ·H ′m(n0α1)−b1m ·n21 ·H ′m(n1α1)+B1m ·n21 ·J ′m(n1α1) = n20 ·J ′m(n0α1)(34)
b1m · n1 ·Hm(n1α2)−B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α2) + B2m · n2 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (35)
b1m · n21 ·H ′m(n1α2)−B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α2) + B2m · n22 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (36)
a0m·n20 ·Hm(n0α1)−a1m·n21·Hm(n1α1)+A1m·n21 ·Jm(n1α1) = n20·Jm(n0α1)(37)
a0m·n0 ·H ′m(n0α1)−a1m·n1·H ′m(n1α1)+A1m·n1 ·J ′m(n1α1) = n0·J ′m(n0α1)(38)
a1m · n21 ·Hm(n1α2)−A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α2) + A2m · n22 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (39)
a1m · n1 ·H ′m(n1α2)−A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α2) + A2m · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (40)
The two constants has been isolated by the symbolic equation solver in Matlab.
This has also been done by hand for this j = 2 system, but is quit extensive work
for the higher order systems as seen below. The scattering field can be found via
these two constants:
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b0m =
Btop
Bbottom
(41)
Btop = n0 · (Hm(n1α1) · J ′m(n0α1) · Jm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2)−Hm(n1α1) · J ′m(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n1 · Jm(n2α2)
−Jm(n1α1) · J ′m(n0α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) + Jm(n1α1) · J ′m(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n1 · Jm(n2α2))
−Jm(n0α1) · n1 ·H ′m(n1α1) · Jm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) + Jm(n0α1) · n21 ·H ′m(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · Jm(n2α2)
+Jm(n0α1) · n1 · J ′m(n1α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2)− Jm(n0α1) · n21 · J ′m(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · Jm(n2α2) (42)
Bbottom = n0 · (Hm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n0α1) · Jm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2)−Hm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n1 · Jm(n2α2)
−Jm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n0α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) + Jm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n1 · Jm(n2α2))
−Hm(n0α1) · n1 ·H ′m(n1α1) · Jm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) + Hm(n0α1) · n21 ·H ′m(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · Jm(n2α2)
+Hm(n0α1) · n1 · J ′m(n1α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · n2 · J ′m(n2α2)−Hm(n0α1) · n21 · J ′m(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · Jm(n2α2) (43)
a0m =
Atop
Abottom
(44)
Atop = n0 · (Jm(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2)− Jm(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2)
−Jm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1) · n1 ·Hm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2) + Jm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2))
−J ′m(n0α1) · n21 ·Hm(n1α1) · Jm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2) + J ′m(n0α1) · n1 ·Hm(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2)
+J ′m(n0α1) · n21 · Jm(n1α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2)− J ′m(n0α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2) (45)
Abottom = n0 · (Hm(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2)−Hm(n0α1) ·H ′m(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2)
−Hm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1) · n1 ·Hm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2) + Hm(n0α1) · J ′m(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2))
−H ′m(n0α1) · n21 ·Hm(n1α1) · Jm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2) + H ′m(n0α1) · n1 ·Hm(n1α1) · J ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2)
+H ′m(n0α1) · n21 · Jm(n1α1) ·Hm(n1α2) · J ′m(n2α2)−H ′m(n0α1) · n1 · Jm(n1α1) ·H ′m(n1α2) · n2 · Jm(n2α2) (46)
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The constants are also provided in [35] and it might not be obvious, but are
identical. The capillaries is purchased from Polymicro Technologies (AZ,US) and
they can provide capillaries with different dimensions, including the thickness of
the fused silica tube walls. A sensitivity analysis has been done based on the j = 2
model, this means that the cladding protecting the capillary is not included, see
Table 1. The relative change is based on the fringe width and its movement:
Table 1. Sensitivity of different capillaries with the same inner diameter (I.D.) but
with changing outer diameter (O.D.). The refractive index is 1.33 and dn= 5·10−4.
Capillary
dθ
dn Relative change
100 µm I.D. 165 µm O.D. 3252◦ 2032
100 µm I.D. 193 µm O.D. 1668◦ 596
100 µm I.D. 238 µm O.D. 2652◦ 2027
100 µm I.D. 363 µm O.D. 1488◦ 2175
Relative change =
fringe shift
fringe size
· 1
dn
(47)
It is seen that the capillary with the thinnest wall shifts the most. But the relative
change in position is comparable for the capillaries available, although the 100 µm
I.D. 193 µm O.D. capillary is a bad choice for these measurements. The largest
capillary has the smallest shift in fringe position, but as the fringes are thinner the
relative change in position levels out. In Figure 14 is shown the modeled fringe
pattern for the 100 µm I.D. 238 µm O.D. and the 100 µm I.D. 363 µm O.D.
capillaries.
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Figure 14. The modeled fringe patterns from a 100 µm I.D. 238 µm O.D. and a
100 µm I.D. 363 µm O.D. capillary is shown. The upper fringe pattern is the 100
µm I.D. 363 µm O.D. pattern offset for clarity. The fringes are thinner for the
upper pattern, so even a smaller shift in position is relatively the same when the
thickness of the fringe is considered.
The capillary, j = 3
In all capillary experiments with the MIBD scheme capillaries with a polyimid
cladding is used. Hence the modeled system will be a j = 3 system. The polyimid
protects the capillary from being scratched and isolates it from the atmosphere.
The capillary has a tendency to become brittle when the cladding has been re-
moved. Without the coating on the capillaries, dust becomes an issue, as it sticks
to the surface interfering with the experiment. The refractive index of the cladding
has been set to 1.6 in the models.
From equation 11 to 17 is found the equations that is later used for modeling the
capillary case. The isolation of the scattering constants has been done in Matlab.
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b0m · n0 ·Hm(n0α1)− b1m · n1 ·Hm(n1α1) + B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α1) = n0 · Jm(n0α1) (48)
b0m · n20 ·H ′m(n0α1)− b1m · n21 ·H ′m(n1α1) + B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α1) = n20 · J ′m(n0α1) (49)
b1m · n1 ·Hm(n1α2)−B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α2)− b2m · n2 ·Hm(n2α2) + B2m · n2 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (50)
b1m · n21 ·H ′m(n1α2)−B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α2)− b2m · n22 ·H ′m(n2α2) + B2m · n22 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (51)
b2m · n2 ·Hm(n2α3)−B2m · n2 · Jm(n2α3) + B3m · n3 · Jm(n3α3) = 0 (52)
b2m · n22 ·H ′m(n2α3)−B2m · n22 · J ′m(n2α3) + B3m · n23 · J ′m(n3α3) = 0 (53)
a0m · n20 ·Hm(n0α1)− a1m · n21 ·Hm(n1α1) + A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α1) = n20 · Jm(n0α1) (54)
a0m · n0 ·H ′m(n0α1)− a1m · n1 ·H ′m(n1α1) + A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α1) = n0 · J ′m(n0α1) (55)
a1m · n21 ·Hm(n1α2)−A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α2)− a2m · n22 ·Hm(n2α2) + A2m · n22 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (56)
a1m · n1 ·H ′m(n1α2)−A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α2)− a2m · n2 ·H ′m(n2α2) + A2m · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (57)
a2m · n22 ·Hm(n2α3)−A2m · n22 · Jm(n2α3) + A3m · n23 · Jm(n3α3) = 0 (58)
a2m · n2 ·H ′m(n2α3)−A2m · n2 · J ′m(n2α3) + A3m · n3 · J ′m(n3α3) = 0 (59)
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In the MIBD experiments different capillaries has been used. In Table 2 is
calculated the sensitivity of three different sizes of capillaries. It is seen that the
sensitivity decreases as the capillaries becomes larger. Even though the largest
Table 2. The sensitivity of three different capillaries has been calculated. For this
comparison the refractive index of the liquid is 1.33 and has been changed by
5 · 10−4.
Capillary
dθ
dn Relative change
100 µm I.D. 165 µm O.D. 12.5 µm cladding 5376◦ 2402%
250 µm I.D. 360 µm O.D. 18 µm cladding 2076◦ 2142%
542 µm I.D. 673 µm O.D. 24 µm cladding 1512◦ 1260%
capillary has the lowest sensitivity it still has been used, but the the dimensions
has played a different role. In Chapter 4 the usage of the large capillary is discussed.
In Figure 15 is shown an experimentally obtained fringe pattern for the 100
µm I.D. 165 µm O.D. 12.5 µm cladding capillary and the modeled fringe pattern.
The modeled fringe pattern has been low pass filtered and offset for clarity. The
fringe position is in excellent agreement between the experiment and the model,
see Table 3.
Table 3. The fringe positions has been found for both modeled and experimental
obtained fringe pattern.
Minima position
Experiment Model
2.2 ±0.4◦ 2.2
4.8 ±0.4◦ 4.8
6.4 ±0.4◦ 6.2
7.5 ±0.4◦ 7.4
8.6 ±0.4◦ 8.4
9.7 ±0.4◦ 9.5
The simulation is accurate enough to describe the fringe pattern quantitatively.
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Figure 15. Experimental and modeled fringe patterns for a 100 µm I.D. 165 µm
O.D. 12.5 µm cladding capillary. The refractive index of the liquid is 1.33. The
wave model has been low pass filtered and offset for clarity. The filter is a moving
average filter, and the window is 0.17◦. There is excellent agreement between theory
and experiments.
The affinity layer, j = 4
The MIBD scheme has shown to be a very sensitive refractive index measurement
and its detection limits is relevant for many biological liquid samples. In order to
make the capillary function as a bio–sensor, an affinity layer has to be deposited
on the inside of the fused silica tubes. To model this affinity layer the j = 4
system has been developed. The actual binding event is a dynamic reaction and
this model will only give a static result. In order to mimic the reaction taking place
on the surface, the model variables are changed according to what is believed to
happen. The affinity layer builds up as more molecules arrives to the surface. A
target is immobilized on the surface, thereby the affinity layer has a thickness and
a refractive index. If the sandwich structure of target and sample added to the
height like building blocks, the system would appear with even more interfaces,
thereby becoming a j = 4+ system. The system is seen as a combination of the
above and is modeled as an average thickness change with an average change in
refractive index of just one layer.
From equation 11 to 17 the equations used to describe this system is found. The
scattering constants has been isolated in Matlab.
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b0m · n0 ·Hm(n0α1)− b1m · n1 ·Hm(n1α1) + B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α1) = n0 · Jm(n0α1) (60)
b0m · n20 ·H ′m(n0α1)− b1m · n21 ·H ′m(n1α1) + B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α1) = n20 · J ′m(n0α1) (61)
b1m · n1 ·Hm(n1α2)−B1m · n1 · Jm(n1α2)− b2m · n2 ·Hm(n2α2) + B2m · n2 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (62)
b1m · n21 ·H ′m(n1α2)−B1m · n21 · J ′m(n1α2)− b2m · n22 ·H ′m(n2α2) + B2m · n22 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (63)
b2m · n2 ·Hm(n2α3)−B2m · n2 · Jm(n2α3)− b3m · n3 ·Hm(n3α3) + B3m · n3 · Jm(n3α3) = 0 (64)
b2m · n22 ·H ′m(n2α3)−B2m · n22 · J ′m(n2α3)− b3m · n23 ·H ′m(n3α3) + B3m · n23 · J ′m(n3α3) = 0 (65)
b3m · n3 ·Hm(n3α4)−B3m · n3 · Jm(n3α4) + B4m · n4 · Jm(n4α4) = 0 (66)
b3m · n23 ·H ′m(n3α4)−B3m · n23 · J ′m(n3α4) + B4m · n24 · J ′m(n4α4) = 0 (67)
a0m · n20 ·Hm(n0α1)− a1m · n21 ·Hm(n1α1) + A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α1) = n20 · Jm(n0α1) (68)
a0m · n0 ·H ′m(n0α1)− a1m · n1 ·H ′m(n1α1) + A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α1) = n0 · J ′m(n0α1) (69)
a1m · n21 ·Hm(n1α2)−A1m · n21 · Jm(n1α2)− a2m · n22 ·Hm(n2α2) + A2m · n22 · Jm(n2α2) = 0 (70)
a1m · n1 ·H ′m(n1α2)−A1m · n1 · J ′m(n1α2)− a2m · n2 ·H ′m(n2α2) + A2m · n2 · J ′m(n2α2) = 0 (71)
a2m · n22 ·Hm(n2α3)−A2m · n22 · Jm(n2α3)− a3m · n23 ·Hm(n3α3) + A3m · n23 · Jm(n3α3) = 0 (72)
a2m · n2 ·H ′m(n2α3)−A2m · n2 · J ′m(n2α3)− a3m · n3 ·H ′m(n3α3) + A3m · n3 · J ′m(n3α3) = 0 (73)
a3m · n23 ·Hm(n3α4)−A3m · n23 · Jm(n3α4) + A4m · n24 · Jm(n4α4) = 0 (74)
a3m · n3 ·H ′m(n3α4)−A3m · n3 · J ′m(n3α4) + A4m · n4 · J ′m(n4α4) = 0 (75)
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Figure 16. The interference pattern from a250 µm I.D. 360 µm O.D. 18 µm
cladding capillary is plotted. The affinity layer modeled is 10 nm with a refractive
index of 1.42. The liquid refractive index is set to be 1.33.
In Figure 16 is shown the interference pattern arising from a j = 4 system. The
addition of the affinity layer does not change the overall appearance of the fringe
pattern and only small changes will occur. The change of the fringe pattern is han-
dled like the actual experiment. By a Fourier–transform the dominant frequency
is found and the phase change of this frequency is then calculated and used for
the change [41] in refractive index.
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Table 4. The phase and the phase change have been found when changing the liquid
refractive index, the affinity layer refractive index and the thickness of the layer.
System variables Phase ∆ Phase
Thickness of affinity layer: 10nm 0.409980
Refractive index of liquid: 1.33
Refractive index of affinity layer: 1.42
Thickness of affinity layer: 10nm 0.363017 11.45%
Refractive index of liquid: 1.3301
Refractive index of affinity layer: 1.42
Thickness of affinity layer: 10nm 0.413572 -0.88%
Refractive index of liquid: 1.33
Refractive index of affinity layer: 1.44
Thickness of affinity layer: 11nm 0.411772 -0.44%
Refractive index of liquid: 1.33
Refractive index of affinity layer: 1.42
In Table 4 it is seen results of calculations to see how the model behaves. Three
variables have been changed to see their influence on the fringe pattern. It is seen
that changes of the refractive index of the liquid has great influence on the pattern.
∆RI = 4 · 10−6 ⇒ 0.45%∆Phase. This is understandable as the light travels
much further in this material than the thin layer. This means that differences in
the bulk liquid index has to be corrected for a direct comparison. Also it is seen
that changing the layer thickness 1 nm corresponds to changing the layer refractive
index by 1 · 10−2. These two parameters is of equal importance to the model. The
comparison with experiments is described in Chapter 4. Changing the refractive
index of the affinity layer from 1.42 to 1.43 is a 0.7% change. Noticeable is that
this change corresponds to a thickness change of 10% of the affinity layer, showing
that the MIBD scheme is highly sensitive towards refractive index changes.
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2.3 Modeling with software package ASAP
When moving from fused silica tubes and into micro fluidics the geometry of the
channel will change. The geometries modeled in this section are rectangular, semi-
circular and full circle as shown in Figure 17. It is of great importance to identify
Figure 17. The three modeled geometries is drawn. The top part is modeled as
being PDMS and the bottom part is modeled as glass. The cross–sectional area of
the rectangular and the semicircular structure are also kept the same, thereby a
direct comparision has been possible.
the performance of the three different geometries as their fabrication methods are
different and the level of complexity in the procedures vary considerately. The
semicircular and the circular channel geometry is a direct step from capillaries
and into the flow chip regime. Again their individual fabrication processes are
not on the same level of difficulties. The semicircular structure has much larger
tolerances when aligned and assembled as it is more critical for the circular as it
is assembled by two opposing parts with their structures facing each other. The
rectangular shape is inspired by the PDMS chips often used in micro fluidics [31].
The modeling of these structures was performed with the commercial available
software ASAP 8.0 from Breault Research, (AZ,US).
The modeling has been approached in 4 steps.
1. Simple ray–tracing.
2. Parabasal beams.
3. Beam propagation method (BPM)
4. Finite–Difference Time–Domain (FDTD)
In simple ray–tracing the light has no coherence and no polarization. This ap-
proach is poor for geometries with sharp edges as the rectangular structure. In
ASAP the light source can emit so–called parabasal beams. They are used as rays,
which carries phase and polarization information. But the main advantages is that
the parabasal beam has a physical extension in space. So even if the central ray
is missing an edge as it propagates, the beam is still bend according to how much
of the surrounding beam touches the edge. These parabasal beams has been used
for modeling the three geometries, resulting in moving fringe patterns.
The system is build in the ASAP Builder, where the channel geometry is de-
scribed by either flat optical planes or cylindrical optical objects. The modeled
laser is placed 28.3 cm (distance is close to the experimental setup) from chip sur-
face and impinges on the channel perpendicular to the flow with a wavelength of
632.8 nm. The detector is placed 3500 µm above the chip surface and is 3000 µm
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wide and is placed so that the center of the detector is directly at the 0◦ backscat-
ter direction. The detector is placed at this distance to maximize the measured
angle range at highest possible resolution as the software is limited by the number
of pixels allowed on the detector. The pattern did not change when moving the
detector backwards, so it appears that a miniaturized MIBD system can have the
detector placed close to the micro flow system (< 4mm). The dimensions of the
rectangular structure are 60 µm wide and 70 µm high channels, which has been
fabricated in PDMS. In order to make a true comparison the semicircular channel
had the same cross–sectional area.
Radius =
√
2 ·Height ·Width
pi
(76)
All other system variables has been kept the same. In Figure 18 is shown the
Backscattered angle (°)
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Figure 18. The refractive index of the liquid inside the rectangular channel has been
changed from 1.33329 to 1.33339 and the fringe pattern modeled. In the center is
the centroid. Indicated by rectangles is the fringe position, which is tracked for
further pattern analysis.
calculated fringe pattern arising from a rectangular channel, where the liquid has
changed refractive index. The refractive index has changed from 1.3329 to 1.3339.
The data has been transferred to Matlab, where a routine has found and tracked
the fringe position (indicated on the pattern in Figure 18), as the refractive index
changed.
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The procedure has also been completed for the two other geometries. The refrac-
tive index has also been changed in smaller and smaller steps until a change could
not be seen from this modeling procedure. The modeling results are summarized
to:
• For ∆RI = 1 · 10−5
– fringe pattern for rectangular channel moved 0.02◦
– fringe pattern for semicircular and circular channels moved 6◦
• Interference pattern for rectangular channels could not be seen to shift for
∆RI = 1 · 10−6
• Interference pattern for semicircular and circular channels could still be seen
to shift for ∆RI = 1 · 10−8
The beam propagation method (BPM) in ASAP is a function to solve Maxwell’s
equations as the light translates through the materials. This method has been
tested on the MIBD setup. As the name says, the beam is propagating in the
material, meaning that effects from forward propagating light interacting with
backwards propagating light cannot be modeled by this method. As this sensing
technique is based on the backscattered light it is obvious to the author, that this
missing interaction would result in modeled fringe patterns far from the pattern
in a real sensing situation.
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In close collaboration with Florian Forster from Lund University, Lund, Sweden,
the system has been modeled in his FDTD–based model. The model functions as
the beam propagation method in ASAP, but both forward and backward propa-
gating light interacts. As the calculation is done by tiny propagation steps through
the system computation time is extensive. In ASAP the calculations are speeded
up as the light is treated as rays until it reaches the interface where the E–field
is then calculated and the light propagates through the interface and is decom-
posed on the other side again treated as rays. Only few results were obtained from
the FDTD modeling, but an explanation for the phenomenon giving rise to the
interference pattern from rectangular geometries were found. The pattern arises
from light diffraction of the corners of the rectangle, in particular the two bottom
corners where PDMS, glass and liquid interfaces.
A hypothesis was that the PDMS channels changed geometry when liquid was
drawn through, so the walls of the channels would curve. This was tested by
confocal microscopy. On the 3D–images it was seen that the shape stayed rect-
angular. A calibration curve has been made for a PDMS chip, with the modeled
system variables, see Figure 19. An the detection limit reached experimentally is
∆n = 7 · 10−5, leaving room for improvement according to the model.
Figure 19. Concentration series of glycerol solutions has been used for producing a
calibration curve. The slope of the best fitted line is 0.0038 and is a direct indication
of the sensitivity. The noise,σ, is 0.0107 and with 3σ statistics the detection limit
is found to be ∆n = 6.75 · 10−5.
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3 Master fabrication for
micro injection molding
In this chapter is described procedures developed to fabricate a master tool for
injection molding of micro flow chips. The desired flow channel design is fabricated
on a substrate, which is electroplated into a nickel shim. This nickel shim is used
to make replicas of the flow system on a mass production–like process. Several
micro fabrication techniques have been used to achieve the desired geometry of
the flow channel.
Much effort is done for developing different tool kits for the integrated Lab on
a Chip. For liquid handling pumps [42], mixers [43, 44] and other unit operating
parts [45] have been described for some time. The elegant designs delivers the liquid
to perform an analysis, such as nanowire sensing [46], surface plasmon resonance
[47] and interferometric sensing [48], in an efficient manor.
Micro Interferometric Backscatter Detection (MIBD) has been applied in several
areas of analytical chemistry since the mid 90’ties [49]. The detection scheme
is a way to monitor small changes in refractive indices of liquid samples and
also determine the absolute refractive index [50]. The highest sensitivity has been
achieved when capillaries has been used for sample containment where ∆n by
10−9 has recently been detected [27]. The MIBD scheme has great potential for
miniaturization when transferring the sampling handling from capillaries to micro
fluidics and has been successful in PDMS chips with rectangular geometry of the
flow channels [51].
In this work the micro fluidic system comprises completely in injection molded
polymer with the by experience best geometry known from the circular capillaries.
This has also been shown by optical modeling with ASAP software. Since this is
a highly sensitive interferometric detection scheme there is high demands on the
surface structure such as surface roughness and geometry uniformity. The strategy
has been to fabricate the micro flow system shapes in materials most accurately
engineered for this. These master shapes are transferred into an inverted metal
relief structure by electroplating. The inverted metal structure may subsequently
be used as a mold for polymer processes in a mass production-like process. There
have in this work been tested two different substrates, fused silica and silicon
wafers, with several different sacrificial masks for wet etching. The desired channel
dimensions are from 50 to 100µm in radius, which has shown great promise when
working with capillaries. The hole in the etching mask is in this case important to
ensure the desired geometry [52]. The entry holes have been tested for sizes of 1.5,
2.5, 5 and 10µm. The desired feature is a groove with cross sectional geometry of
a semicircle. The approach is to isotropically wet etch the feature in both fused
silica glass and silicon. In the past many groups has achieved good isotropically
etching to fabricate micro fluidic channels in glasses [53]–[55]. Few have shown
concern with the cross–section geometry [56, 57] and surface roughness, as is the
case for this work when using coherent light for this detection scheme, see Table
5.
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Table 5. Summary of literature on how to make circular structures in glass. (1) Claimed in patent. (2) Considered semi circular by author in reference.
Substrate Mask Mask fabrication Etchant Temp Stirring Shape Reference
Microscope Photoresist Spin coated NH4F/HF 8 µm deep flat channels [58]
slides (BOE 5:1 and BOE 10:1) with curved sidewalls
Photoresist Spin coated Diluted NH4F/HF on 6.2 µm deep channels [53]
[54]
Fused quarts 30 nm Cr Sputtered Diluted NH4F/HF 50
◦C on 7.6 µm trapezoidal [59]
(100–400 nm) Au with curved sidewalls
Fused silica Cr/Au/Cr Conc. HF/HNO3 15 µm deep [60]
(25/100/25 nm)
Fused silica Cr (400 A˚) NH4F/HF 50
◦C 28 µm deep, flat middle [52]
and curved sidewalls
Several, 200 A˚ Cr Evaporated Conc. HF/HNO3/H2O slowly Circular channels [61]
mostly Pyrex 1000 A˚ Au (20:14:66)
Borofloat Amorphous CVD HF 35 µm, curved sidewalls [55]
silicon
Borofloat 100–500 A˚ Cr sputter HF/HNO3 100 µm diameter [62]
w. thick Au ±2.5 µm (1)
Borofloat 30 nm Cr sputter conc. HF 69 µm top to bottom [56]
500 nm Au 79 µm side to side. (2)
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3.1 Isotropic etching in fused silica
From previous work it is known that the line width of the etching mask is impor-
tant after isotropic etching with HF into fused silica through a tiny hole in the
etching mask[56, 61]. The actual HF–etching in this section was done by Kaleido
Technology A/S, Farum, Denmark, in a buffered oxide etch. The test pattern used
was tiny crosses with different line thicknesses, see Figure 20. The smaller the lines
the more uniform structure. As mentioned above the entry hole will affect the final
feature.
Figure 20. Photolithography Cr–mask used for isotropical etching experiments. In
the center is the four crosses with different sizes from 1.5 to 10 µm. There are
two designs on the mask of useable flow designs. One is two parallel lines and the
other is two channels crossing. They are both in two line widths of 1.5 and 5 µm.
The sacrificial mask has been changed in each experiment hence a total of four
different masks have been tested. The system investigated is fused silica with a
metal mask. The entry holes are etched into the metal via a photoresist mask.
This is done by standard photolithography procedures. All the substrates have
been cleaned before use
1. 5 minutes in acetone.
2. 5 minutes in isopropanol.
3. 5 minutes in water.
4. 1 minute in chromium sulfuric acid.
5. rinsed in water.
6. 5 minutes in .1 M KOH.
7. rinsed in running water for 30 minutes.
8. dried in oven at 110 ◦C for 12 hours.
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After depositing the metal masks the photoresist procedure is as follows:
1. Spin speed: 3000 RPM for 60 seconds with Microposit S1805 by Shipley.
2. Prebake: 30 min at 90 ◦C.
3. UV exposure. Several exposure times were tested to achieve the smallest
features possible. The test lithography mask has four crosses with thicknesses
of 1.5, 2.5, 5 and µm.
4. After exposure the photoresist is developed for 1:45 min in 15 % Microposit
Developer.
5. rinsed in water and dried in filtered air.
The metal masks were opened by Cr–etch ((NH4)2Ce(NO3)6, CH3COOH (glacial
ethanoic acid) and water) and Au–etch (KI, I2 and water). The mask was sput-
tered onto the fused silica. The sputter chamber was evacuated down to 10−6
atm and the sputtering process were at 2 · 10−5 atm with argon as the carrier
gas. A thick layer was sputtered onto the substrate. The layer was measured to
280 nm of chromium. A thin mask was fabricated as mentioned above except the
deposited layer is 40 nm instead. Since the thick mask fell off during the first
attempts of etching a surface adhesion promoter step was tested. Samples were
exposed to hexa methyl disilazane (HMDS) prior to the sputtering and other sam-
ples were sputtered directly after cleaning. The HMDS reacts with the substrate
surface, leaving it hydrophobic. By applying HMDS no water is present on the
sample when entered into the vacuum chamber of the sputtering tool. The HMDS
is burned in the plasma as the sputtering process begins. A combination of two
metals was tested, Cr/Au. The chromium layer is 40 nm and will provide good
adhesion to the fused silica. The gold layer is 2000 nm thick. The thickness will
provide mechanical stability to the mask and reduce the number of pinholes. The
pinhole number would decrease as defects in the Cr–layer are coated with thick
gold. The gold is deposited directly onto the Cr without exposing the chromium
to air, hence no oxidation of the first metal layer.
Thick Cr–mask results
During the etching process most of the metal mask was washed/flushed off, as
seen in Figure 21(A). Even though much of the mask has disappeared few images
were possible to obtain from these samples. In Figure 21(B) is an image of the
groove etched in the fused silica sample. The bottom of the surface is actually
nicely curved. But the sidewalls are straight. In the start of the etch the Cr–mask
protects the surface from the aggressive etchant. When the mask fell off the entire
surface is exposed, thereby the HF has free access to the surface. The microscope
image is made from a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cast. The cast is then cleaved
and then viewed from the side.
PDMS replica procedure: The uncured PDMS is mixed with the curing agent in
10:1 ratio by weight. The curing agent is stirred into the PDMS for some minutes to
ensure a homogeneous mixture. Afterwards the PDMS is degassed under vacuum
for at least 30 minutes. Usually all bobbles have disappeared after this period of
time. Meanwhile the old surface is prepared with HMDS. The HMDS will react
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Figure 21. (A)Picture of sample after etch. The stirring has left its mark on the
sample. Most of the Cr–mask has been removed. There has been exposed four pat-
terns on the substrate and etched simultaneously. In (B) is seen the etched struc-
ture, seen as a cleaved PDMS replica. The bottom part of the structure has some
curvature, but the major part is a flat surface.The sample was protected by thick
Cr–metal mask.
with the mold surface creating a monolayer thick slip layer. After degassing the
PDMS is poured slowly over the mold (sample which is to be replicated), trying
to prevent any bobbles forming. If any bubbles is formed or to ensure better
replication, the mould with PDMS on top is put into vacuum shortly. The PDMS
is then cured in an oven for at least 2 hours at 90◦C. A shorter baking time is
achievable by increasing the temperature, but normally the sample is contained
in plastic petridish. These will be damaged at higher temperature. The advantage
of using these plastic dishes is that they are thrown away after the replication
procedure.
When making side view microscope images of the micro structures fabricated
PDMS replicas there are several advantages. It is, if done properly, a non destruc-
tive way of getting information about the fabricated structures in a fairly simple
manor. PDMS has the ability to almost make a crystalline breakage. The surface
is cut with a scalpel and then the replica is bend along the cut, the PDMS replica
will then be sliced almost perfectly, resulting in a very flat cut, which makes it
ideal for viewing through microscope objectives. Thereby the resolution of the
microscope determines the smallest features detectable in microstructure.
Thin Cr–mask
The mask was fabricated as mentioned above except the deposited layer is 40
nm instead. Since the thick mask fell off during the first attempts of etching a
surface preparation was tested. Two samples were exposed to HMDS prior to the
sputtering and two samples were sputtered directly after cleaning. The HMDS
reacts with the substrate surface leaving it hydrophobic. By applying the HMDS
no water is present on the sample when entered into the vacuum chamber of the
sputtering tool. This might improved the adhesion between the Cr and the glass
surface. HMDS is used as adhesion promoter for other lithography applications,
although this usually relates to adhesion of organic polymer coatings. The HMDS
is burned in the plasma as the sputtering process begins. After sputtering the
mask were tested for better strength, meant as the ability to stay on the glass.
The mask could not be scratched by steel tweezers but only tiny scratches by a
piece of silicon. Again the substrates were etched at Kaleido Technology.
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The mask could resist the stirring during the etching process. There was no dif-
ference between samples with HMDS or without. But the mask quality was much
improved by only depositing 40 nm of Cr. Again the surface at the bottom of the
groove is curved, but again the sidewalls are not. Pinholes are becoming an issue
on these samples. The pinholes are result of uneven distribution of the chromium
on the surface or defects in the layer. Even the smallest defect or dust particle
will become a hole, since the thickness of the mask is so small. The main cleaning
problem is the sputtering process. The sputter target is sometimes exposed to air,
that might introduce an oxide layer on the Cr–target. These molecules are the first
to hit the glass surface. They could cause defects in the first nanometer. But the
largest problem is that the sputter tool is not placed in clean room environment.
Even though the samples are clean, they are exposed to dust, air and water when
entered into the vacuum chamber.
Combined Chromium–Gold metal mask
A combination of two metals has been tested. The chromium layer is 40 nm and
will provide good adhesion to the fused silica. The gold layer is 2000 nm thick.
The thickness will provide mechanical stability to the mask and reduce the num-
ber of pinholes. The pinhole number would decrease as defects in the Cr–layer are
coated with thick gold. The gold is deposited directly onto the Cr without expos-
ing the chromium to air, hence no oxidation of the first metal layer. The entire
process from the lithography step to final stage after etching has been verified by
microscope images after each step.
First are the images after the lithography step. Next are the images from the
Au and the Cr removal/etching. Then are images showing how the entry holes
appear after the HF–etch. Then are images showing the entry holes and the etched
structures taken from the backside of the substrates. Finally is a cross section of the
groove. It is made by a PDMS casted on the substrate and then cut perpendicular
to the groove. Below the images are graphs of the height of the PDMS cast made
by a Dektak profilometer.
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The shape of the etched grooves (via PDMS replica) is measured according to
this drawing, the numbers 1 and 3 are the sidewall length, 2 is the length of the
flat bottom and 4 is the structure depth:
As an example is shown for one sample at one exposure time with each step
and the lithography mask opening as rows and columns, respectively:
Table 6. Example of the verification steps. This is for sample 1 exposed for 6
seconds.
Step 2.5µm 1µm 10µm 5µm
Photoresist 2.61µm Not developed 10.08µm 4.77µm
Au opening 10.96µm 5.15µm
Au after HF 3.15µm 13.27µm 6.75µm
PDMS
Radius 64µm 1:218µm 2:67µm 1:µm 2:µm
see Figure 24 3:199µm 4:100µm 3:µm 4:100µm
Dektak 94.5µm 93.1µm
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A typical etch result is shown in Figure 22:
Figure 22. Typical etch result. Cast in PDMS of groove. This image is from sample
3 with exposure time of 21 seconds and the width of the lithography mask is 10
µm. The geometry numbers are 1: 202 µm 2: 50 µm 3: 200 µm 4: 75 µm The
shape is typical trapezoidal.
The shape is trapezoidal with a flat bottom and two flat sidewalls. The fused
silica surface has apparently been exposed to the HF–solution before the etch has
removed the amorphous material in an isotropical fashion. The mask did not fell
off during the etching process, as seen in Figure 23.
Figure 23. Pictures of a sample after HF etch. First is the front of sample. Then
is the sample from the back. Finally is the sample with the mask removed. The
presence of pinholes is almost nonexistent. Very few are observed. One is seen on
sample 1 which appear at a cross that might not have been etched completely before
the HF etching.
The addition of the Au-layer has reduced the number of pinholes. The pinholes
has not been avoided completely.
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In Figure 24 is shown a microscope image of a result of a pinhole. The size reveals
Figure 24. Pinhole from sample 1 at 6 seconds exposure. Radius is 64 µm. The
pinhole etch actually ends up as a circular structure.
that the etching mask was not etched all the way through and the HF etch made
a tiny hole during the glass etch. An interesting result, but it is not reproducible.
But the image shows that it is possible to fabricate large semicircular structures by
isotropic etching in fused silica. Normal entry holes results in trapezoidal shape.
Discussion of the etching in fused silica
The thick Cr–mask fell off during the HF etching. This is believed to be caused
by internal stress in the metal layer as is also discussed in [55]. The resulting
groove is nicely curved at the bottom, but the sidewalls are not curved. The glass
was chemically cleaned, this is to introduce less surface stress in the glass. Both
polishing and ultra sound cleaning increase the surface stress.
The thin Cr–mask had much better adhesion to the glass. The etching result was,
when possible to compare, the same for samples with HMDS applied or not. The
thickness is decisive of the mechanical strength since the thin layer was much more
stable, but the number of pinholes is increasing as well as the thickness becomes
smaller. The addition of gold on top of the Cr mask proved a large reduction of
these pinholes. The one pinhole mentioned above, in Figure 24, is the result of a
very tiny defect in the mask. The depth of the etch is approximately 30 µm smaller
than the other etches on that sample. At Kalido, photoresist has previously been
used for etching structures up until 30 µm. At that stage the photoresist is etched
away by the HF. So the pinhole lags 30 µm because the mask defect was coated
with photoresist.
The Au/Cr - mask could withstand the HF treatment, although it collapsed
eventually. This collapse did not expose additional silica surface; it only made the
entry holes a bit larger. This is not the reason for the shape of the groove. The
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photolithography could be improved to produce lines down to 1.5 µm even though
no effect is seen on the entire shape of the groove. In Figure 25 the statement from
Figure 25. The grove width as function of the entry hole width. The width should
be twice the etched depth plus the width of the entry hole. The measured widths
are much larger than expected from the literature.
[61], which says that the resulting groove should be twice the depth plus the entry
hole for isotropic etching, is tested. The grooves are much too wide, a factor of
2, in the case of the Cr/Au-mask. If the metal mask is underetched, then this
underetch is the deciding etching rate, not isotropically etch into the fused silica.
Figure 26. The fabricated structures have been investigated by two different mea-
surement techniques. The microscope is touchless although the replication process
demands contact. The Dektak profilometer is not contact less, but physically places
a needle on the sample and mechanically measures the morphology. Here are the
two techniques compared by overlaying the Dektak scan onto the micro scope image
of the PDMS replica. This is for sample 3 exposed for 21 seconds with 10 µm mask
opening. On the left is the Dektak profile alone to show that the height is 70.9µm.
The microscope and the Dektak profiler agree on the shape of the etched struc-
tures, see Figure 26. The depth is always some microns smaller for the Dektak
measurement. This is caused by the fact that the profiler touches an elastomer
(PDMS). This could influence the measurement as the soft material deforms to
varying extend under the touching needle. Also on the microscope images it is a
problem to find the edge, just a bit out of focus and the size is not completely
correct.
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The shape of the groove is not circular. The tip/bottom could be curved, but
it is not satisfactory. The shape is in all experiments more trapezoidal. And the
ratio of the shape is shown in Figure 27. One side in the trapeze is always longer
Figure 27. The average ratio of the samples investigated after HF etching.
or the same length as the other side. The sides would be expected to have the
same length.
The shape has been discussed with Dr. Shaorong Liu from Texas Tech Univer-
sity. He has achieved circular channels before [62]. The resulting shape is caused by
underetching of the Cr-layer. This layer is capable of withstanding the HF treat-
ment if it is of excellent quality. The layers produced in these experiment were of
too low a quality. The problem with surface tension of the glass as described in
[61] is not the case here. That could explain why the Cr layer did not stay at the
surface, but the difference between the expected shape and the actual shape is too
large.
Table 7. The etch rate for the experiments with Cr/Au-mask.
Sample 1 Etching time 21h 28min
Depth (microscope) 100 µm ±1.0
Depth (Dektak) 94.8 µm ±0.6
Etch rate (microscope) 77.6 nm/min
Etch rate (Dektak) 73.0 nm/min
Sample 2 Etching time 18h 48min
Depth (microscope) 89.7 µm ±1.5
Depth (Dektak) 83.6 µm ±0.3
Etch rate (microscope) 79.5 nm/min
Etch rate (Dektak) 74.1 nm/min
Sample 3 Etching time 16h 59min
Depth (microscope) 73.8 µm ±3.9
Depth (Dektak) 70.2 µm ±0.9
Etch rate (microscope) 72.4 nm/min
Etch rate (Dektak) 68.9 nm/min
The depth increase linearly with time (R2 = 0.96) ,see Table 7, so in the case
of no underetch of the mask, a very uniform structure would be expected, more
circular than trapezoidal in geometry.
Summary on isotropical etching in fused silica
Four different metal masks have been tested for isotropic etching in fused silica.
The desired shape of a half circle was not achieved. The quality of the metal
masks is found to be the main reason why the shape became trapezoidal instead
of circular. The quality is affected by the cleanliness. The cleaning procedure
used for sample preparation could not have introduced enough surface tension
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to cause the etch results. The quality of the cleaning process may not be clean
enough, since it is sometimes necessary to clean the sample twice or three times
before they appear clean. Dirt and other residues may sometimes be seen after
the cleaning process. To increase the quality of the mask all processes need to
be in a controlled clean environment. Concentrated HF could be used instead of
buffered HF, as this would reduce the etching time, thus not allowing enough
time to underetch the mask. As mentioned in the literature a silicon nitride mask
would provide a better mask as HF do not attack that mask and the mask may be
formed in a very clean environment. The crystal structure is also more compatible
with the surface ensuring good adhesion.
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Photolithography mask fabrication
Photolithography has been chosen to be the obvious technique to use for transfer
the design layout to the samples that is later to be etched. For this application
the photolithography mask is a critical tool. Fabrication of such masks has been
developed from early stages of the electronic industry starting with cutting in
rubylith by hand that via down scale projection resulted in a useable feature size,
going down 1000 times in size. Making smaller and smaller features has been the
challenge as the minimum feature size in 2001 was around 100 nm using 248 nm
DUV light and the feature size is expected to decrease to 20 nm in 2014 by using
various forms of ultra short wave lengths and E-beam writing[63].
In a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) the sample is placed in vacuum and
bombarded with high–energy electrons (0.5-40 keV), these electrons contains so
much energy that they will continue into the sample surface. Inside the sample
material the electrons are absorbed. By these events secondary electrons are cre-
ated. These low–energy electrons (0-50 eV) are usually detected. The electron
beam is scanned across the sample surface completing a surface image. A SEM
has been used for writing in a resist material instead of using the SEM for imag-
ing. The idea is to write a designed pattern with very small dimensions. This is to
fabricate a photolithography mask, which is then used later on in the fabrication
of circular micro flow channels. From Kaleido Technologies I was informed that
1.25 to 1.50 µm wide etching holes would result in cylindrical lenses (20 µm in
diameter). In this work the resulting groove is to be 50 µm in diameter. The goal
is to fabricate patterns with line widths around 1 µm to 3 µm.
It is the secondary electrons that is used to transfer the energy to the masking
material. The charge density profile of such a low–energy electron can be seen in
figure 28. The SEM is equipped with a shutter, that blocks the electron beam.
By controlling the opening times of this shutter a known electron dose is directed
to this small area or pixel. Pixel usually is known from bitmap–images, and such
images where constructed such that the color information directly corresponds
to the opening time. When two pixels are close to one another they will provide
exposure to the neighboring pixel as well, the proximity effect [64, 65]. The effect
can expose unwanted areas of the resist material leading to worse resolution. The
effect can be reduced by changing the individual pixel value of the image you
write, this is what is meant, when the pattern is proximity corrected. One could
also distribute exactly the amount, that is needed for resist reaction. Making sure
that the energy level is in the narrow region is possible but extremely difficult
[66], alternative methods have been reported of applying a thin insulating layer
between the resist material and the substrate [67]. Before each run the SEM had
to be calibrated, so the correct opening times could be used. The dose has to be
calculated before writing the image to the sample and can be found from equation
(77).
Dose =
n · I · t
A
(77)
n is the number of points in the image file. I is the current used, t is the opening
times in ns and A is the area exposed. The area is the window size at a certain
magnification. The calibration of the SEM determines which current values is
available. As the tungsten filament ages the current changes. A resist material
used was SAL 601 (Shipley, US) and the proper dose was between 0.12 µC/cm2
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Figure 28. The profile of the energy distributed when electrons reach the resist ma-
terial has two areas of interest (double Gaussian). The high–energy region centered
around the middle region (-.4 to .4 arbitrary distance units) and the surrounding
region where energy is dispersed over a large area. If two or more electrons has
this low–energy region overlapping, it is called the proximity effect.
and 0.36 µC/cm2 at 20 keV. A dose test image was constructed and can be seen
in figure 29.
A dose test is run at different current levels. Afterwards the sample is developed
and the proper dose is determined. Developed patterns is seen in figure 30.
After the best suitable dose has been determined the actual pattern is written on
a new sample. The SAL–601 resist is a negative resist, meaning that the exposed
material remains after development.
For the overall purpose of making a photolithography mask a dark–field mask is
needed. With a dark–field mask most of the sample surface needed to be exposed,
hence leading to longer writing times. The writing times became so long (2 to
8 hours) that the filament was not stable over time resulting in failure as the
incorrect dosage was applied to the sample. Instead a different resist was tested,
4% PMMA in chlorobenzene with molecular weight of 495 kD. This is a positive
resist, as the polymer chain is destroyed by the electrons, so only the pattern lines
need exposure, resulting in much more practical writing times. Good results were
achieved in a 5 X 5 mm area, completed in less than 30 seconds at low current
settings. Faster writing times could be achieved with a higher current, but would
result in lower resolution. The largest window of exposure usable was 2 X 2 mm
(larger windows is less magnification, hence lines become larger that 1 µm) and
a writing time of 15 minutes produced the smallest lines of 650 nm in width.
The stepping motor on the translation stage on the SEM was then to be used
for exposing neighboring windows to make the mask design into a full size mask
having an area of at least 44 X 44 mm (limited by the nickel shim size and the
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Figure 29. The dose test consists of 256 identical patterns one for each intensity
level, from black to white. This image is made up from an 8196 by 8196 pixel
bitmap. The written area is set to be 2 X 2 mm. So one pixel corresponds to 244
nm. From identifying the best pattern the dose can be set to give the best possible
result for the given experiment.
Figure 30. Microscope image of pattern number 255 in dose test, the highest dose
(A). The smallest lines are 2.77 µm for the X-direction and 3.05 µm for the Y-
direction. The smallest lines are made from 1 pixel wide lines. Pattern number
3 is shown in (B). Same sample as in (A), except the dose of electrons/energy
are much lower. This is found to be the optimal dose, since the thinnest line is
just present. The thinnest lines are now between 870 and 910 nm. When compared
between the two images it is clear that the features are slimmer with the correct
dose. In (C) the dose test has been proximity corrected. The factors used for that
is 50% for nearest neighboring pixel and 15% from the pixel next to that. This has
only effect for lines made up of more the than one pixel. Again the thinnest line
is around 1 µm but each pixel is visible to be 650 to 780 nm.
injection molding tool). It was not possible to obtain any usable results by this
stepping procedure.
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To summaries it was achieved to make features of 650 nm in size accomplished by
taking the proximity effect into consideration when designing and constructing the
bitmap–image. It was found that the spot size has to be as small as possible, higher
magnification leading to smaller exposed surface area per pixel. The fabrication
of our own mask was abandoned as at the same time DeltaMask in Holland could
deliver high quality masks with smallest feature size of the needed 1.5 µm. Their
masks where made by direct–writing with a focused laser on a chrome–covered
glass substrate with photoresist spun on top.
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3.2 Isotropic etching in silicon
An alternative etching procedure has been developed. Instead of etching in fused
silica the material used is silicon. Even though silicon is a crystalline material, it
is still possible to isotropically etch into a silicon wafer. But the actual etching
process is far more complicated than that of etching in glass with HF [68]. The
etch used is HF–based, but also uses two other chemicals, nitric and acetic acid.
The entire HNA–process is a multi step procedure as is seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. The HNA etching process. The following steps has been used in order
to complete the process sketched in the diagram show. Cleaning of Si substrates
– a) Deposition of Si3N4 layer – b) Photolithography – Plasma cleaning – c)
Deposition of SiO2 layer – d) Photo resist lift–off – e) Etching of Si3N4 through
SiO2 mask – f) HNA etching of Si through Ni3N4 mask – g) Removal of nitride
mask in boiling phosphoric acid. h) The substrate is later electroplate to be used
for making replicas.
The process begins with a bare silicon wafer and ends up with having the de-
sired micro structures etched into the wafer, which is then electroplated for later
polymer chip fabrication. The entire process had to be optimized for each step,
since no standard procedure exist for this work.
The bare wafers are prepared in a RCA cleaning process, to ensure a perfectly
clean surface before the sacrificial mask is deposited on the surface, process is
shown in Table 8.
After the HF–step (B in Table 8) the wafer surface was tested for its hydrophillic-
ity. If a droplet of water stayed on the surface, the wafer was then immersed into
the HF–solution for another few seconds. The cleanliness of this step is very critical
for the success of this entire process. As with the thin Cr–mask any defect in the
mask material will result in pinholes creating uncontrollable features in the sample
surface. As the surface is cleaned good adhesion and uniformity is ensured. The
removal of the native SiO2 layer is critical for this procedure as the etching bath
contains HF, which would etch away that oxide layer underneath the protective
mask, destabilizing the mask. The sacrificial mask is a layer of Si3N4 deposited
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Table 8. Silicon wafer cleaning procedure, same as in [63], except the solvent re-
moval step has not been used.
A Removes organic material and some metals ions.
1. Immerse in a (5:1:1) solution of H2O−NH4OH −H2O2. Heat solution
to 75− 80◦C for 10 minutes.
2. Quench the solution under running DI water for 1 minute.
3. Wash in DI water for 5 minutes.
B Removes native SiO2 layer.
1. Immerse in a (1:50) solution of HF −H2O for 15 seconds.
2. Wash in running DI water with agitation for 30 seconds.
C Removes heavy alkali metals.
1. Immerse in a (6:1:1) solution of H2O −HCl −H2O2 for 10 minutes at
75− 80◦C.
2. Quench the solution under running DI water for 1 minute.
3. Wash in DI water for 20 minutes.
onto the clean silicon wafer. The procedure used for depositing the nitride–mask
is low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LP – CVD). The mask thickness was
approximately 1900 A˚. The nitride layer should not be affected by HF, hence pro-
tecting the wafer surface from being etched. The deposition of the mask was done
via Prof. Davidson’s lab at Vanderbilt University.
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The test pattern used is four crosses with different line widths. All performed
on 2X2.5 cm test samples (Si wafers diced). The test pattern is transferred to the
samples by photolithography. The photoresist used was Futurex 1000 PY (negative
resist) and developed in Futurex RD6. This resist is designed to underdevelop, so
the footprint of the resist is smaller than that of the photolithography mask. This
is intended to be used for a lift–off process as the undercut separates the deposited
film so an excellent removal of the top layer is achieved, since it is not touching
the bottom layer. In Table 9 is shown experimental runs to achieve reproducible
and acceptable line features.
Table 9. Photolithography experiments. It is normal procedures as described by
the resist supplier. The spin coating and the post exposure baking has been kept
constant. Result describes the pattern created. E.g. –1.5 meaning all motives except
the 1.5µ pattern is transferred successfully. SR is sample reused, MOS is mask on
substrate so the lithography mask is placed directly onto the sample. Maskaligner,
means that the mask is fastened to the aligner allowing for multiple exposures.
Spin speed: 3000 RPM for 40 seconds.
Acceleration: 664 RPM/s.
Post bake: 60 seconds at 100◦C.
Run Prebake Exposure Development Result Comments
150◦C seconds seconds
1 60 s 220 12 –1.5 SR,MOS
2 60 s 220 15 –1.5 & 2.5 SR, MOS
3 60 s 220 20 only 10 SR, MOS
4 60 s 220 10 –1.5 & 2.5 SR, MOS
5 60 s 230 16 –1.5 & 2.5 SR, MOS
6 60 s 240 12+1 All SR, MOS, removed 1.5
& 2.5 with extra developing
7 60 s 280 16.5+3 All SR, MOS, removed 1.5
+30+20 & 2.5 after 33 s. development.
Residue removed.
8 60 s 400 10+5 All SR, MOS,
removed 1.5 after +5 s.,
removed residue, Sample A
9 35 s 400 10+2 All SR, MOS, Sample B
10 35 s 220 10 All Maskaligner, Sample C
35 s 400 10 All Maskaligner, Sample C
11 35 s 220 13 All Maskaligner, Sample D
35 s 300 13 All Maskaligner, Sample D
35 s 400 13 All Maskaligner, Sample D
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As seen from Table 9 the resist pattern was still on the surface after 13 seconds.
A longer development time and the resist was released from the surface. To re-
move the residue from the surface development time was more than 30 seconds.
It was uncertain if the residue would cause problems further on the process, in
particular the lift–off step. An alternative procedure to removing the residue by
using the developer was needed. Removing the residue by exposing the surface
to an oxygen plasma was tested. In Table 10 is seen the results from the plasma
cleaning procedure and the resulting line widths. All of the residue was removed
seen as the height of the structures changed more than the thickness of the residue
layer was measured to be. Also the samples were visually inspected and the surface
hydrophilicity was tested. All tests showed that the residue was removed.
Table 10. Plasma cleaning step. The low and high indicates the settings on the
oxygen plasma device, an indication of the power put into the plasma champer.
The extra label on the samples indicates the pattern exposure time.
Sample Height Plasma Height ∆
A 1.445 µm 1min low+30s+30s high 1.425 µm 20 nm
B 1.450 µm 1min low+2X30s+30s high 1.390 µm 60 nm
C 1.335 µm 1min low+30s+1min high 1.295 µm 40 nm
D 1.400 µm 1min low+2X30s+30s high 1.325 µm 75 nm
linewidth 1.5 µm 2.5 µm 5 µm 10 µm
A(400s) 0.84 2.33 4.69 9.03
B(400s) 1.49 2.15 4.95 9.24
C(220s) 2.15 2.64 5.28 9.57
C(400s) 1.49 2.48 5.28 9.57
D(220s) 1.82 2.64 5.28 9.57
D(300s) 2.15 3.30 5.61 10.09
D(400s) 3.80 2.31 5.61 10.40
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A SiO2 layer was deposited by E-beam evaporation in Prof. Wikswo’s lab at
Vanderbilt University. A quarts sample was used as the SiO2 source. 200 nm
of SiO2 was deposited onto the sample surface. The oxide layer is to protect
the nitride mask in future steps. After the addition of the oxide layer, lift–off
procedures followed. Samples were placed in acetone for 60 hours. The acetone
had no or little effect. Instead the samples were placed in photoresist stripper
with sonication for 1 hour. All photoresist was removed opening the oxide mask.
Again the features was measured, see Table 11, and the lines were much smaller
than those found on the photolithography mask.
Table 11. Line dimensions after lift–off procedure. The lines are clearly much
smaller than those used to fabricate them.
Linewidth 1.5 µm 2.5 µm 5 µm 10 µm
Sample
A(400s) 0.52 0.84 1.33 2.33
B(400s) 0.66 0.66 1.32 2.48
C(220s) 0.66 0.66 1.16 2.31
C(400s) 0.33 0.66 1.16 2.31
D(220s) 0.37 0.89 1.20 2.36
D(300s) 0.50 0.84 1.33 2.32
D(400s) 1.16 1.49 1.65 2.97
To open the nitride mask the samples had to be placed in boiling concentrated
phosphoric acid. A custom made piece of glass ware was designed and fabricated
by the glass blower. A picture of the device is shown in Figure 32(left). The glass
container was made to contain the sample holder shown in Figure 32(right). The
wafer holder was made completely in Teflon, the only polymer material known
to withstand the temperatures and etchants used. The etching in H3PO4 was
done at 165–175◦C for 50 minutes. The sample color was used as indicator for the
process progress. The color had to change from deep purple – to golden – back
into purple through the visual spectra again to golden ending with gray as the
silicon surface is exposed. The boiling phosphoric acid also attacks the oxide layer,
but 1000 times slower than for the nitride layer. The color change was viewed on
the sample areas which has not been covered by the oxide layer, this could be the
back of the wafer.
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Figure 32. Left: The glass ware fabricated to contain the samples during the open-
ing of the nitride mask in boiling phosphoric acid. The temperature is monitored
via the thermometer and the acid is allowed to reflux to keep the temperature con-
stant. Right: The sample holder used for both the boiling acid step and the actual
HNA etching. It is made purely in Teflon. Other materials has been tested but
failed. The holder can be adjusted to be used with 3” wafers (drawn) and the diced
samples (2X2.5cm).
The entire sample holder with sample was immersed into the HNA etch for
the isotropic etching of the silicon through the opened nitride mask. The HNA
etch is a mixture of three acids, Hydrofluoric, Nitric and Acetic. The mixture
used was (1:2:1) concentrated HF, Concentrated HNO3 and concentrated acetic
acid. The solution is mixed just before use and the liquid is kept in a polymer
container large enough to contain the sample holder and still have space for the
liquid to flow freely along the sidewalls. Agitation is influencing the etch rate, as
fresh etchant has to replace the reaction products from the surface for continuous
etching. The nitric acid oxidizes the silicon surface to silicon oxide. The SiO2 is
then etched by the HF in an isotropic fashion. The acetic acid is to reduce the
surface tension and thereby reduce the number of bubbles attached to the surface.
The oxidizing ability regime of the nitric acid is also enlarged by the acetic acid.
Different agitation test has been performed. A sample was submerged into the
HNA etch, while being sonicated during the etch. The reaction was too violent
as the mask and sample was ruined very fast. The same result was found when
degassing mode was used, even with less power introduced to the system. While
stirring, the process was manageable and an etch rate of 10µm/minute was found.
This was in good agreement with the literature and the mixture should place the
resulting surface in the smooth area [68], as was desired for this to be used in an
optical device. In Figure 33 is shown the result of 5 minutes etching. The structure
is very close to being semicircular as the ratio between radius and diameter is .501.
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Figure 33. Microscope images show the result of a HNA etch in silicon through a
nitride sacrificial mask with photolithography mask line widths of 5µm (left) and
10µm (right). The fabricated structure has a semicircular geometry and no visible
flat spot transferred from the mask opening. When going to smaller openings (<2.5
µm) another agitation problem occurs when trying to exchange the fluids through
very narrow openings. The best result obtained in this work is when the nitride
sacrificial mask opening is between 2.5 and 5 µm. The ratio between top opening
and depth has been measured on the PDMS replicas to be .505 and .501 with a
profilometer, this is for the first time shown in this difficult length scale, how to
fabricate semicircular structures in silicon.
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The entire process was repeated for the two channel designs seen in Figure 20
using the 5 µm linewidth with the following process parameters used.
Photolithography: Pre–exposure bake is 35 seconds. Exposure is 400 seconds.
Development is 13 seconds.
Plasma cleaning: 1 min low+2X30 seconds+30 seconds high.
Deposition of SiO2 layer: 200 nm evaporated on by E-beam.
Lift–off: 1 hour in stripper and sonication.
Opening of Nitride mask: Two times through the color range.
HNA etch: (1:2:1) mixture for approx. 5 minutes.
All steps was repeated as the optimum setting from each step, except for the last
etching step. The larger part of the wafer did not contain a patterned feature, so a
polymer film [69], was attached to the surface and the desired pattern was cut into
the polymer with a scalpel before attachment to the wafer. The pattern was cut
by hand so the cut out pattern did not fit the lithography pattern perfectly, it was
larger making sure none of the micro patterned features was sealed underneath
the polymer film. The polymer film was clean room tape used to seal critical
parts. The usage of the polymer film ensures that HNA etch did not come into
contact with the wafer underneath, providing superb protection. The agitation
had to be done differently since the use of entire 3” wafers changed the liquid
flow completely. The stirring or exchange of liquid was instead done by hand,
instead of a stirring magnetic stir bar, by pumping the liquid around by lifting
and lowering the sample holder. The setup was tested with water as liquid before
attempting with the acid mixture. Enough liquid was exchanged to remove bubbles
from the surface. When etching the first wafer the reaction suddenly changed, the
etch rate drastically increased and the nitride mask was removed in seconds. For
the next samples it was decided to get as close to the intended 5 minutes of
etching as possible, and when the reaction took off, stop the etching immediately.
This would give the the largest features possible and keep the mask failure to a
minimum. The failure of the mask can be seen as the broadening of the etched
channel top. The silicon surface is exposed to the etching mixture too fast. With
no mask failure the top corner of the channel is sharp as seen in Figure 33. The
wafer was tested in a MIBD–setup and showed a clear fringe pattern although a
speckle pattern was present also. To reduce the surface roughness of the obtained
semicircular structures a chemical polishing step was done by using a mixture
of NH4F and H2O2 and removed approximately 1–2 µm. The sacrificial nitride
mask was removed in boiling H3PO4.
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To summarize, the semicircular structure set out to make has been created
by isotropic etching in silicon. A multiple step procedure has been developed for
making these structures. Most of these steps would lead to procedure failure if
not done at optimum conditions. Since some of the masks failed and was dissolved
in the HNA etch it has raised some questions on the different steps. The depo-
sition of the nitride mask and the quality of this masking layer is unknown as
the actual procedure were done at other labs with the aid of Prof. Davidson from
Vanderbilt University. The evaporation step could only be verified be seing that
the color of the wafer had changed uniformly. Uniformly is then an indication of a
layer of SiO2 covering the entire nitride surface. The lift–off process was done in
sonication. Sonication has been known to further increase defects in surfaces and
could introduce stress in the nitride mask or the oxide layer. Defects in the oxide
layer would be transferred to the nitride layer in the boiling phosphoric acid step.
Finally the HNA etch is complex and the sudden change in reaction rate can be
explained by that the reaction is self catalyzed. So if the reaction is allowed to
proceed without removing the catalyst the reaction rate is increased. The mixture
of chemicals used must be kept the same as the reaction rate changes dramatically
as seen in [68]. As the nitride mask breaks down the amount of silicon available
for the reaction is largely increased again raising the etch rate. Underneath the
polymer film no defects were seen. Defects away from the channel or next to it
can be avoided in the sensor as you can focus the laser beam onto the channel
thereby bypassing those unwanted features. The silicon wafers were tested in a
MIBD setup and a clearly visible interference pattern was observed. The wafers
were then shipped off to Dandisc, who electroplated the wafers to make nickel
replicas.
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3.3 Alternative procedures for making circular
structures
Copper wire imprint
A copper wire was used to make imprints in poly(methyl methacrylate)(PMMA)
also known as Plexiglas. Previously a glass wire has been used for making in-
tegrated wave guides, by Ulrich et al.[70]. The diameter of the copper wire was
determined with a micrometer and optical microscope. The wire was straighten by
pulling the wire making it possible to fabricate straight channels by the imprint.
The diameter of the used wire was found to be 100 µm in diameter. In order not
to press the wire completely into the PMMA sample, a wire holder was made.
The wire should be pressed 50 microns into the sample so a holder having 50 µm
deep channels were made in PDMS. The PMMA samples were 5 by 5 cm and 1
cm thick and the load was ∼ 1.5 kg. The wires were placed in the wire holder and
then placed on top of the PMMA sample, as seen in figure 34. The entire sample
was placed in a preheated oven for 10 minutes at 110 ◦C, with the preheated
load (block of iron) on top. The embedded wires was removed from the sample by
etching away the copper. The etch is a solution normally used for etching circuit
boards, fine etch crystals (sodium persulfate), Lautronics (Lyngby, DK).
Figure 34. Diagram of the embossing process. A PDMS holder is loaded with the
copper wires. The PDMS holder ensures that the wires are kept in the desired
pattern (A) and keeping the wire from being pressed completely into the PMMA
(B). A large area if the PMMA surface is effected by the imprint, also indicated in
(B), as the surface surrounding the wire is pressed down as well. In a completed
micro flow setup, this would lead to leaks, ruining the MIBD measurements.
The imprint was close to circular in the area around the wire, but the entire
surface had been deformed as well. The material underneath the wire has to be
removed and it is then pressing on the material next to the channel resulting
in a down bending top surface making the imprint appear much larger than the
width of the copper wire. This has also been reported in the literature, where a
25 µm wire resulted in a 168 µm wide impact area[71]. The replication of the
copper wire was so good that the morphology of the metal crystals were copied
into the PMMA, resulting in a noisy fringe pattern, where a speckle pattern was
dominating the scattered light.
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Laser ablation directly in plastic
A method of writing the desired micro flow system directly in plastic has been
tested. The writing was done by Lennart Bitsch, MIC, Technical University of
Denmark. It was done with their CO2–laser writing system. A description of the
system and the ablation process is found in [72]. A PDMS replica has been made
of the fabricated channels. The shape of the grooves is seen in figure 35.
Figure 35. A V-shaped groove has been produced by laser ablation of a polymer
sample. The opening width is 391 µm and the depth is 331 µm. A PDMS replica
has been made to produce a cross-sectional view of the produced structures. The
size and the shape of the structure is not the desired semicircular structure with a
100 µm diameter.
The shape and the size of the structures is not what was intended. The shape is
a V-groove or Gaussian, and not semicircular. The samples was tested in a MIBD
setup. When the laser impinged on the structures only speckle scatter was present.
It was not possible to recognize a fringe pattern, that could be used for refractive
index measurement. In [72] is also discussed the surface appearance after ablation.
Some resolidified PMMA may be present at the top of the structure. These droplets
have been reported as being ∼ 15 µm in diameter. Where the overall surface
roughness is to be 1–2 µm, which is comparable with the wavelength used in the
MIBD setup.
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Laser ablation in silicon
This work was a collaborative method test between Risø National Laboratory and
Danish Technological Institute (DTI), Christian B. Nielsen. DTI has performed
the laser ablation and Risø has performed the chemical polishing and the analysis
of the samples.
The hypothesis is to ablate a structure in the silicon, which is close to the desired
shape, chemical polishing afterwards will lead to smooth surfaces of semi circular
geometry of the grooves in the silicon.
Figure 36. A V-shaped groove has been produced by laser ablation of the silicon
surface. The opening width is ∼50 µm and the depth the same. The sample seen
in (A) has been cleaved across the structure and tilted 45◦ in the SEM. In (B)
is shown a close up of the surface and features range from some hundreds of
nanometer to several microns.
A number of silicon samples were ablated with a femto second laser in a
f–shaped design. This shape both has a curve, crossing and long straight lines.
The width of the openings were approximately 50 µm and the samples were cut
to different depths. Four depths on each sample ranging from 20, 50, 100 and
200 µm. At first the geometry was to be verified by making a PDMS replica. Even
with HMDS as slip layer the surface was so rough, that the PDMS could not be
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released from the grooves, hence only SEM pictures was obtained to obtain geom-
etry and surface information. In figure 36 is seen an ablated groove(A) and the
surface structure in (B). The initial shape was not as close to circular as expected
as it is more in the shape of a V. On several positions the ablation has removed the
silicon resulting in deep holes, resulting in an very nonuniform channel bottom.
The chemical polishing was performed with a mixture of hydrofluoric acid and
nitric acid. The solution used was 15.5 mL HF (49.25%) and 26.4 ml HNO3
(69.51%). Before polishing the solution was ”initiated” by adding a tiny piece
of silicon. The polishing procedure is a version of the HNA–etch[68], and is self
catalytic, by adding the silicon the polishing will begin immediately when the
sample is introduced to the solution. Samples were polished in the acid mix for
30, 60 and 90 seconds while the system was sonicated. After 30 seconds the surface
Figure 37. After polishing treatment almost all spikes have been removed. Those
few ones left are small (∼1 µm). When investigating the larger area of the surface
the roughness is less than 100 nm, limited by the SEM resolution. The ablated holes
are visible in this crossing part of the structure. They are to big to be removed by
this polishing procedure. The sample in (A) has been exposed to the acid mix for
30 seconds. The same sample is in (B) shown by its profile obtained by a Dektak
profilometer. The top edges is rounded as well as the bottom.
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is specular, and the surface roughness has been reduced significantly. In figure 37
(A) is seen the structure after the polishing treatment.
The deep holes ablated by the laser is clearly still visible and will be present
at even longer polishing times than the tested 90 seconds. After 90 seconds the
wafer is etched trough the backside. After the polishing treatment for 30 seconds
the surface roughness is less than 100 nm with few defects roughly 1 micron in
diameter. The bottom of the groove is curved in shape, but the sidewalls are
not. The actual curvature is difficult to conclude by the SEM images. A PDMS
replica was not possible since the samples after polishing were to thin and fragile.
By polishing longer the effect of the ablated holes was reduced but could not be
removed before the samples were etched all the way through.
The surface roughness is on an acceptable level after the polishing treatment
(∼ λ6 ) which is an improvement of approximately 50 compared to the ablation
alone. It has not been possible to remove the effect of the ablation were the center
of the beam results in deeper holes. The shape of the structure has been difficult to
establish. But the shape is more curved after etching than the V-groove produced
by the ablation. A mask less etch is not usable to fabricate the master tool because
on the macroscopic level irregularities produced covering the entire surface. This
results in a top surface that is not flat and eventually will be troublesome to seal
in a chip. By performing the polishing treatment without a mask the top corners
of the ablated structures are rounded also, as seen in figure 37 (B). It is fully
expectable as it is attempted to remove roughnesses (very sharp edges) and at the
same time have the top edges of the groove (less sharp edges). Applying a mask
to the surface will improve the edges in the top of the channels.
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Micro machining
An method of using a micro machining tool has been tested to fabricate circular
structures. The machine used is an AutoGrav III, from AutoGrav (Fischbach, Ger-
many). This method has the advantage of being relatively fast and user friendly.
By user friendly is thought of as the entire processing can be done mainly on PC
with very little human interference. The micro channel design is drawn directly in
Corel Draw from where it is exported to the micro machining tool via floppy disk.
For these tests polycarbonate has been used as the polymer platform. The struc-
tures where to be directly made into a polymer, which still has the possibility to
be electroplated if necessary. CD-rom disks were used as source of polycarbonate.
It is a cheap source of well defined flat plastic. The CD-rom is placed in the drilling
bench and clamped into position. The tip of the drilling bit was aligned in all three
dimensions, so that it just touched the polymer surface. All coordinates are stored
in the PC controlling the machining tool. For these test a 2D-plot was used, more
complex 3D plots are also possible. The movement in the x-y plane was set to a
speed of .2 to 2 mm/s. The different speed was to move slowly enough, so that the
cutting edge passed the surface several times in almost the same spot. Thereby the
cutaway material could be removed. The z-direction resulted in the depth of the
structure. Drilling bits with round heads were used to make the structure, with
radius of 50 to 100 µm. To keep the polymer from melting or burning caused by
the friction, the drilling head was air cooled. The best results was obtained with
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Figure 38. Profile of surface after micro machining. The drilling bit had a rounded
head with a radius of 50 µm. The x-y movement of the drilling head was set to .2
mm/s and the depth is 60 µm. The machined structure is wider and has a flatten
part in the center of the structure.
highest cooling and the slowest x-y movement. In figure 38 is seen a cross sectional
view of the micro machined structure. The width of the structure is larger than
the desired 100 µm. The shape is mainly distorted by warbling in the drilling
head. It has not been possible to overcome this issue. The drilling speed has been
changed to look for different vibration frequencies in the system and the drilling
bit has been shortened to get the head closer to the fixation point.
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Micro grinding of capillary tubes
Objects are available with well–defined circular geometry and proper size. As has
been mentioned before copper wiring is possible to find with a 100 µm diameter.
From Polymicro Technologies (AZ, US) fused silica tubes with an inner diameter
of 100 µm have been purchased. In order to utilize the smooth glass surface on
the inside of the capillary, the idea is to grind/polish away half the tube to end
up with a semicircular structure. This method has been tested with both copper
wire and capillaries.
Copper wires were embedded in epoxy on a glass plate. The epoxy used was SU8
photoresist, which was spin coated on the glass to a thickness of 50 µm. When the
wires had been placed by hand in the epoxy, more epoxy were added on top to give
the sample a thickness of ∼ 200 µm. The sample was given time (24 hours) for
the solvent in the photoresist to evaporate at room temperature. Then exposed
to UV light and baked in an oven as described by the distributor. The sample
was bonded to a sample holder via a bonding jig (Logitech Ltd., Scotland). The
bonding was done by using hot melted wax and the sample was kept in the jig
for 1 hour before usage. In the mean time the polishing machine, Logitech PM5
(Logitech Ltd. Scotland), was prepared. The iron polishing wheel was made flat
with a parallelization jig for 30 minutes at 40 rpm with 9 µm Al2O3 particles in
water as abrasive, which removes rust from the surfaces and at the same time
smoothing it. This was done in lapping mode, where the jig moves across the
polishing wheel continuously, while rotating, ensuring complete coverage of the
iron surface. The bonded sample was attached to the automated polishing head.
A data link is in connection with a digitized micrometer, so the grinding progress
can be monitored and a fix height difference may be set. The grinding speed is
controlled by rotation speed of the polishing well, the size of the particles in the
abrasive and the force provided from the polishing head. The load of the polishing
head is changed by adjusting a spring, usually these runs where done with full
load, which is 1.8 kg (the weight of the polishing head).
The stop criteria for the copper wire was to stop the grinding 50 µm after the
first appearance of the wire through the epoxy. This was done by monitoring the
micrometer on the polishing head and by using an optical micro scope to measure
the width of the wire. It was realized that it was not possible to place the wires
uniformly into the epoxy as the width altered along the length of the wire. When
approximately 75 % of the wire had the desired width the grinding was stopped.
The copper wire was etched away from the sample with the copper etch mentioned
above. After removal of the copper wire, PDMS replicas were made to verify the
geometry of the fabricated structures. The structure is circular in shape, but as
it is seen in figure 39(A) the grinding process was not stopped exactly half way
through the copper wire. The surface structure of the copper wire was transferred
to the epoxy surface, see figure 39(B), resulting in a dominating speckle pattern
when illuminating the structure with a laser.
Before placing the capillary on the glass substrate a thin layer of glue was
applied to the surface. Then the capillary was firmly placed on the surface and
fixated until the glue hardened. Thereby the capillaries should not be repositioned
when the epoxy was applied afterwards. The largest thickness of the sample was
measured to be 420 µm. So 325 µm of material needed to be removed to be half
way through the capillary. The sample dimensions has been sketched in figure
40(A). The sample was ground thinner with Al2O3–abrasive (9 µm) the first
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112 µm at full polishing head load at 40 rpm. This resulted in a grinding speed of
8 µm/h. The abrasive was changed to an 1 µm particle size of Al2O3. In between
the two kinds of abrasives, the sample, the polishing head and the grinding wheel
had to be thoroughly washed and cleaned. Any big particles left would result
in scratches instead of an even smooth grinding/polishing. The smaller particles
size used the better surface smoothness. The next 140 µm was ground down with
a speed of 4 µm/h. The grinding process was stopped and the polishing process
started. The sample was polished in a diamond-dust slurry. The particle size is less
than one micron. The diamond was suspended in glycerol. Again the integrated
micrometer could not be used for monitoring the polishing progress. The process
was monitored by measuring the width of the capillary in a microscope. In figure
40(B) is a micrograph of the polished sample, showing the opened capillary. The
experiment was not stopped perfectly half way through as can be seen in figure
40(C). The surface was still smooth and shinny inside the capillary. The final
polishing step unfortunately left diamond residue inside the capillary, figure 40(D).
These residue plugs could not be removed from the capillary.
Figure 39. The geometry of the channel is shown in (A) as a cross sectional view
of a PDMS replica after the copper wires have been etched away. The geometry of
the structure is circular in shape, even though the replication and the cleavage of
the PDMS is not perfect, it is seen that the geometry is not perfect. A top view of
the structure is seen in (B), the grinding was stopped when the width of the wire
was 100 µm, followed by etching. The focus of the confocal microscope image is
placed on the bottom of the structure. The surface morphology of the copper wire
has been transferred into the epoxy. This surface produced a speckle pattern when
impinged by a laser.
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Figure 40. The capillary sample has been drawn in a cross-sectional view in (A).
The total thickness of the sample is 420 µm, which is the epoxy applied (grey)
to fixate the capillaries during the process. The capillary used has the polyimide
cladding (dark brown) coating the fused silica tube (light brown). The dimensions
used are those provided by Polymicro Technologies. In (B) is a micrograph of a
capillary after polishing, top view. The color scheme is similar to the one used in
(A). The grinding/polishing procedure has damaged parts of the capillary wall, as
tiny flakes has been removed. The surface quality of the glass tubes are intact as
the slurry only polishes on the touching surface. A PDMS replica of the obtained
structure is seen in (C). The geometry of the tube is clearly transferred to the
sample. It has not been possible to stop the polishing process with better precision
than shown in (C). The online micrometer cannot be used when polishing occurs
with the diamond slurry. Another effect of the diamond slurry is shown in (D),
as diamond residue is still present in the tube. The diamond residue could not be
removed from the sample eventually blocking the micro flow channel.
The geometry of the ground down capillary was perfect but still the procedure
would need some improvement to be acceptable. To overcome the problem of
stopping the polishing process at a better place, pillars of SU8 was placed on
the sample and the top coated with Gold. As the Gold would be removed by
the polishing process, the height would then be well– known. This step did not
improve the process significantly. The diamond dust could not be removed from
the capillary, eventually blocking the micro flow channel. PDMS replicas was made
to see if the hardened silicone could remove the diamond dust as the replica was
removed from the sample. A fundamental drawback of this approach is the problem
of crossing channels. In micro fluidic flow chips a big advantage compared to
capillaries is the ability to introduce one sample flow into another. This approach
would need further back processing for this mixing to be achievable.
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Photoresist reflow
A growing field in micro optics is the fabrication of micro lenses for integrated
optics[73, 74] and the display industry[75]. Although their geometry is often spher-
ical, or curvature in two dimensions, the fabrication techniques used are still of
interest for this work, especially photoresist reflow[76, 77]. Usually only the top
part of the sphere is used to make up the lens[78], but entire hemispheres has been
fabricated by Choiet al.[79]. The method is shown in figure 41.
Photoresist pattern Photoresist reflow
Figure 41. A photoresist pattern is deposited on a substrate by standard photo-
lithography techniques. After development, the sample is heated. As the photoresist
melts, gravity and surface tension shapes the soft resist into a curved shape, ideally
semicircular.
Preliminary work was done at Risø involving photoresist reflow to fabricate
micro lenses. The work was performed by Jørgen Stubager, OPL, Henrik Pedersen,
OPL, and Lene Knudsen, OPL/AFM. To summarize their procedures and results:
Photoresist, ma-P 100( Microresist, Germany)and S1828 (Shipley, US), were spin
coated onto substrates to give the height of the pillars fabricated via UV exposure
through a photolithography mask. The results were acceptable up until 8 µm for
S1828 and 36 µm for ma-P 100. With thicknesses above 30 µm the heating of
the sample resulted in boiling of the photoresist solvent. Several heating attempts
were made using laboratory oven, hot plate and IR heating lamp. No reproducible
shapes was obtained and the project was stopped attempting to go further up in
dimensions. The subject of this thesis would require the photoresist thickness to
be at least twice that height to end up with 50 µm radius semicircular shaped
features. If these preliminary results had been more successful, I would have been
more encouraged to pursue this method of making the micro structures.
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3.4 Summary
Several fabrication methods have been tested for their ability to fabricate semi-
circular structures in a substrate usable for electroplating. Wet etching in the
substrate has been most successful. When etching in fused silica the mask has
been developed to remove pinholes and withstand the chemical conditions when
trying to etch so deep into the substrate as desired (+50µm). The resulting shape
became trapezoidal. Etching in silicon provided semicircular channels usable to
be further processed to become flow chips used as an optical sensor. The surface
roughness is a critical issue as speckle lowers the modulation depth of the signal
used in the sensor. With the polishing etch consisting of only HF and HNO3,
used on the laser ablated silicon samples, it has been shown how to make smooth
surfaces with surface roughness less than 100 nm. It has been accomplished to
develop the tools needed for making semicircular channels with a smooth surface.
The further process and usage of the structures made in silicon with the HNA
etch is discussed below.
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4 Absolute refractive index deter-
mination by micro interferometric
backscatter detection
Rapid monitoring and detection of ultra small volume samples are in great
demand[80]. Two major areas are environmental monitoring [81] and point of
care disease detection [82, 83]. This demand covers a huge range of applications,
from drinking water quality [84] and food quality [85] to determination of glucose
[86] and urea [87]. Several detection techniques have the capability to perform
fast measurements on small amounts of analyte. Well-established techniques in-
clude electrochemistry [2, 88], mass spectrometry [89, 90, 91] and optical detection
[10, 13]. Not all are equally fast since sample preparation often is extensive and
requires time-consuming steps such as chemical tagging of molecules [15]. Using
structures with varying complexity fabricated to guide the samples to the detec-
tor [92, 93] systems can be scaled down so that the required amount of analyte as
well as size and cost of the entire system is reduced , thus the miniaturized total
analysis system [94, 95].
Simple optical systems are available to perform sensitive measurements on small
volumes [96]. One analytical approach, micro interferometric backscatter detection
(MIBD), relies on the observation that coherent light impinging on a cylindrically
shaped object produces a highly modulated interference pattern. MIBD analyzes
reflections from a capillary tube filled with the liquid targeted for the refractive
index (RI) measurement. The technique was first used and described by Bornhop
et al. [49, 26], and has previously been shown [30] to be capable of measuring
changes in refractive index of liquids on the order of 10−7. The MIBD technique
is a simple and universal method of detecting refractive index changes in small
volumes, having been used to monitor changes in concentrations of solutes [29],
flow rates[97] and temperature [28], all conducted in nanoliter volumes. Systems
of similar geometrical configurations as the MIBD scheme has previously been
modeled by wave theory [35, 36, 37] and ray tracing [38]. The models have been
applied to optical fibres, determining the dimensions and absolute refractive index
[98]. Thereby considering other phenomena than those observed in the MIBD
scheme.
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Figure 42. Schematic view of the experimental setup seen isometric (A) and from
the top (B). The setup consists of a laser (a) impinging on a capillary (b) tube
filled with a liquid, creating an interference pattern (c) in the plane perpendicular
to the capillary tube. The backscattered light is then collected using a detector (d).
A CCD picture of an interference pattern is seen in (e). The backscatter angle is
shown (f).
The MIBD scheme is shown in figure 42. The system consists of a laser (a)
that impinges its beam on a capillary tube (b) filled with a liquid of which one
wants to measure refractive index, thereby creating an interference pattern (c).
This interference pattern, which changes with changes in the liquids RI, is then
measured using a detector (d). A typically observed interference pattern in the
backscattered direction is seen in (e).
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The demonstrated sensitivity of 10−7 is reached by following the displacement
of the individual light fringes of the interference pattern within 0-3 angular de-
grees [30] from the directly backscattered direction, as the liquid RI changes. The
fringe pattern is periodical in refractive index space with a period of the order of
10−3. This limits the dynamic measurement range to about three decades, which
for many purposes requires additional knowledge about the absolute value of the
refractive index. As the measurement monitors a displacement of the fringe pat-
tern, it is inherently differential, requiring both calibration for the absolute level
of the refractive index as well as for the differential factor. This factor describes
the fringe movement corresponding to a given change in the refractive index.
Here, we demonstrate experimentally that the dynamic range of the MIBD sys-
tem may be increased. Furthermore the absolute refractive index, and thereby
the absolute analyte concentration, may be determined. We have tested this ob-
servation for two model analytes over a wide concentration range, demonstrating
the universal application of our methodology. The observed phenomena may be
explained by taking into account variations of the interference pattern with chang-
ing refractive index other than those previously considered. The dynamic range
is increased without compromising the high differential sensitivity previously re-
ported [30]. The theoretical description of the MIBD scheme has been improved
to include an extended ray tracing model that matches the range in angular and
refractive index space of the experiments, thus providing novel information about
the structure of the backscattered interference pattern. In contrast to the pre-
viously proposed model [39], this model is capable of explaining all frequency
components that appear in the interference pattern. Furthermore, the model pre-
dicts an abrupt change in the intensity of the backscattered light, which depends
uniquely on the refractive index of the probed liquid that has been experimentally
confirmed. The improved understanding of the MIBD system is used to propose
two approaches to an absolute measurement of the refractive index of liquids in
the refractive index range between water (1.33) and glass (1.50). One approach is
based on the measurement of the depth of modulation of the interference pattern
caused by variations in the Fresnel coefficients. The second approach is based on
the measurement of the total internal reflection within the capillary. We focus on
the latter approach, as it appears most promising experimentally.
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4.1 Experimental MIBD setup
The MIBD experiments were done by mounting the capillary on a translation
stage and directing a HeNe laser beam so that it impinges perpendicularly onto the
capillary. The backscattered light was collected using a screen and a CCD camera
(C4742-95, Hamamatsu). The requirements for the laser are a coherence length of
at least twice the diameter of the capillary and a wavelength at which the capillary
is transparent. The requirements for the detector are one-dimensional high spatial
resolution and an adequate intensity resolution, depending on the application,
as will be seen later. Passive temperature control consisted of a large thermal
reservoir (an aluminum block) thermally connected to the capillary was used to
stabilize temperature. Temperature fluctuations affect the refractive index of the
liquid substantially. Active temperature control is only needed if the detection
of changes in refractive index of less than 10−5 is required. In this work passive
temperature stabilization is adequate, as the refractive index fluctuations in the
system caused by temperature fluctuations in our controlled environment are on
the order of 10−5, corresponding to 0.1 ◦C temperature fluctuations for water. The
capillaries used in the experiments were purchased from Polymicro Technologies
(AZ, US). The dimensions of the two capillaries employed were 100 µm inner
diameter (ID), 165 µm outer diameter (OD) with a 12 µm thick polyimid coating
(TSP100170) and 542 µm ID, 673 µ OD with a 24 µ thick polyimid coating
(TSP530660), respectively. The refractive index was changed, from 1.33 to 1.5, by
using aqueous solutions of either sucrose (Sigma Chemicals Company) or NaSCN
(Merck). The analytes were chosen to obtain a large refractive index change in our
model experiments and at the same time to maintain a low viscosity of the probed
liquid. The RI of the solutions was confirmed with a commercial refractometer
(RL3, Polskie Zaklady Optyczne, Warsaw) immediately after the sample had been
injected into the capillary.
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4.2 Interference pattern analysis
A typical pattern is shown in figure 43A, with corresponding line profile of the
intensity shown in figure 43C. In figure 43B two of the fringes in 43A is enlarged,
Figure 43. CCD camera images of a typical MIBD interference pattern (A, B) and
corresponding line profiles (C, D). A and C shows both low frequency (LF) and
medium frequency (MF) variations of the light intensity. The visual appearance is
enhanced by low pass (Fourier) filtering of the raw data. The raw data and the low
pass filtered data have been offset for clarity. By magnifying the medium frequency
variations (B, D) a high frequency (HF) component is seen. This high frequency
component does not move as the refractive index of the liquid is changed.
showing a finer structure. A line profile of the intensity from 43B is seen in 43D.
It is seen that the intensity pattern contains multiple frequency components. The
period of the fringe pattern corresponding to medium frequency (MF) components
is shown in figure 43D. Similarly, the period of the fringe pattern corresponding to
low frequency (LF) components is shown in figure 43C. In the following, we shall
refer to these frequency components as frequencies. Under certain circumstances
one is able to observe a faster varying component of the intensity profile, here
denoted high frequency (HF) variations, see figure 43B and 43D. As one increases
the refractive index of the liquid in the capillary the intensity profile shifts towards
lower backscatter angles, see figure 44. However, the high frequency variation com-
ponent is spatially fixed and does not move as one changes the refractive index
in accordance with previous observations[99]. By investigating the experimentally
observed frequencies of the fringe pattern, it may be shown by geometrical consid-
erations that the distance between the origin points of the interfering rays (points
a through f in figure 3) on the capillary are approximately 5 to 10 times larger in
the high frequency case than in the medium frequency case. By using geometrical
considerations it is possible to calculate the distance between origins of the in-
terfering rays for all frequency components. We found that the distance required
to produce the high frequency variations is on the order of the capillary diame-
ter. This indicates that the rays responsible for this high frequency variation are
scattered from the edges of the capillary, thereby not being affected by the liquid
within the capillary. This hypothesis fits the observed behavior well, since the high
frequency component is not observed to be displaced as one changes the refrac-
tive index of the liquid in the capillary. Since this component does not move with
changing refractive index, and thus cannot be used in a refractive index determi-
nation, it will not be considered further in this work, neither experimentally nor
in the modeling of the system.
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Figure 44. Model predictions of the angle dependent variations in the backscattered
light intensity in the plane perpendicular to the capillary tube have been compiled
in this plot by stacking line plots for closely spaced liquid refractive indices into a
two-dimensional overview of the scattering behavior. This plot corresponds to 1643
liquids with different refractive indices calculated for a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD/
12 µm coating capillary. The colormap represents the light intensity in arbitrary
units. Bands of light (fringes) move towards larger backscattered angles as the
refractive index is increased. Overlaying vertical band structures of higher and
lower light intensity are seen. These structures do not move as the refractive index
is changed. An abrupt change in the intensity level (a) is seen moving towards
lower backscattering angles for refractive indices of the liquid above 1.45.
The low frequency component is spatially stationary as well, since this compo-
nent is caused by the common interference between the three rays reflected from
the front of the capillary (points a through c in figure 3), as well as the common
interference between the three rays reflected from the back of the capillary (points
d through f in figure 3). The displacement of this component is zero for the part
originating from the front, since these rays do not traverse the liquid and thus ex-
perience the same optical path length by different refractive indices of the liquid.
For the second part the displacement is small, because all three rays experience
almost the same change in optical path length traversed relative to each other.
In contrast to the high and low frequency components, respectively, the medium
frequency component originates from the interference between rays reflected at the
front (points a to c in figure 3), and at the back of the capillary (points d through
f in figure 3). These rays experience a large relative change in optical path length
traversed, as the rays from the front do not experience a change in optical path
length whereas the rays reflected from the back do. It is this relative change in
the optical path length between different paths that causes the movement of the
medium frequency component of the interference pattern, yielding the ultra-high
sensitivity to fluid RI.
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4.3 Comparison of experiments and model
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Figure 45. Experimentally obtained data from a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD/ 12 µm
coating capillary showing the low frequency variations of the interference pattern
as the refractive index is changed. The analyte is NaSCN. 25 measurements of the
interference pattern have been made, each at different refractive index. At each
refractive index level a line profile of the interference pattern has been obtained.
These fringes do not appear to form continuous bands in the vertical refractive
index dependent direction due to the large change in refractive index between mea-
surements. An abrupt change in the intensity (a) is seen for high refractive indices
(above 1.43), which moves towards lower backscattering angles for increasing re-
fractive index.
The results from the model are plotted in figures 44 as function of backscatter
angle and refractive index of the liquid for a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD/ 12 µm coat-
ing capillary. Both model and experiment, see figure 45 shows an abrupt change in
intensity at large backscattering angles. This abrupt change in intensity is some-
what displaced in the modeled results compared to the experimental results, but
it is within experimental error. Experimentally, movement of this abrupt change
in intensity qualitatively agrees with our modeling of the MIBD system, while the
model does not fit experiment quantitatively. The predictions of the model have
been used to select the proper capillary dimensions for our applications of the
MIBD technique.
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4.4 Absolute measurement of refractive index
based on Fresnel coefficients
Even though the low frequency variations remain stationary in terms of backscat-
tered detection angles, their intensity changes as the refractive index of the liquid
changes. Since the intensity of the rays are in part determined by the Fresnel
coefficients of the surface of reflection, it is possible to configure the system in
such a way that the intensity of the low frequency component can be used as a
measure for the refractive index on a coarser scale. This may be done by either
index matching the coating and the glass tubing, thereby eliminating the reflection
from the surface at the interface of the coating and glass (points b and e in figure
3) or by stripping the coating off the capillary. The low frequency component is
then caused by interference between two rays; the ray reflected by the air-coating
(points a and f in figure 3) or air-glass interface (points b and e if the coating is
removed) and the ray reflected from the glass-liquid interface (points c and d in
figure 3). Since the intensity of this last ray is determined by the Fresnel coef-
ficients of this surface consisting of glass with constant refractive index and the
liquid to be probed, the absolute value of the refractive index of the liquid may
be calculated from the relative intensity of the two rays, which is given by the
depth of modulation of the low frequency component. This is only possible if the
refractive index of the air, glass and coating is known. This approach has only
been theoretically examined due to lack of intensity resolution (8-bit) of the CCD
camera. If one wants to measure depth of modulation to a certain degree, one
needs at least this degree of intensity resolution in the detection system. Since our
CCD camera only has 255 intensity levels we would not be able to acquire more
refractive index resolution than the difference in refractive index between air and
glass divided by the number of detectable intensity levels, which corresponds to
5 · 10−3.
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4.5 Absolute measurement of refractive index
based on total internal reflection
Figure 46. Schematic Cross-sectional view of the capillary. When the angle Θtir
approaches 90◦, the intensity of the transmitted light decreases sharply due to total
internal reflection. Blue line shows a ray being transmitted through the system,
whereas the red line shows the path of the ray being total internally reflected at the
glass-air interface (Θtir = 90
◦). The outgoing dotted line marks the highest angle
at which single reflected rays may be backscattered.
The model predicts an abrupt change in intensity moving towards lower
backscatter angles as the refractive index of the liquid approaches the one of
the glass tubing, see line marked by (a) in figure 44. This feature of the interfer-
ence pattern is also observed experimentally, see (a) in figure 45, and agrees with
the predicted feature in position- refractive index space within experimental error.
A feature similar to this has been reported for optical glass fibers[38]. However
optical fibers have a different optical configuration, therefore the scattering mech-
anisms responsible for the production of the fringe pattern are different. In the
case of optical glass fibers the mechanism responsible is grazing of a certain ray
on the core of the fiber being dependent of the inner radius of the glass fiber. In
MIBD the mechanism is total internal reflection in the wall of the capillary, which
is dependent on the refractive index of the liquid in the capillary. The main source
of error in the modeling of the MIBD system is the dimensions of the capillary,
which has an uncertainty of 6 µm for the 100 µm ID/165 µm OD/ 12 µm coat-
ing capillary according to the manufacturer. The way of determining the absolute
value of refractive index on a coarser scale is to look at the abrupt change in inten-
sity of the pattern. Both the model and the experiment show an abrupt change in
light intensity at higher backscatter angles, and the position of this change varies
with refractive index. Using a 100 µm ID/165 µm OD capillary this change takes
place at refractive indices 1.40 to 1.50, which is useful for measurements using
organic solvents. Most dilute aqueous solutions of biological relevance have refrac-
tive indices in the range from 1.33 to 1.40, in general using our model, one is able
to calculate the dimensions of the capillary required to make the abrupt intensity
change occur in position/refractive index space at refractive indices above 1.33
and at backscattering angles inside our measurement range.
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The model shows that the abrupt change in intensity occurs at lower angles and
at lower refractive indices for capillaries with a higher ratio between inner and
outer diameter, i.e. thinner walls, specifically the model predicts that a capillary
with 542 µm ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm coating will be applicable in this region.
The mechanism responsible for this abrupt change in intensity is, according to
the model, total internal reflection at the coating-air interface of the rays reflected
from the back of the capillary. This total internal reflection prevents these rays
from being scattered to larger backscattering angles, thereby causing a sudden
decrease in the intensity of the light at a given limiting angle, see figure 46. This
angle varies uniformly with the refractive index and may therefore be used as a
measure for the refractive index of the liquid.
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Figure 47. Calculated pattern for a 542 µm ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm coating
capillary as function of backscatter angle and refractive index of the liquid. Both
low and medium frequency variations as well as the abrupt change in intensity
level at high backscatter angles are seen. The abrupt change in intensity for this
capillary occurs in a more relevant interval for dilute aqueous solutions, than it
does for the 100 µm ID/ 165 µm OD/ 12 µm coating capillary, as indicated by
(a).
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Figure 48. Experimentally obtained pattern for a 542 µm ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm
coating capillary. It is seen by comparison to figure 47 that the position of the
abrupt change in intensity differs from the model, although the behavior is quan-
titatively the same. Analyte used is aqueous solutions of NaSCN.
The modeled interference pattern as function of refractive index for a 542 µm
ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm coating capillary is shown in figure 47.Figure 48 shows
the experimental results from using a 542 µm ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm coating
capillary. The experimental and the modeled results show good agreement. The
abrupt change in interference pattern is already detectable at the refractive index
of water and is experimentally accessible well beyond refractive indices normally
considered for aqueous solutions, see point (a) in figure 47. The discrepancy be-
tween the predicted and the measured angles of the abrupt intensity change may
be attributed to material parameter tolerances of the experimental setup as fol-
lows: The uncertainty of the dimensions of this capillary is 12 µm and 25 µm for
the inner and outer diameter, respectively giving an uncertainty of 6.9◦ in the
angle predicted by the model. The uncertainty in refractive index of the polyimid
coating (n=1.5-1.8) is causing a further uncertainty in the predicted angle of 3.3◦.
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From the experiments resulting in figure 49 the precision is found to be 2.5·10−4.
The position of the abrupt change in intensity is determined at each refractive in-
dex. The refractive index of the injected solutions increases linearly. The positions’
deviation from a line is the measure of the precision. Hence we are able to perform
an absolute refractive index measurement with accuracy on this level on a 180 nL
volume. The main limitations for accuracy such as temperature control and de-
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Figure 49. Experimentally obtained data from a 542 µm ID/ 673 µm OD/ 24 µm
coating capillary using sucrose as analyte. The position of the abrupt change in
intensity is monitored as function of the refractive index of the sucrose solutions.
The detection limit for refractive index changes achieved by following the position
of this change in position is 2.5 · 10−4 corresponding to 321 ng in a 180 nL probe
volume.
tector resolution are the same as conventional MIBD. The theoretical limit using
this approach is therefore similar to the limit achievable by conventional MIBD
and it is possible to perform a conventional MIBD measurement simultaneously
to our newly proposed method. In principle if the dimensions and refractive index
of the capillary tube are known, then there is a one to one relationship between
the backscatter angle and the refractive index of the liquid. Thus enabling the
determination of the absolute refractive index. Normally, however one needs to
calibrate the system by running a set of RI standards.
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4.6 Summary on absolute measurements
Our new concept of investigating a larger range of interference fringes offers fun-
damentally new applications of the micro interferometric backscatter detection
scheme. We have shown two possible ways of making absolute measurements of the
refractive index of liquid in nanoliter probe volumes with a simple optical setup.
The model based on ray tracing has been used to reveal and explain novel features
of the interference pattern: An abrupt change in intensity at large backscattered
angle is clearly present in the modeled system and in the experimental results. It
is shown that this approach enables an absolute determination of the refractive
index in the range from 1.33 to 1.5 by using capillary tubes of appropriate dimen-
sions. It has been proven that the model based on ray tracing may be used for
describing the MIBD phenomenon. The improved ray tracing model is capable of
explaining all the significant features of the MIBD pattern except the stationary
high frequency fringes. However, these fringes have been shown to originate from
reflections from the edges of the capillary and thereby not being relevant for mea-
suring the refractive index of the liquid within. Our model may be used to select
the capillary, with the appropriate dimensions, that optimizes the sensitivity at a
given refractive index interval, suited for a specific application. We believe that
the reported improvements for the MIBD scheme will significantly enhance the
future applicability of the methodology for analysis of minute volumes of aqueous
solutions.
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5 Surface bound bio sensing in ca-
pillary tubes
As the wave–based model has shown, even small changes in the refractive index
of a sample can be seen. To be able to detect a small change on the glass surface
of the capillary may be used for monitoring biologically relevant events. Proteins
and enzymes have dimensions of some nanometers. By having those react and
bind to the surface and thereby perturb the interference pattern in MIBD is off
great interest. Thereby biological interactions can be monitored label–free and in
small volumes. As these protein samples can be expensive a small sample volume
is a high priority.
5.1 Validation of surface chemistry at planar sur-
faces
In order to verify the capillary experiment, the same chemical process has been
done on a planar surface in order to obtain the information necessary to under-
stand and explain the events taking place. The thicknesses used for the modeling
has been obtained by actual surface chemistry experiments performed on fused
silica glass and silicon. A sandwich structure has been fabricated on the surface
and the change in thickness has been determined via ellipsometry. The surface
has been cleaned before placement in piranha (1:4 H2O2:H2SO4) for 1 hour. Af-
ter oxidizing the surface the sample is placed in a solution of N-(6-Aminohexy)
aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (1 mL silane, 1ml H2O, 40 mL 2-propanol) for 3
hours. The surface was passivated with HSA (Human Serum Albumin). A solu-
tion of (0.5 mg/mL in PBS) photobiotin was allowed to sit on the surface for 3
hours and then be illuminated by UV-light for 2 hours. The photobiotin then re-
acted with ExtrAvidin from Sigma (0,5 mg/mL in PBS), which again was reacted
with biotinylated Protein A (Pierce Biotechnology). Two different fragments of
the Human IgG protein was introduced to the surface bound Protein A. Protein
A has a strong binding affinity for the Fc-fragment (Calbiochem) of IgG. The
Fab-fragment (Rockland) is then used as a control for the system as it does not
bind to Protein A.
Ellipsometry has been used to obtain the optical thickness for each step in the
process. Ellipsometry is a very versatile optical technique that has applications
in many different fields, from the microelectronics and semiconductor industries
(for characterizing oxides or photoresists on silicon wafers, for example) to biol-
ogy. This very sensitive measurement technique provides capabilities for thin film
metrology. As an optical technique, ellipsometry is non-destructive and uses po-
larized light to probe the dielectric properties of a sample. Through the analysis
of the state of polarization of the light that is reflected from the sample, ellipsom-
etry can yield information about layers that are thinner than the wavelength of
the light itself, down to a single atomic layer or less. Depending on what is already
known about the sample, the technique can probe a range of properties including
the layer thickness, morphology, or chemical composition. It is commonly used to
characterize, with an excellent accuracy, film thickness for single layer or complex
multilayered stacks ranging from a few angstroms to several micrometers. An el-
lipsometer functions by reflecting a beam of light of known polarization off of a
sample, and measuring the polarization change upon reflection. The exact nature
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of the polarization change is determined by the sample’s properties (thickness and
refractive index). Ellipsometry is a specular optical technique (the angle of inci-
dence equals the angle of reflection). In its modern incarnation, ellipsometry uses
a laser as the illumination source, usually a HeNe laser which has a wavelength
of 632.8 nm. The ellipsometer used for these measurements is a Picometer ellip-
someter from Beaglehole Instruments. The ellipsometry data is shown in Figure
50.
Figure 50. Ellipsometry data from the bio–molecule sandwich fabricated on the
silicon wafer. A clear indication of the addition of the ExtrAvidin is seen as the
thickness increases. The binding of the later molecules Protein A and the IgG
fragments does not give any rise to thickness change.
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The most consistent data was achieved when using a silicon wafer as substrate.
The fused silica sample had multiple reflections returning to the detector in the
ellipsometer, thereby interrupting the measurement. The different substrate ma-
terial is not believed to have a large influence on the binding events, as the silane
attaches to either an oxidized silicon surface or a glass surface appearing the same
for the later binding events. In order to obtain the thickness of the layers the re-
fractive index of the bio–molecules has to be known. All have been considered to
have a refractive index of 1.42 and the thickness is found with this refractive index
of 1.42 used in the iterative process of matching a thickness with the measured
reflectance in the ellipsometer.
5.2 Bio-sensing at capillary surfaces
Figure 51. The micro interferometric backscatter detection setup used to monitor
the binding events inside the capillary. The beamsplitter makes it possible to detect
the centroid and the first fringes.
The procedure for constructing the surface evaluated by the ellipsometry has
been repeated in a capillary. The capillary has been impinged by a laser and
the occurring interference pattern has been recorded in the setup sketched in
Figure 51. In Figure 52 is shown the interference pattern of the experiment when
ExtrAvidin, Protein A and Human IgG has been in the capillary. The number of
fringes shown is 13 including the centroid, which is shown ranging from pixel 0 to
500. At first it seems like a huge shift from the different reactions, but the large
shift is caused by the difference in refractive index of the bulk buffer solution.
This sensor is greatly influenced by difference in refractive index, so it is close to
impossible to make sample solutions that should have the exact same refractive
index. Instead of detecting these fringes before and after reaction has occurred, a
real–time monitoring of the fringes and their movement is necessary.
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Figure 52. The recorded fringe patterns from ExtrAvidin – Protein A – Human
IgG Fc, when injected into the capillary. A large shift in fringe position is seen.
At pixels 0 to 500 is the centroid.
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As the interference pattern is recorded by the linear CCD–array, the signal is
zero–padded from 3000 pixels to 4096. Then the frequency spectrum of the signal
is found from a FFT–rutine and the dominant frequency is found. By monitoring
the change in phase of the chosen frequency the change in refractive index can
be monitored real–time with high precision [41]. In Figure 53 is shown how the
refractive index changed (shown as phase change, which is equivalent) along the
time span of the these binding experiments. For each run the molecules had 30
minutes to react. The reaction was thought gone to completeness at a much earlier
time, so here is just shown the first 200 seconds for each run. The huge shift in
fringe pattern, seen in Figure 52 is also seen here, in Figure 53, but it is only the
small steps within each run, which is of interest.
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Figure 53. Binding events for ExtrAvidin – Protein A – Human IgG Fc – uncor-
rected binding. The large shift in phase is caused by the different refractive index
of the buffer solution. The change of interest is the change within each run. Each
run is 30 minutes long, here is only shown the first 200 seconds for each run.
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The step is a direct shift in refractive index caused by the binding reaction
occurring inside the capillary. In Figure 54 is shown the refractive index corrected
binding events. The buffer refractive index have been subtracted from the signal,
so only the steps from the binding events is present. The standard deviation of the
phase signal within the runs are 2.8 · 10−3,3.4 · 10−3 and 13 · 10−3 for ExtrAvidin,
Protein A and Human IgG Fc, respectively. The change caused by the reaction is
2.8%, 1.6% and 2.1% for the reaction series, clearly above the noise level.
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Figure 54. Binding events for ExtrAvidin – Protein A – Human IgG Fc. The signal
has been corrected for the different refractive index between the buffer solutions.
The change in signal is now a direct change in refractive index caused by the
binding events.
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The thickness change found from the ellipsometry measurements has been used
as input to the wave–based model with 4 material interfaces. The layer thickness
has been changed from 0 to 5 nm. The refractive index of the liquid is assumed
constant [100] as 1.33. The refractive index of the bio–molecule layer has been set
to 1.42, which also has been assumed for the ellipsometry measurements [101]. In
Figure 55 is shown the modeled signal from such conditions mimicking the actual
experiment. The modeled signal has been treated as the actual signal and run
through the FFT–routine, also zero–padded and the phase change has been found.
The change in phase from the modeled experiment is 2.8% when changing the layer
on the glass surface. It is in excellent agreement with the actual experiment, even
though the modeled shift is done with a larger change in thickness. The thickness
provided by the ellipsometer shows nearly no change in thickness from ExtrAvidin
to IgG, but there is a clear signal with the MIBD sensor.
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Figure 55. Modeled fringe pattern with surface binding. The system modeled is a
capillary with a 250µm inner diameter and outer diameter of 360µm with 12.5µm
polyimid cladding. The bio–molecule layer has been changed 5nm and fringe shift
found accordingly.
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6 Chip scale interferometry
Previously prepared micro structures is further process. The completion of the fab-
rication process is described in this chapter. Here is presented the interferometric
experiments performed using those fabricated rigid polymer flow chips.
6.1 Chip fabrication
From the micro fabrication procedure for etching in silicon, the fabricated struc-
tures has been further processed. The silicon wafer is clued to a 4” glass wafer.
The glue is cured in UV–light by exposing the glue for short pulses (10 seconds),
just to harden it enough so that the Si–wafer does not slide. Then the glue is
further exposed for complete curing (30 second pulses). Longer pulsing will intro-
duce boiling of the glue. The sample is then covered by a conducting thin metal
layer by sputtering. It is important that the conductance is uniform over the entire
surface. Else the electroplating step will not be successful. A non–conducting spot
will have a high current resistance and will result in a hole burned through the
sample. The electroplating step has been performed by Dandisc, Sakskøbing, DK.
The Ni-plate fabricated by the electroplating step is pealed off the sample thereby
resulting in a negative relief of the fabricated structure in silicon. The nickel–plate
is 400µm thick and is cut into 44 by 40 mm Ni-shims. In Figure 56 is sketched
how the shims afterwards then is ground down to become 275µm. The grinding
step has been described above, when discussing the grinding down of capillaries.
Again the procedure takes several days. It is necessary though. If the nickel shims
are only made 275µm (the tool thickness in the injection molding machine) the
structure is copied to the backside of the nickel shim. Where the channel begins
to rise from the planer surface the plate thickness will be rather thin. During the
injection of the polymer a pressure builds up ( approximately 300 bar) and flattens
anything, ruining the nickel shim, unless its back is completely flat.
Electroplated After grinding
Figure 56. Principle drawing of the nickel shim before and after grinding. As shown
the structure is transferred to the backside as well. The structure is present on the
back even after electroplating more than 400 microns. The shim has to be flat on
the back or it will be crushed during the injection molding at high pressure.
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Nickel shim analysis
The parallel flow channels has been transferred to the nickel shims. A 2X2 mm
area is depicted in Figure 57 to show the overall features on the nickel shim. The
image has been created with the Dektak profilometer sampling 300 lines in the
y–direction, where each line is 18000 measurement points in the x-direction.
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Figure 57. Two channels running parallel is depicted with four reservoirs with
droplet shape. Mask penetration is seen as the rough surface surrounding the chan-
nels. This is eliminated on the larger part of the wafer by using clean room tape
as extra surface protection. The channel on the left is channel 1 mentioned in the
statistics below.
Table 12. Shim statistics obtained from the Dektak line profiles. Number of maxima
points is 135 for both channels. The number of radii points is 4X62. The channels
are wider than they are deep, hence not a perfect semicircular shape. As the mask
started to fail the channel sidewalls are broadened. The height is found to be 59.9
µm and the width is 80.6 µm. The needle in the profilometer did not have a
symmetric shape as the left radius is always found to be larger than the right
radius.
Channel 1 Channel 2
Mean radius left 81.2 µm ± 10.5 µm 88.6 µm ± 14.4 µm
Mean radius right 76.4 µm ± 14.7 µm 76.0 µm ± 14.5 µm
Radius 78.8 µm ± 12.6 µm 82.3 µm ± 14.4 µm
Height left 59.9 µm ± 9.0 µm 59.7 µm ± 10.3 µm
Height right 59.7 µm ± 8.3 µm 60.5 µm ± 11.3 µm
Height 59.8 µm ± 8.6 µm 60.1 µm ± 12.0 µm
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The desired pattern is clearly visible, but mask failure is also present as un-
wanted structures is seen. The profilometer data has been analyzed to describe
the dimensions of the fabricated structures such as channel width and height.
The exact shape of the structure would be desired as to see how semicircular the
etching result has been over the entire pattern. The actual shape of the needle
in the profilometer is unknown, therefor it has not been possible to subtract the
structure shape from the line profiles. The analysis is summarized in Table 12.
The height of the channel is found to be 59.9 µm and the width is 80.6 µm. As
the mask has not protected the silicon in a perfect manner, the channels has been
broadened.
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The surface of the nickel–shim is further analyzed. The surface has been investi-
gated by SEM images, see Figure 58. The overall shape is showing some curvature
as is expected by the nature of the fabrication method. Again the shape does not
appear perfectly uniform on a large scale, but at higher magnifications (2000X)
the surface appears uniform. The surface has structure/ roughness features be-
tween 1 and 3 µm in size. The surface was expected to be much smoother from
the HNA–etching mixture used [68].
Figure 58. Scanning electron microscope images of nickel shim at different mag-
nifications. In A is the overall view of the shim, the rough structures next to the
channels is seen. The dark sports are local build up of a charged field, this is mainly
caused by non–conducting dust particles. In B the curvature of the channels is seen.
The channel has not been etched uniformly over large (+40µm) areas. The dark
spot in the middle is also present in C. The surface is at the magnification in C
uniform. In D is seen that the surface is not perfectly smooth and the features are
1 to 3 µm in size.
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Injection molding and assembly of polymer flow chips
The nickel shim has been used for micro injection molding of the copolymer Topas
8007 and 5013 from Ticona (Ticona AS, DK). Some typical data for Topas, PMMA
and polycarbonate is listed in Table 13. Topas cyclic olefin copolymers are random
copolymers of ethylene and norbornene.
Table 13. Material properties of Topas, PMMA and polycarbonate (PC), the data
is provided by Ticona ,www.ticona-us.com. The large elongation and birefringence
of PC is not desired.
Topas PMMA PC
Thermal conductivity W/m·◦K 0.16
Linear thermal expansion ◦K−1 70 · 10−6
Density
g
cm3
1.02 1.2 1.2
Elongation % 3–10 5 80
Water absorption % .01 .1 .04
Refractive index 1.53 1.491 1.586
Birefringence low low variable
Light transmission 92% 88%
Topas has been chosen for its excellent optical properties and high moisture con-
tainment ability. The copolymer is especially designed for injection molding and
is well suited for the following steps by having a low glass transition temperature,
Tg, of 70
◦C and 130◦C for Topas 8007 and 5013, respectively. The temperatures
used for the injection molding is 220, 200, 200, 180◦C for the injection nozzle and
the forming tool was cooled with 30◦C water. The forming tool rises some degrees
in temperature when the hot polymer melt is injected. This is relevant to ensure
that the polymer is cooled to temperatures below Tg, but not to fast as the in-
let then would be blocked by solid polymer resulting in bad replication. The Ni
shim was used in a micro–injection molding machine from Engel and several open
polymer flow systems were fabricated.
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The circularity of the channels produced was investigated by cross–sectional
analysis of PDMS replica of the channel areas. The PDMS replica was cut repeat-
edly perpendicular to the channel direction to form cross–sectional slices spaced
by approximately 3mm along the channels. Each slice was imaged by confocal
microscopy and the resulting images were analyzed using the Igor Pro (Wavemet-
rics, Oregon) software package according to the procedure detailed in the following.
The contour of the PDMS edge, i.e. the inverse of the channel contour, was traced
manually on the screen to form a set of points faithfully outlining the shape. The
points were subsequently used for least–squares–fitting a semicircular shape with
an added sloping background:
Function semicirc(x, x0, r, backgroundoffset, backgroundslope) (78)
if (x < x0 − r)|(x > x0 + r) (79)
return backgroundoffset + (x − x0) · backgroundslope (80)
else (81)
return
√
r2 − (x − x0)2 + backgroundoffset + (x − x0) · backgroundslope (82)
endif (83)
End (84)
The independent parameter is the position, x, and the fitted parameters are
the radius, r, and center position, x0, of the semicircle as well as the slope, back-
groundground, and vertical offset, backgroundoffset, of the sloping background. A
data mask was created manually for each data set so that only data points of
the lower half of the etched structure and data points on the surrounding planar
background were included in the fitting.
Figure 59. Image analysis of the circularity of an isotropically etched channel
after process optimization. The red crosses are a manual trace of the shape by
eye. Subsequent fitting to a semicircular shape with a substrate sloping background
yields the blue dotted curve. The black dots describes the data mask used for the
fitting procedure: data at elevated dots are included in the fitting while data at
lowered dots are excluded for the reasons described in the body text.
These areas were selected from previous experience showing that the major de-
viations from the targeted semi–circular shape occur at the channel corners. The
semicircle arising from fitting to the lower half of the channel structure may then
be used as a good reference for quantifying this deviation under varying prepa-
ration conditions. Figure 59 shows the analysis procedure applied to one of the
most recently prepared microchannels. There is clearly very good correspondence
between the fitted semicircle and the actual channel shape throughout. The small
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deviations from perfect circularity is mainly observed at the corners of the channel.
The deviation was found to be quantified in a useful manner by a normalized Chi-
value: the total area between the measured shape and the fitted curve normalized
to the radius of the fitted semicircle. The results for the nearly perfect channel
shown in Figure 59 are a fitted radius r of 37.9µm with a normalized Chi–value
NChi of 2.8.
Figure 60. Cross-sectional profiles and fitted semicircles for the left and right chan-
nel. Left is the left channel. Each profile has been offset vertically by 70µm and
horizontally by 20µm for clarity to emphasize that the actually separation between
the sample slices is 3mm. The legend presents the fitting parameters for each trace
as a semicircle radius and a deviation from the fitted semicircle normalized to its
radius.
Corresponding analysis of the series of images described above, along the two
parallel channels of the injection molded channel systems produced within the
project period, are presented in Figure 60. The quality and homogeneity of these
channels are clearly inferior to the later production methodology but still this
quantitative evaluation of fabrication quality is found to be highly useful as a
development tool.
The surface of the polymer chips is not hydrophilic and in order to have water
based samples flowing in the assembled chips the surface chemistry needed to be
altered. A standard procedure from working with PDMS was adopted with these
Topas chips. The surface was exposed to an oxygen plasma, after access holes had
been drilled into the chips. The plasma conditions were 40 watts for 30 seconds in
air at 10−5 Pa on an Eni Power System setup. The same procedure has been done
for several years for PDMS micro–fluidic systems [31], although the hydrophilic
surface of the polymer is stabile for a longer period of time (weeks).
Two injection molded parts were aligned and assembled. The alignment were
done by hand. It seamed like the two parts self–aligned it they were close to
being aligned. My hypothesis is that there were introduced an electric potential
into the surface material during the plasma oxidation step. The potential would
then be minimized if the channels were aligned. The self–alignment ability was
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not present if the samples had been heated to above Tg and then cooled down
to room temperature again. This also changed the hydrophilicity, although the
heating time needed to be much longer, than for removing the self–alignment
ability. The open system was sealed by aligning two samples facing each other,
resulting in a circular channel, and then heated to 100 ◦C in vacuum oven. The
two halves were kept together by a weight resulting in a pressure of 9 kPa for 2
hours. After assembly the completed flow chip was tested firstly for its ability to
contain water. In Figure 61 is shown images of such a test, where one channel is
Figure 61. Fluorescent images of assembled chip containing water with rhodamine
dye. Left is one channel filled. No liquid is transferred to the other channel when
vacuum has been applied to that other channel. Right is both channels filled, no
exchange of fluid is seen.
filled with rhodamine dye, then vacuum is applied to the second channel and no
liquid is transferred to this channel. When assembled no liquid cross–talk has been
seen in the end product. Although present the defects are expected to have little
or no effect on the sensing experiment as they are mostly dead–ends. Thereby the
defect would be filled and then no liquid is exchanged as the experiment continues.
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6.2 Chip Scale Interferometric experiments
The sealed chips has been used in a Chip Scale Interferometric (CSI) detection
system as shown in Figure 62. The light source is a fiber coupled (Oz Optics)
Figure 62. Diagram of experimental setup of the CSI system when performed on
injection molded flow chips. The HeNe laser impinges on the circular flow channel
via the mirror and through the beamsplitter. The fringe pattern generated from
the chip is guided via the beamsplitter to the detecting CCD linear array. The
experiments can be monitored in real time on the connected PC. The beamsplitter
folds the optical train so that the directly backscattered light can be observed.
HeNe laser (Melles Griot) with a beam diameter of 100 µm, that impinges upon
a mirror through a beamsplitter and onto the flow channel. The interference pat-
tern is reflected via the beamsplitter onto the detecting CCD linear array (Ames
Photonics) which is connected to a PC to show real time measurements. The op-
tical laboratory is equiped with individual air–conditioning for each optical bench
to keep a stabile temperature within 1◦C. The flow chip is even further placed
in good contact with the x-y stage, which again is temperature controlled within
0.1◦C.
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In Figure 63 is shown the recorded interference pattern of the nickel–shim, a
water filled channel and a channel filled with an optical active aquarius solution
of annalin.
Figure 63. Top: Backscattered pattern from the Ni–shim. Two sets of fringes are
present. The low frequency dies out as the angle on incidence gets large. Middle:
Backscattered fringe pattern from a water filled flow channel. 6 normally consid-
ered fringes is shown. Bottom: Fringe pattern arising from an annalin solution
filled channel. Annalin is an optical active material and should influence the high
frequency signal seen if this signal is polarization dependent. Changing the polar-
ization did not influence the signal.
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Common for all patterns is the normally considered fringes (6 for the case of
water) and a high frequency signal. If these high frequency fringes are the ones
known to be present with capillary experiments they should be polarization de-
pendent, hence change appearance when changing the polarization of the incoming
light. This is not the case neither with water or with the optical active annalin
present in the channel. Thereby the high frequency fringes is believed to arise
from the surface as changing the liquid has not changed their appearance, plus
they are present on the nickel shim as well. When the SEM images also are taken
into account it must be concluded that the high frequency fringes arises from the
surface morphology effects and as such is not useable in this sensing principle. The
high frequency fringes do though play a role in the sensing capability of the sensor
as they are contributing considerably to the noise level. The FFT–rutine used in
these experiments tries to track the fringe minima and even though the correct
frequency is found through the power spectrum, it is troublesome with this high
frequency signal overlaying the signal used for sensing.
Temperature experiments
Temperature calibration curves has been run on the system. We have previously
had experiences working with flow chips made in PDMS. These chips performed
differently as change to the liquid (pressure) is much more present in the inter-
ference signal. The PDMS is an elastomer and can thereby absorb some of these
effects. To reduce these noisy effects the filled channel had time to reach equilib-
rium b emptying the reservoirs and then filling with them again with same liquid
volume (5µl). The reservoirs were then sealed with a slap of PDMS to reduce
liquid evaporation. The temperature of the channel was changed by changing the
temperature of the translation stage, thereby changing the temperature of the
entire system. In Figure 64 is shown the result of changing the temperature from
25 to 27.5◦C. The liquid used is water.
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Figure 64. Temperature calibration curve. A water filled channel has experienced
a temperature shift from 25 to 27.5◦C in 0.5◦C steps. The system was allowed to
equilibrate for 20 minutes before changing the temperature. The errorbars relates
to the noisy signal recorded. The standard deviation is found for each temperature
level for a 15 minute time period. The change is shown as the phase change of the
dominant frequency in the fringe pattern via the FFT-routine.
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The noise level, σ, is found to be 0.0674 and is the average of the standard devi-
ation for each temperature level. The slope, α, of the best fitted line (R2 = 0.968)
is -0,0410, which with 3σ statistics gives a detection limit found from equation 85
[102].
D.L. =
3 · σ
|α| ·
dn
dT water
=
3 · 0.0674
0.0410
· 1.05 · 10−4 = 5.2 · 10−4∆n (85)
This is not an excellent temperature detection limit. The result is a combination
of two things. The first thing is that the sensor is very sensitive towards changing
the optical pathlength of the system. This is the reason why the fringe pattern
moves. It is caused by the expansion of the materials involved. Water has a dn/dT
dependents of 1.05 · 10−4◦C−1 [103] mainly caused be the expansion and the
expansion coefficient for water at 20◦C is 207 · 10−6K−1 and 303 · 10−6K−1 at
30◦C [104, 105]. For comparison Topas has the linear expansion coefficient, α, of
70 · 10−6K−1, which in a volume is almost similar to that of water. Glass has for
comparison a one or two orders of magnitude smaller temperature dependents. As
seen by the chip modeling the change of the channel dimension has a dramatic
effect on the interference pattern. In this experiment the channel has changed
some microns. This leads to the second point on the noise analysis. The change
in channel dimension is on the same length scale as the surface roughness thereby
changing the surface considerably. This experiment has shown how temperature
dependent this sensor is, meant as the temperature changes during an experiment
should be kept to a minimum as the noise caused by those fluctuations effects the
signal in a significant way.
Concentration experiments
A series of glycerol solutions with changing concentrations has been run through
the flow channel. This series of glycerol solutions is the model analyte used before
and gives rice for comparison with earlier micro interferometric backscatter detec-
tion experiments. Before the liquid is introduced to flow chip the liquid is degassed
for 30 minutes and is kept at room temperature. The liquid is pulled through the
micro fluidic channel via an external pump. 7 µl of sample is introduced to chan-
nel reservoir and when approximately half is at the waste reservoir the liquid is
allowed to stabilize for 30 seconds to equilibrate both pressure and temperature,
so the only measured effect is the change in concentration. The liquid has been
changed to be a concentration series of aqueous glycerol solutions ranging from
20 mM to 100 mM. The solutions has been degassed after mixing to reduce the
number of bubbles formed when loading the flow chip. The flow chip is kept at a
constant temperature just above room temperature. By keeping the temperature
above room temperature the temperature controller will have to send a constant
flow to the system, not removing energy also. In Figure 65 is seen the result of a
concentration series run.
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Figure 65. Concentration calibration run. The refractive index has been increased
by raising the glycerol concentration in the aqueous sample solutions. The concen-
tration has changed from 20mM to 100 mM in 20mM steps.
The average signal and standard deviation is found for each concentration level
and plotted in Figure 66. The slope of the best fitted line (R2 = 0.9967) is found.
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Figure 66. From glycerol concentration series a calibration curve is shown. The
slope of the fitted line is directly linked to the sensitivity of the sensor. The error-
bars shown reveals the high signal to noise level.
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Thereby the detection limit can be derived, se Equation 86.
D.L. =
3 · σ
|α| ·
dn
dC glycerol
=
3 · 0.005549
0.0559
· 1.32 · 10−5 = 3.93 · 10−6∆n(86)
As these experiments has been repeated the procedure is to find the best fringe
pattern before a run. Thereby the spot on the channel has been moved. So for
some millimeters the channel has shown an average sensitivity of 1.8 · 10−5∆n
showing the robustness of this sensor. This sensitivity is comparable to what has
been obtained before with other flow chips, other materials and geometry [25, 30,
106]. The best detection limits is believed to arise when the structure is the most
specular.
6.3 Summary
A complete procedure for making a highly sensitive device comprising completely
of polymer has been described by the master fabrication procedure in combination
with the procedures from this section. Multiple chips has been injection molded
and assembled into flow chips. The procedure can still be optimized, but for the
first time it has been shown how Chip Scale Interferometry can be performed
in a homogenous polymer platform, fabricated in a mass production like manor
with competitive detection limits compared to fare more expensive flow chips. By
developing two wet chemical etching procedures for silica glass and silicon, semi-
circular flow channels with sizes from 50 to 100 µm in radius has been fabricated.
Using these fabricated structures as master tools, Ni–shims has been made from
electroplating, making it possible to produce multiple flow chips in a cheap and
high capacity fashion. The alignment of two semicircular flow channels and fol-
lowed by sealing has made it possible to perform refractive index measurements on
minute samples in micro–fluidic system with close to capillary geometry. This has
shown great potential for the CSI scheme here proven to work in the intermediate
material of transparent thermoplastic between hard and expensive fused silica and
soft PDMS designs.
Multiple thermoplastic flow chips have been fabricated and assembled for chip
scale interferometry. The CSI–sensor has shown detection limits of ∆n = 2 · 10−5,
well in the range of monitoring biological relevant samples.
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7 Label–free interferometric
detection of biochemical
interactions
When taking advantage of the laminar flow regime in micro fluidic, it has been
possible to monitor bio molecular interactions as they occur. If quantitative data
is to be obtained from these chemical reactions special care has to be taken for
mixing the analytes. In micro fluidics making a useable mixer is not trivial. Here
is presented work done with micro fluidics in order to obtain thermodynamic
constants from the above mentioned interactions. Surface bound and reactions in
free solution is described. DNA–hybridization and protein–protein interactions has
been the subject of these studies.The setup is similar to the previously presented
MIBD scheme except for the micro fluidic device and a beam splitter has not been
used. In this case easy to fabricate PDMS flow chips have been utilized.
In this chapter experiments are presented that has been performed at Texas
Tech University, Lubbock, Texas and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
both in the US. The work has been performed in close collaboration with fellow
students Joey Latham and Dmitry Markov from the Bornhop group.
7.1 Micro fluidics
Micro fluidics are handling and control of small volumes (10−15 –10−6 L). The
liquid is contained in microscopic channels with dimensions in the range from 1
to 1000 µm. From everyday life micro fluidics is used in ink jet printers, when the
nozzle delivers the tiny droplets to the paper. A relevant comparison is listed in
table 14. Two important factors are listed as well as the measurement volume,
number of molecules in the measurement volume and typical diffusion times for a
oxygen and a protein molecule. Notable is the fast decreasing number of molecules
Table 14. Typical dimensions used in micro fluidics and their influence on
important issues for sensing in these regimes. Diffusion coefficients used are
2 · 10−9 m2s−1 and 2 · 10−11 m2s−1 for O2 and protein, respectively, from [107].
Volume 1 µL 1 nL 1 pL 1 fL
(10−6) (10−9) (10−12) (10−15)
Characteristic
length (d) 1 mm 100 µm 10 µm 1 µm
Number of molecules
(1 nM concentration) 6 · 108 6 · 105 600 0.6
O2 Diffusion-time
across d 250 s 2.5 s 25 ms 250 µs
Protein diffusion–time
across d ∼7 h 250 s 2.5 s 25 ms
present in a measurement volume. In this work we have been working in the regime
given by the 1nL column.
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In micro fluidics the flow of the liquid is laminar. Laminar flow can be described
by adjacent layers of flow at different speeds with well–defined streamlines. At the
fluid–solid interface the speed of the flow is zero. The fluid flows in parallel layers,
with no disruption between the layers. The flow profile is said to be parabolic (in
pressure driven flow, which is the case for this work). The dimensionless Reynold’s
number is usually used to describe if the flow is laminar or not. The Reynold’s
number is given by Equation 87 [108]:
Re =
ρ · vs · L
µ
(87)
vs is mean velocity, ρ is fluid density, µ is dynamic fluid viscosity and L is the
characteristic length like the diameter of a tube. For circular tubes a Reynold’s
number under 2300 means a laminar flow. In micro fluidics the characteristic
length is some hundreds of microns at the most usually resulting in Reynold’s
numbers around 50 and below. In this laminar flow regime the only exchange of
material between adjacent layer is by diffusion. This means that by introducing
one fully miscible liquid into another, the two liquids flows will stay separated [92]
for a considerable time period. Diffusion across these adjacent flows takes time.
Diffusion has been described by Fick. The distance traveled over time by diffusion
is described by the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation [63], derived from Fick’s first
law of diffusion, see Equation 88.
ddiff =
√
2 ·D · t (88)
D being the diffusion coefficient and t is time. One big advantage of micro flu-
idics is the high degree of control of the liquid and flow systems can be designed
like integrated circuits with full control of the liquid handling [109]. This means
that multiple liquid samples can be introduced into each other with very little
consumption of sample. But a challenge is often to mix the analyte samples. As
stated above the only possibility of exchange is by diffusion.
Basically ”the art of micro mixing” is to efficiently maximize the interfacial
surface area and concentration gradient. Mixing can be split into two characters,
active and passive mixing. Active mixing is when energy from outside the flow
system is introduced to the liquid to enhance mixing. Examples are listed in
table 15, [44]. Usually all these active mixing schemes will be complicated to
implement into a flow system. Passive mixing uses the flow energy to maximize
mixing, examples are also listed in table 15. With passive mixing it is still diffusion
based, but as with creation of eddies the surface area of the liquid plug is increased,
thereby decreasing the length needed to diffuse before mixing has occurred.
A fast, efficient, in–line mixer is needed to mix the proteins together as rapidly
and as uniformly as possible if free-solution protein binding studies are to be possi-
ble. Guided by our collaborator Dr. Stremler (Vanderbilt Mechanical Engineering)
several micro fluidic mixing techniques were designed and the applicability to our
system was investigated. One straightforward way to accomplish mixing is through
”hydrodynamic focusing”–reducing the channel width drastically, so the channel
appears to be squeezed. Yet, other methods can work more efficiently and less
stressful to biological molecules. There are two important considerations related
to fluid transport of the proteins:(1) how completely the complementary proteins
interact (i.e. what percentage of sample ends up binding – ideally 100% is desired
for different molar ratios of the pair), and (2) how much time elapses between the
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Table 15. Examples on active and passive mixing techniques.
Active mixing
Integrated micro valves/pumps [110]
Magneto-hydrodynamic action [111]
Ultrasound [112]
Electrokinetic instabilities [113]
Acoustically induced vibrations [114]
Periodic change in flow rate [115]
Electro wetting induced joint of droplets [116]
Piezoelectric vibrating membranes [117]
Passive mixing
Nozzle injections in flow [118]
Interdigital multi–lamellae [119]
Split–and–Recombine [120]
Chaotic mixing be eddy formation and folding [121, 122, 43]
initiation of binding and the initiation of observation (Ideally this time is negli-
gible with the need to measure at the time of mixing). It is also desirable that
all binding events start at approximately the same time. Despite the small length
scales involved (less than 100 µm), relying solely on molecular diffusion to pro-
duce the necessary protein-protein interactions could take too long. Our objective
is to augment diffusion by using different (fixed) channel geometries to produce
flows that, in effect, stir the proteins together. The effectiveness of using channel
geometry to enhance mixing in microscale flows is well documented [123, 124], and
the importance of applying these techniques to biological and chemical analysis is
well understood [125] –[130].
Our preliminary model is a two–dimensional representation of a channel that
mixes two different solutions with ’hydrodynamic focusing’ , see Figure 67 A. The
actual modeling has been done in Dr. Stremler’s lab, with input and discussions
by the Bornhop group. In this paragraph is shown the results and the discussion
thereof. This channel mixes by constricting the flow (in the case from 70 µm
down to 16 µm), which stretches the interface between the two solutions and
enables diffusion to more rapidly homogenize the flow [131, 132]. In the results
shown, the two solutions enter the mixing channel at the left and flow is from
left to right. The initial 70 µm–wide channel is 375 µm long, the 16 µm–wide
center section is 200 µm long, and the final 70 µm–wide section is 300 µm long.
In order to illustrate the mixing, the top incoming stream is assumed to contain
a uniform concentration of ’black/dark’ molecule with D = 0.5µm2/ms. Figure
67 (A) shows the distribution of ’black’ molecule when the flow rate through
the channel is Q = 0.2µL/min, typical or at least the same order of magnitude
for our experiment– (giving 4mm/s in the constriction). Diffusive mixing in a
straight channel is shown for comparison. It is clear that hydrodynamic focusing
enhances protein transport across the channel. Ultimately the proteins should be
transported into the observation region as quickly as possible. However, as the
flow rate through a hydrodynamic system is increased, diffusion has less time to
mix the streams and the concentration will be less uniform. This dependence is
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Figure 67. A: Gray scale comparison of modeled diffusion mixing. A hydrodynamic
focus will mix better than a straight line. Gray scale is dark mixed with light, at
complete mix the channel is uniformly gray. B: Concentration gradient at the
position, indicated by vertical line in A, and at various flow rates. C: Mixing
performance as a function of flow rate.
shown in Figure 67 (B) by monitoring the variation in concentration across the
channel at a cross–section 900 µm downstream from the inlet.
Local concentration values are normalized by the average concentration, c0,
obtained when the two streams are perfectly mixed. The uniformity of the con-
centration can be quantified by a normalized mean square variation about the
average concentration c0, namely,
< c > =
√∑
(1− cc0 )2
N
(89)
The variation of < c > with flow rate is shown in Figure 67 (C) for the ’hydro-
dynamic focusing’ channel and a straight channel, with values of < c > less than
10−1 giving reasonable uniformity across the channel cross section. The figure
shows good mixing is achieved in the focused channel for the target flow rates (Q
around 0.1–0.2 µL/min or average velocity of ca. 2–4mm/s in the narrow region).
It is noteworthy that for Q = 0.2µL/min, proteins traveling at the average fluid
velocity will take approximately 0.75 s to travel through the focusing channel,
while proteins traveling at the maximum velocity will travel through in ca. 0.5 s.
In order to achieve an equivalent level of mixing in the straight channel we would
need to use half as rapid (Q = 0.1µL/min). In this case, the average protein travel
time is 1.8s, with the minimum travel time 1.2s. Note that in both of these cases
the velocity profile is parabolic, so there is a uniform distribution of exit times,
with those proteins starting out near the channel wall taking significantly longer
to travel through system and taking longer to see a complementary molecule from
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the other stream. Therefore it is likely each bound pair will be at a different stage
in their evolution when reaching the imaging window.
Figure 68. Schematic of photolithographic Cr mask for PDMS chip fabrication.
(A) is a magnification of a serpentine mixer. (B) is a magnification of squeezed
channel.
Figure 68 shows the layout of our photolithographic chromium mask, fabricated
by DeltaMask (Netherlands), used to fabricate chips with mixers. This mask has
’hydrodynamic’, serpentine and combined ’hydrodynamic’– serpentine mixers. In-
cluded on the mask 10 and 20 u–turn serpentines (Figure 68 A) where mixing is
occurring primarily due to the race track effect encountered at the bend leading
to a distortion of the laminar flow profile.
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Figure 69. A: Top view of internal bump mixer made in PDMS. B: is the side view
of the channel showing its sharp corner geometry. C: Top view of the internal bump
mixer with a fluorescent dye flowing through, channel walls is overlayed. The dye is
not mixed well in this mixer. D: Incomplete mixing result in binding curves with
more than one binding event appearing. This is Calmodulin (16.7kDa) reacting
with M13 peptide (2kDa).
Also included on the mask are mixers named ’internal bumps’. The idea is that
the race track effect should mix the samples in straight channel. This would have
a smaller foot print on the wafer. This is only relevant for a high density packed
micro fluidic chip. The mixer is depicted in Figure 69 A. The mixer was tested
using fluorescent dye in water. The mixing of the two liquids was incomplete as
seen in Figure 69 C. As a result of incomplete mixing binding appears to be a two
step process, Figure 69 D. Binding curves has to have a single exponential rise in
order to make any sense with the system used in this work.
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PDMS chip fabrication
The fabrication of these elastomer chips is done using SU8 as the negative pho-
toresist in a normal photolithography process. Whitesides et al [92, 94, 133, 134]
has described how this process can be used for fast prototyping. Some are more
suited for single use and production of more than one, than others. PDMS has
grown to be a much used material for micro fluidics by others as well [135, 136].
The process flow is shown in Figure 70 and each step is described from 1 to 10.
Figure 70. Left: PDMS process flow. It is a standard process in making PDMS
micro fluidic systems. Upper right: Microscope image of PDMS channel made
without SU8–filter. The upper part of the PDMS has a gutter–like feature, which
is unwanted. Lower right: PDMS channel fabricated with SU8–filter, se text for
details. The channel is 20µm wide and 70µm tall.
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1. Spin coat photoresist. The spin–speed is to give 70µm thick SU8 photoresist.
2. Pre–exposure bake. 3 minute at 60◦C on hot plate followed by 10 minutes at
90◦C on hot plate.
3. UV exposure. In between the UV–light source on the Karl Su¨ss maskaligner
and the lithography mask is placed a glass plate with 30 micron thick SU8
resist. This resist has already been exposed and developed and is now ab-
sorbing the light below 350nm. Vertical sidewalls is then accomplished since
the transmission through the entire thickness of the resist (both filter and
unexposed) is very high. The exposure time is bulb dependent and needs to
be verified for each bulb, where the intensity drops over time.
4. Post–exposure bake. 30 minutes in a oven at 90◦C .
5. Photoresist development. Developed for 3 minutes in Microchem SU8 de-
veloper. Then rinsed in isopropanol. If the liquid turns white there is still
undeveloped SU8 on the wafer. Drying is done by cleaned air or nitrogen.
6. Hard bake. After development the SU8 is hardened for 2 hours in a oven at
150◦C.
7. Silanize the surface. The microstructure is covered with HMDS for 30 minutes
to insert a slip layer in between the structure and the PDMS.
8. Molding/curing of PDMS. PDMS is prepared as described in the PDMS pro-
cedure.
9. Plasma oxidation. The PDMS surface is plasma oxidized to insert hydroxy–
groups into the surface making the inside of the channel hydrophilic and
better seal to the glass surface.
10. Seal micro channel on glass slide. The slap of PDMS is placed on a glass slide
sealing the flow channel. Access to the channels are done by punching holes
through the PDMS into the droplet shaped reservoirs.
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7.2 Surface bound experiments
In order to accurately characterize molecular interactions, determinations should
be done in a label–free manner [137, 138]. Furthermore, in order to have the ca-
pability to fully evaluate the molecular diversity that exists in nature, it would
be most advantageous to make these determinations with micro–total– analysis
systems (µ–TAS) [139, 140] configured for high throughput [141, 142]. Yet, con-
ventional detection methods are difficult to implement in µ –TAS and are often
volume– or sensitivity– limited, both impediments to performing systems biology
analyses.
Investigators have developed various detection methods for use with microflu-
idic devices that have promise for label–free nanoscale detection. These include the
nanoelectrode [143], the porous Si (p–Si)sensor [144, 145], the surface plasmon res-
onance (SPR) detector [146]–[149], and backscattering interferometry [24, 51, 99].
However, nanoelectrodes foul easily in real–world applications and require mul-
tistep manufacturing procedures for the integration into microfluidic chips. The
SPR and p–Si methods are sensitive (detection limits of ≈ 10-50 nM for protein
interactions [144, 145, 150]) and capable of sensing label–free biochemical inter-
actions, yet neither technique is inherently compatible with µ–TAS. Integration
or immobilization of p–Si into the fluidic network and long solute–diffusion times
hinder the use of this method in µ–TAS. Since SPR relies on the excitation of
plasmons - collective oscillations of free electrons that occur predominantly in
metals - SPR surfaces are coated with a thin metal layer (for example, gold). This
makes integration of SPR sensors into plastics challenging and relatively expen-
sive due to the deposition process. Additionally, the elaborate surface chemistry
used to immobilize targets on SPR surfaces has been shown to lose as much as
20 % of binding capacity over a 24–hour period [146]. Backscattering interfer-
ometry in rectangular channels (BIRC) [51] was recently shown to be applicable
to label–free assays, can be used to study reversible molecular interactions in
poly(dimethylsiloxane)(PDMS) chips, and is compatible with µ–TAS. Although
promising, BIRC has been limited by tedious immobilization chemistry and, due
to less than optimum transduction–scheme concentration detection limits, has
bordered on relevance to biological systems.
Here we address many of these problems through the use of simple and robust
surface immobilization chemistry on polymer chips and an improved BIRC in-
strument based on charge–coupled–device (CCD) transduction and fringe pattern
Fourier analysis. For the first time, it is shown that simple photoactivatable sur-
face chemistry [151, 152] can be used for the immobilization of substrates onto
PDMS–facilitated, label– free, reversible–binding assays. This simplified approach
to surface immobilization is a significant alteration to our earlier binding studies
and those methods commonly used for surface activation/immobilization chem-
istry [148, 153].
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A two–step biotin/avidin reaction, see Figure 71, with a carbene–generating
form of photobiotin consisting of a biotin moiety, spacer arm, and photoactivat-
able group was used to immobilize target molecules of interest. A solution (7 µL)of
Figure 71. Top: Photobiotin is activated upon exposure to UV light and this pro-
motes insertion into the oxidized PDMS substrate. Center: Avidin binds strongly
to the immobilized layer of biotin. The tetrameric nature of avidin signifies that it
can simultaneously bind the surfacebound biotin as well as any biotinylated target
molecule that passes through the channel (bottom).
carbene–generating photobiotin (0.5mg/mL−1) containing 0.02 % Tween 20 and
50 %(v/v) acetone was introduced into the PDMS channels and allowed to dry.
Irradiation of the photobiotin molecule caused photolysis of the diazirine group,
thereby producing an electronically excited np* state. Formation of an excited–
state diradical was followed by internal conversion and production of a carbene.
The highly reactive carbene was then inserted into the oxidized substrate. As a
result, a homogeneous layer of biotin molecules was strongly bound to the channel
surface. A solution of extravidin (0.5mg/mL−1) was injected into the same chan-
nels and allowed to incubate for 30 min. Extravidin recognizes the imidazole ring
that is cis fused to a tetrahydrothiophene ring, and binds to biotin with high affin-
ity (association constant, Ka = 2.5 · 1011M−1) [154]. The resulting biotin/avidin
complex is very stable to changes in temperature, pH value, and denaturinga-
gents, unlike the lysine/glutaraldehyde/streptavidin/ethanolamine sandwich de-
scribed in earlier binding experiments performed in the group [51]. Fluorescence
images (not shown) of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labeled avidin were used
to confirm that the surface chemistry used for immobilization was successful. Thus,
biotinylated targets can be immobilized onto the PDMS–molded channel surface
to result in a cost–effective, disposable chip that is applicable to the analysis
of a variety of reversible biochemical interactions. As described in detail above
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Figure 72. Top: Schematic diagram of BIRC showing the simple optical train con-
sisting of a connected light source, a microfluidic channel, and a phototransducer.
and elsewhere, [30, 51, 50, 99] BIRC , see Figure 72, employs a connected light
source that illuminates a microfluidic channel, thereby creating a series of high–
contrast interference fringes in the backscattered direction that shift with the
optical pathlength. Herein we show that the overall performance of BIRC can
be improved 100–fold through proper design and implementation of the photo–
transduction method. Use of a CCD combined with spatial Fourier analysis [99]
for signal transduction, rather than an avalanche photodiode detector, facilitates
improved sensitivity and reproducibility, while greatly simplifying alignment. Di-
rection of multiple fringes onto the CCD array promotes signal averaging and
enhanced signal–to–noise (S/N) results. A fringe–pattern Fourier transformation
(FFT) algorithm is inherently insensitive to laser–intensity fluctuations [99] and
allows spatial phase determination. Since the CCD is a large–area device, three to
upwards of eight fringes from the interference pattern can be used, thereby elimi-
nating the need to align the slit–photo–detector with respect to 1/e2 intensity on
a particular fringe.
Protein A – IgG interactions
To evaluate the new immobilization chemistry and transduction method, two
reversibly binding pairs were studied, protein A linked to immunoglobulin G
(IgG) and a 30–mer DNA-DNA pair. Protein A, containing four high–affinity
( Ka = 2 · 108 − 4.54 · 108M−1 ) bindingsites capable of interacting with the Fc
region of IgG from several species, including human and rabbit, was immobilized
onto a PDMS chip by using the chemistry shown in Figure 71. The reversible–
binding assay of Protein A with IgG was repeated five times , see Figure 73. The
non–complementary fragment, Fab ,served as the control and showed no signal
(change in refractive index/phase; data not shown) when introduced into the Pro-
tein A–coated channel. As seen in Figure 73, reversible–binding events can be
monitored with an excellent S/N ratio. If it is assumed that complete reaction
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Figure 73. Biotinylated Protein A was immobilized on the channel surface. Un-
reacted Protein A was washed out with phosphate–buffered saline (PBS)/ Tween
20. A human IgG Fc solution (0.5mgmL
−1 )in PBS was introduced into the mi-
crofluidic channel and allowed to bind to the Protein A for 5 min. The channel
was then rinsed with PBS/Tween 20 to remove any unbound IgG. Removal of the
bound IgG from Protein A was performed by using an acetic acid wash.
between the bindingpair took place, and based on the target–surface coverage, the
3σ detection limit is 4 · 10−17 mol (40 attomol) in a 500–pL probe volume. These
results represent an increase in sensitivity of two orders of magnitude when they
are compared to the Protein A /IgG experiments performed previously[51].
DNA–DNA interactions
The use of microfluidic chips to perform nucleic acid analysis has allowed the detec-
tion and discrimination of multiple DNA sequences [155, 156] and can eventually
facilitate high–throughput screening techniques [157].
As further demonstration of the utility of BIRC, a label–free reversible DNA
assay was performed, see Figure 74. Immobilization of a biotinylated 30–mer
of mActin (5`ACTCATCGTACTCCTGCTTGCTGATCCACA–3`) MW = 9622.5;
melting temperature, TM = 68.7
◦C onto the PDMS channel was possible with
the biotin/avidin surface chemistry described above.
Non–labeled complementary DNA strands were successively hybridized to the
immobilized mActin 30–mer and then removed with an NaOH wash. Bindingevents
of complementary DNA followed exponential growth for BIRC over concentrations
ranging from 5 nM up to roughly 500 mM with excellent convergence (R2 = 0.988).
A noncomplementary probe strand, according to the Watson-Crick model, served
as the control and showed no appreciable signal. If it is assumed that hybridization
went to completion and 100 % channel–surface coverage was attained, at 3σ , 36
attomol DNA were quantifiable in a 500–pL detection volume. Ultimately, it would
be desirable to screen for an array of different sequences in a label–free manner
to avoid perturbations due to the signaling fluorophore or derivation chemistry.
An example of such perturbations is shown in Figure 74, where a FITC–labeled
probe has been used. The change in phase over time follows classic Michaelis be-
havior, thus enabling us to determine Gbind through a well established relationship
Gbind = −RT · ln KA, where KA is determined from line fitting techniques. The
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Figure 74. Left: The complementary probe strand was introduced into the channel
after target immobilization and allowed to hybridize for 20 minutes. The channel
was rinsed with PBS/Tween 20 to flush out any probe DNA that had not bound
the immobilized target. Right: The FITC–labeled complementary probe strand was
introduced into channel and examined in a similar fashion as the non–labeled probe
strand. The change in signal is smaller due to the lower binding energy.
binding energy of DNA hybridization with the FITC labeled probe was found to
be −23.3kJ/mol (see Table 16). This result is similar to the −22.2kJ/mol and
−23.9kJ/mol reported by Riccelli [158] for fluorescently labeled linear probes of
32 and 16 base strands respectively. Remarkably, the binding energy of DNA hy-
bridization with a non–labeled probe was found to be −30.9kJ/mol, an improve-
ment of approximately 7.6 kJ/mol over the binding energy of the FITC labeled
probe. Assuming our observations are valid, a perturbation in the binding process
caused by the FITC label can generate > 24% change in G compared to the native
ligand. This dramatic alteration in binding affinity due to the FITC tag was also
confirmed by a secondary method, ITC.
Table 16. Thermodynamical data extracted from two different methods, BIRC and
ITC. The probes are complementary strands to the target DNA for both the non–
labeled and the FITC–labeled case. The difference in binding energy between the
two probes show excellent agreement between the methods used. The absolute value
differs, which is mainly the difference between target being surface bound and in
solution.
∆G (kJ/mol)
Method Non–labeled FITC–labeled Difference
BIRC −30.9 −23.3 −7.6
ITC −44.6 −37.5 −7.1
Calorimetry is a powerful, simple, and reliable technique, and generally is not
used to its full potential. Free energies expressed as equilibrium constants, reaction
rates and redox potentials are familiar and valuable to chemists since they refer di-
rectly to the chemical driving force for converting a given compound into another
species or state. Unfortunately, there are relatively few processes where both rates
and equilibrium constants are available. Generally, reactions that provide conve-
nient kinetics proceed to completion and are far from equilibrium. As a result,
calorimetry has been employed to determine enthalpy changes in situations where
equilibrium constants were impossible to measure. A typical ITC experiment in-
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volves titrating small, successive amounts of a ligand (protein, nucleic acid, etc.)
into a sample cell containing protein or nucleic acid substrate (or vice versa) and
measuring the heat evolved. As the binding sites on the macromolecule are filled,
less heat is evolved in the titration. Once the macromolecule is saturated, the only
heat evolved is a result of a heat of dilution. The heat peaks produced on the ther-
mogram are integrated, and plotted vs. the mole fraction of macromolecule/ligand
to produce a binding isotherm. In table 16 is summarized binding energies for la-
beled and non–labeled DNA probes. Although the ITC data shows higher absolute
values of G compared to those determined by BIRC, it has been reported previ-
ously [159] that as much as a 25 kJ/mol difference was observed when comparing
Gibbs’ energies calculated with ITC and those determined by UV melting studies
(UVM). I postulate that part of the difference is due to differences between liquid
and surface bound hybridization. Furthermore, the kinetics and rates of reaction
for surface bound reactions are less than ideal and can become quite complicated.
Flavell [160] demonstrated that approximately 20%–30% of the probe molecules in
the liquid phase will interact with themselves before being able to react with the
surface bound target. In spite of the differences between ITC and BIRC absolute
values (Table 16), both techniques show a nearly identical relative change due to
the presence of FITC marker (−7.1kJ/mol and −7.6kJ/mol).
A step toward avoiding these perturbations requires the determination of the
discrimination that is possible with BIRC. We used an oligomer consisting of a
three–base–pair mismatch (at positions 5, 15, and 25) from that of the comple-
mentary mActin strand as an initial test of specificity. The experiment consisted
of immobilizing the mActin 30–mer as noted above and a subsequent repetitive
hybridization test with a 5–µM solution of the mismatch strand. Figure 74 shows
the typical output from one of the binding evaluations. Three trials of these ex-
periments produced an average signal corresponding to > 140% of that for the
control and approximately 7% of the signal for the complementary strand.
Table 17. Analytical Figures of Merit for the surfaces bound biomolecular interac-
tions.
DNA Binding Study
Probe surface area 2.9 · 10−8m2
3σ detection limits 35.8 attomoles cDNA
Corresponding mass detection limits 356 pg cDNA
Protein Binding Study
Detection Volume 495 pL
3σ detection limits 40 attomoles IgG
Corresponding mass detection limits 2 pg IgG
To summarize, the biotin/avidin surface chemistry significantly simplified sub-
strate preparation, was compatible with PDMS, and facilitated free–solution as-
says with BIRC. Combination of this new surface chemistry with the CCD FFT
transduction has allowed improved detection for Protein A /IgG binding by two
orders of magnitude [51]. BIRC was also used to monitor DNA hybridization over
a wide range of concentrations and allowed discrimination in binding of a three–
base–pair mismatch. The addition of a FITC-label to the cDNA probe perturbed
the thermodynamic data, again emphasizing the need for label–free detection.
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Use of PDMS microfluidic chips and the exceedingly simple optical train of BIRC
represents a cost–effective platform for label–free molecular–interaction determi-
nations as well as for the investigation of reversible biological interactions within
subnanoliter volumes and at the attomole level. The methodology and technology
are compatible with large–scale integration and should facilitate high–throughput
assays.
7.3 Free solution experiments
Miniaturization of instrumentation has recently led µ–TAS technology have gained
considerable attention and applications [161]. µ–TAS simplifies multiple analysis
on an integrated device providing benefits including reduction in analyte and
reagent consumption, shortened analysis times, system portability and inexpen-
sive fabrication. Proteomics could be a major beneficiary of µ–TAS technology
[162]–[167], allowing vast numbers of proteins to be identified while having their
interactions, functions and pharmaceutical potential studied and understood. To
be fully effective, protein binding and structure determinations should be per-
formed in high–throughput without chemical labeling or derivation, so that the
proteins and their ligands can be studied in their native state emulating the bio-
logical environment [145, 162, 163, 168]. The motivation for assays avoiding labels
(i.e. label–free) is to eliminate the possibility that such labels may alter either the
structure of a protein, its function, or its binding with another protein or other
molecule. Protein binding assays should be done with a detection scheme that
meets these requirements, label–free (fluorescent or radioactive) in a non–invasive
fashion, and is compatible with microfluidic devices. Yet, presently used label-free
detection technologies are inherently incompatible with high throughput schemes
and microfluidics. Here is described a label–free method for free solution molecular
interaction assays.
Figure 75. The laboratory setup shown with a PDMS flow chip as the micro channel
system used. The light is guided in am optical fiber (yellow line), is reflected off
the mirror and impinges the micro channel. The fringe pattern arising from the
light–channel interaction is reflected from the mirror onto the CCD–linear array
(blue tube), which is connected to the PC, doing the data analysis.
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Protein A contains four high affinity (Ka = 10
8mole−1) binding sites capable
of interacting with the Fc region of human or rabbit IgG. This protein-protein
interaction is reasonably well studied and serves as a reference system for these
experiments performed in the setup depicted in Figure 75. To demonstrate the
potential of BIRC preliminary experiments were preformed with Protein A and
IgG. Protein A (Pierce, Rockford, IL) was reconstituted in PBS buffer (pH = 7.4)
at a concentration of 0.5mg/mL and various solutions, ranging from 5 M to 100nM,
of IgG Fc (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) were made in PBS. The microfluidic chip
used for the first experiments contained a channel with dimensions of 100 µm X 110
µm and a serpentine for in–line mixing of the ligand/receptor pair. Each sample
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Figure 76. Free solution binding of IgG with Protein A by BIRC. The solution
used for IgG and Protein A are 1 µM and 0.5mg/mL, respectively. The change in
phase shows the change in the refractive index as interactions are taking place.
reservoir was filled with approximately 4–5 µL of either Protein A or IgG and a
vacuum was applied to the outlet reservoir to draw the Protein A and IgG solutions
through the mixer at a flow rate of approximately 100 µL/min. Once the liquids
had passed through the mixer and into the detection zone, flow was stopped and
the protein binding was monitored in real–time using BIRC at a sampling rate
of 30Hz. Binding data for this initial free–solution, label–free Protein A – IgG
binding experiment, see Figure 76, are analogous to enzyme kinetics following the
Michaelis–Menten equation [169]. Shown in Figure 76 are studies using a 1 µM
concentration of the IgG Fc fragment with Protein A at a constant concentration
of 0.5mg/mL.
While preliminary, this initial set of experiments indicates, that protein binding
interactions can be monitored in free solution and in real-time using BIRC.
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By fitting a curve with a least square method as described in Equation 90 to
the binding data, the concentration dependent value, Kobs, is determined. These
observed K-values is then plotted according to their concentration as seen in Figure
77. The diagram is drawn for illustration purpose only with realistic values. A
linear fit is made to the Kobs–data, Equation 91, and the dissociation constant,
KD, is found from the relation in Equation 92.
Curve fit : signal = a(1 − e−kobs·t) (90)
y = m · x + b (91)
KD =
b
m
(92)
signal is the phase provided by the FFT rutine. a is the preexponential coefficient.
kobs is the fitting parameter and t is time. KD is the dissociation constant extracted
from the binding data.
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Figure 77. kobs is shown as function of concentration. From the linear fit the
dissociation constant is derived.
Traditionally a Scatchard–plot or Linewear–Burke–plot has been used, but that
technique has some drawbacks such as basing the fit on the least changing binding
curves, the worst S/N-ratio, and the need for complete reactions at maximum
concentrations.
A complete set if binding curves is seen in Figure 78. The concentration of
Human IgG Fc fragment was in the range from 10 nM to 100 nM. The data was
filtered with 0.5 sec window. Also shown in Figure 78 is the control run, which was
a PBS solution containing the Human IgG FAB fragment. There is no appreciable
change in signal for the control and blank (only PBS solution with Protein A)
suggesting, for this system, protein adsorption to the substrate and nonspecific
binding exhibit little influence on the technique. A new chip design was used
with serpentine mixer plus a 20 µm wide squeezing part of the channel, with the
laser imping shortly after the squeeze. From these binding–curves, Figure 78, the
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binding energy, ∆Gbind, is found to be 3.48 nM. Literature values suggest energies
ranging from 2.2 · 10−8 to 5 · 10−9M [170, 171].
Figure 78. Complete set of binding curves. The concentration of Human IgG Fc is
changed from 10 nM to 100 nM and the Protein A concentration is kept constant
at 1 µM.
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Table 18. Important numbers relevant to the free solution studies and Analytical
Figures of Merit (A.F.M.) for the free solution biomolecular interactions.
Important
numbers
Channel Dimensions 70X70µm with a 20µm squeeze
Probe volume 495 pL
Protein A MW = 42 kDa
conc. of Protein A 1µM
Human IgG Fc MW = 50 kDa
conc. of Human IgG Fc 10nM – 100 nM + 1 µM
A.F.M.
3σ detection limits 9 attomoles IgG
Corresponding mass detection limits 450 fg IgG
KD (dissociation) 3.48 · 10−9M
kf (forward) 1 · 106(M · s)−1
kr (reverse) 0.0025s
−1
In summary, fairly easy to make PDMS flow chips has via the BIRC setup been
used to obtained label–free binding data from protein–protein interactions while
both reactants was in solution. Thereby eliminating the need for time–consuming
surface preparation steps and perturbations of the thermodynamic results do the
fact that one probe is bound to the surface limiting the freedom to move. The
concentration needed for detection is smaller than the surface bound results (4
times). This might be caused by the fact that the change in refractive index
occurs in the entire channel volume and not in the first nm of the PDMS surface.
The thermodynamic data is comparable with ITC but in far smaller volumes of
samples showing BIRC as the potentially better suited method to do these binding
studies on relatively expensive analytes. To the best of my knowledge no other
system can compete on the combination of sample volume, time, sensitivity and
system simplicity for doing these label–free, in solution protein–protein interaction
studies.
7.4 Summary
Different mixers has been tested in PDMS flow chips. The best suited mixer for
the molecular system used is the serpentine or serpentine in combination with a
squeeze. BIRC has been used for detecting bio molecular interactions both sur-
face bound and in solution. Thermodynamic data has been extracted from binding
curves monitored with BIRC. A single fluorophor attached to a 30’mer DNA string
perturbed the binding energy considerably. The absolute energy found was differ-
ent from that found with ITC, but the perturbation difference showed excellent
agreement. The free solution protein binding experiments and results places BIRC
in a unique position with comparable thermodynamic capabilities with the golden
standard ITC, but orders of magnitude faster and less analyte sample consuming.
All performed in a relative simple and price competitive manner.
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8 Discussion
8.1 Comparisons and improvements
Modeling
In the modeling chapter several models have been described and how they com-
pare. For the capillary models two different methods have been used to describe
the system, the electromagnetic wave based and the ray tracing based. The wave
based model is only valid for a cylindrical geometry. For this geometry the Bessel
and Hankel functions can be used to find the solutions for the differential equa-
tions derived from Maxwell’s equations. By using the wave based model an exact
solution is found and the solutions are valid in all size–regimes. But as discussed
earlier a larger feature will require a longer summation in order to keep preci-
sion high. This will lead to longer computation times. The computation times are
independent of size in the ray tracing model. Here the angles and the propaga-
tion length of the ray is calculated. Accordingly the computation times for the
ray tracing based model is much shorter, with proper programming in Matlab, as
these calculations can be treated as vector elements, which is handled extremely
fast by Matlab. Extremely small changes in dimensions have changed the fringe
pattern for the ray tracing based model. A surface change of 10nm resulting in a
shift does not give any physical meaning, though. The ray tracing model is based
on geometrical optics. In this optical regime the dimensions has to be much larger
than the wavelength in order for the model to be valid. This is one reason the
more complex wave based model was developed as it is valid for changes smaller
than the wavelength.
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The accuracy of the two models is compared in Figure 79 for the first part of
the fringe pattern.
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Figure 79. The ray tracing based fringe pattern and the wave based fringe pattern
is shown. The ray tracing pattern is offset for clarity. The low pass filter (LP) is
a moving average. The two models do show good agreement when describing the
fringe pattern. The ray tracing model has a too large centroid and has the fringe
positions further out than the wave based model.
A drawback of the wave based model is that it does not provide any information
on what has occurred during the light propagations through the system. The ray
tracing model has shown that at larger angles total internal reflection occurs and
that can be used for determining the absolute refractive index. The wave based
model only shows the pattern changing or some frequencies loosing intensity. In
Table 19 is shown the comparison between models and experiment where the
position of the total internal reflection occurs in angular space. The accuracy of
Table 19. Comparison between the experiment and the models on the prediction on
total internal reflection from a 542 µm I.D. 673 µm O.D./24 µm cladding capil-
lary. The uncertainty of the models due to production tolerances of the capillary
corresponds to ±6.9◦.
Refractive index Experiment Ray based Wave based
1.333 (water) 44◦ ± 2.2◦ 79◦ 43◦
1.359 (ethanol) 35◦ ± 2.2◦ 53◦ 42◦
1.429 (ethylene glycol) 25◦ ± 2.2◦ 36◦ 29◦
the wave based model is higher than the ray based, seen as better agreement with
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experiments. The ray tracing based model still is a good choice for describing the
MIBD system. All features of the fringe of the fringe pattern has been shown by
the relative fast ray tracing model, although only qualitatively. The total internal
reflection method requires that the geometry is curved, so the MIBD method to
determining the absolute refractive index cannot be used with the rectangular flow
channels in PDMS chips.
Applying the affinity layer to the capillary would require two extra rays, but as
mentioned above would not have any physical meaning. The wave based model
has been used for describing the changes in the affinity layer. When the change in
intensity is calculated for certain changes in the system variables, ∆I/I = 2 · 10−4
for a change in refractive index from 1.42 to 1.44 and ∆I/I = 1·10−4 for a thickness
change of 1 nm. The ∆I/I between the Bohren–Huffmann model and this model
is many orders of magnitude smaller, showing that the Protein A – Human IgG
experiment can be described by this model. The model do also show a comparable
change in the fringe pattern as the experiment does. The wave based model may be
used to quantitatively describe the changes in the fringe pattern as the refractive
index and dimensions is altered.
For more complex systems, e.g. entire chip systems with multiple channels or
unusual geometries, ASAP can be used for setting up the model. It has shown to
work for different geometries for the MIBD system and is readily prepared to han-
dle more than one channel, without cross–talking though. The danger is though,
that much information is ”hidden” in the software and therefore is not a good so-
lution for discovering the fundamental nature of the system. In the latest version
of the ASAP software (ASAP 2005 version 1, release 3) a hybrid model is possi-
ble. A FDTD simulation can be incorporated and used as the basis for the light
source. This would be a powerful tool for describing the sharp edged geometries as
computing time should be reduced as the input of the FDTD model provides the
precise wavefronts and the analysis and further propagation is handled by ASAP.
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Fabrication
The uniformity of the HNA–etch used to make a nickel master hsa not been perfect.
The fabrication has been severely depending on the quality of the etching mask
used. The destruction of the mask has broadened the channel profile. The etching
reproducibility is very low when the entire wafer is considered. The replication of
the structures has though been able to show that with a better microstructure
the patterned features will be copied into the polymer components with high re-
producibility. As shown both experimentally and by theoretical work, the channel
dimension has not had a large impact on the end results.
During the development of a useable fabrication procedure for making semicir-
cular micro structures many partial results were found, that if implemented could
provide even better sensing results. The stress introduced to the nitride mask may
be reduced with different procedures. Preliminary results has been obtained by
opening the nitride mask with laser ablation, in collaboration with Henrik Pranov,
Danish Technological Institute, DK. In combination with the polishing etch used
to smooth out the surface after laser ablation on silicon wafers (HF and HNO3
only) very deep etches has been accomplished (∼ 100µm in radius), see Figure 80.
Figure 80. SEM image of isotropic etch in silicon with a HF and HNO3 mixture.
The silicon is protected by a silicon nitride, which is opened by a laser ablating the
wafer.
The quality of the mask used is far better at the etching step than those previ-
ously used. For future applications the nitride–covered wafers should be purchased
and not fabricated by a non–standardized lab. These newer wafers could be in the
etching solution in degassing mode (on the sonication bath) for more than twice
the amount of time the old ones could withstand and still with very few pinholes.
By using the polishing etch, based only on HF and HNO3 in the ratio (1:4) the
surface roughness is found to be less than 100 nm.
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The assembly of the injection molded chips has been done by heating and under
a press in vacuum, see Figure 81, for some hours. In order to speed up production
Figure 81. Image of a completed micro flow device. Two opposing injection molded
parts has been aligned and assembled. These chips has been used for interferometric
sensing performed on flow systems completely fabricated in Topas 8007 copolymer.
of such chips different methods for assembly is suggested. To help alignment when
assembling the two parts self–guiding structures should be placed on the chip
surface. To faster assemble the parts laser welding, gluing and sonication welding
could be an option. The laser welding though requires an absorbing media on
the surface, which could effect the performance of an affinity layer already on
the surface. The same issue applies for gluing the pieces together although the
temperature does not necessarily has to be increased, whereas both laser and
sonication welding melts the polymer surface. The sonication welding is in this
sense the cleanest as no extra media is applied to the surface.
Experiments
Low detection limits has been accomplished with the MIBD setup. As the con-
centration of e.g. glycerol increases in the water solutions used to construct cali-
bration curves, the density changes giving rise to a shift in the fringe pattern. But
when measuring the binding events the density in the measuring volume does not
change. The change in refractive index must arise from at least two things. In all
reactions heat is released or consumed during the reaction. This effect is seen to
only provide small changes as there usually is much more water than reactants.
A conformational change of proteins could also lead to a change in refractive in-
dex. As the overall dipole moment shifts between two protein states, the light –
matter interaction changes shifting the position of the interference fringes. When
Calmodulin reacts with just four Na-ions the protein molecule undergoes major
changes going from an open to a closed state. Such a change should be detectable
with the refractive index sensor, the shape change of the protein is huge.
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In the chip based interferometry setup two geometries has been used, a curved
channel and a rectangular shaped channel. From the ASAP modeling the circular
channel should be more sensitive than the rectangular. It has not been possible
for a direct comparison as different materials and dimensions have been used. The
detection limits for the setups is found to be 7·10−5 and 4·10−6 for the rectangular
and the curved channel, respectively. As both systems can be improved these
limits will be pushed further down in the future, they cannot be used for direct
comparison. But the slope found in the calibration curve is directly linked to the
sensitivity. The rectangular geometry slope is 0.0038 and for the curved channel
the slope is 0.041, showing a 10 times difference in sensitivity.
Data interrogation
For many applications it is not the mass detection limit, which is of interest but
the concentrations involved. For the free solution binding our detection limit is
found to be 9 atto moles Human IgG and the measurement volume is 495 pico liter,
this corresponds to a concentration detection limit of 18nM. Other optical based
techniques has lower limits, e.g. in the detection of bio–makers for Alzheimer’s
disease the detection limit is below 1 pM of the cleaved Tau protein [172]. The
low limits is based on the sample preparation, which takes more than 24 hours
and it is not performed label–free. The protein is bound to a Gold nano particle
increasing the sample mass and refractive index considerately. A close competitive
sensor is based on the surface plasmon resonance occurring when the evanescence
wave excites a plasmon on the surface of a thin metal layer. At the moment their
limits are at the beginning of the ∆n = 10−6 regime [173, 174]. Just recently the
MIBD scheme has been published to reach the ∆n = 10−9 regime [27]. These low
detection limits has been achieved by reducing the noise arising from temperature
fluctuations. Two capillaries has been placed in close proximity of each other and
impinged by the same laser. The two arising fringe patterns have been recorded
simultaneously. The noise levels are reduced by subtracting one signal from the
other. From [27] is found the different detection schemes used for the MIBD system
and they are listed in Table 20.
Table 20. Comparison of detection limits produced by different interrogation meth-
ods for MIBD fringes. LBA is laser beam analyzer. DCDB is dual capillary dual
bicell.
Method of interrogation detection limits, ∆n = Ref.
slit–photodetector 1.5 · 10−7 [49]
CCD/LBA 5 · 10−5 [29]
CCD array w. FFT–routine 7 · 10−8 [41]
Bicell 2.5 · 10−6 [27]
DCDB 6.9 · 10−9 [27]
It is seen that introducing the reference capillary has improved the signal to
noise ratio 360-fold compared to the single bicell. An further improvement would
be to use the sample–reference setup with the CCD-array as the use of the FFT–
routine also has an improving effect on the performance on the MIBD system.
The FFT–routine is based on a sinusoidal signal and performs best with a regular
fringe pattern (more than the 2nd fringe). An improvement of the system would be
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if the fringe tracking algorithm takes into account that the centroid and the first
part of the fringe pattern is better described by Bessel functions than a sinusoidal
signal.
A self–calibration system based on the MIBD system would be a powerful tool
in many analytical situations. The MIBD system can be self–calibrated by differ-
ent designs. By knowing the absolute refractive index one is able to tell where you
are positioned in refractive index space, which is not possible by the relative mea-
surement as the fringe pattern repeats itself for every change in refractive index
by 10−3. Incorporated on a chip the channels could be designed so an autogener-
ated dilution series could be constructed thereby making a self–calibrated system.
By using the sample and reference channel, a temperature calibration is made as
changes only appears in the sample channel.
8.2 Applications
Cardiac Marker Detection
Using backscattering interferometry it is possible to perform entire KD determi-
nations with nanoliters total volume of solution and attomole amounts of protein.
Here by studying molecular interactions (e.g. protein – protein, protein – DNA,
etc) label-free, either in free solution or with surface–immobilized substrates it
is possible to determine equilibrium constants, reaction rates, and monitor reac-
tion kinetics in real–time on a single device in picoliter probe volumes. Entire
kobs plots can be obtained with nanoliters of the binding pair under investigation.
The technology employs an interferometric backscatter detector, which serves as a
non–invasive label–free optical detector that is fully compatible with micro fluidic
networks and allows molecules to be studied in their native state. While several
techniques have been developed to study molecular interactions and to measure
these parameters (binding constants, reaction rates, etc) there is still a critical
need to for a high throughput scheme that would facilitate these determinations
in a label–free and non–invasive fashion and that is compatible with micro fluidics
for reducing analyte consumption.
There are two different approaches commonly used for study binding equilib-
ria, those performed in free solution and those where one of the binding pair is
immobilized onto a surface. The first approach involves direct measurement of
the free and bound ligand. An example of this approach is equilibrium dialysis
[175]. There are a number of potential problems with this technique since it is
not always convenient or easy to measure low concentrations. The second class of
approaches, which includes: calorimetry, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and
On–Chip Interferometric Backcatter Detection (OCIBD), involve measurement of
a physically observable parameter that is proportional to the extent of binding
saturation of a ligand, protein, DNA fragment, etc. There are three distinct ad-
vantages to using calorimetry in order to gain a complete understanding of any
binding interaction:
1. Heat is a universal signal, whenever two or more compounds are mixed to-
gether in solution, heat is evolved or absorbed by the system;
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2. calorimetry is the only analytical technique where one can obtain a complete
thermodynamic description of the binding process (∆H,Ka,∆G,T∆S) in one
experiment;
3. optical transparency is not important as with some spectroscopic experiments.
In isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), the degree of saturation of a binding
site in a protein is defined in terms of the heat associated with the interaction
between the ligand and the macromolecule. Yet, ITC is limited to large sample
volumes (1.4 mL for VP–ITC instrument by MicroCal), has low throughput and
is time consuming due to titration and equilibration time requirements, and is
inherently difficult to multiplex. Currently MicroCal is attempting to develop an
autosampling ITC instrument. SPR can be also employed for a label–free study of
parameters of large bio–molecules such as reaction rates and equilibrium constants
[146, 155, 176]. SPR is an optical technique based on total internal reflection. If
the interface between two media (e.g. glass and a fluid) is illuminated from the
side with higher refractive index, no refraction is observed past a certain angle (all
of the light gets reflected). However, if a thin metal film, most commonly gold,
is placed at the media interface a sharp intensity minimum will be observed in
the reflected beam at a specific angle, because the energy is transferred to the
surface film due to resonance coupling of light with the surface plasmons. The
position of this intensity minimum is dependent on the refractive index of the
media in close proximity of the gold surface. Therefore SPR responds to the mass
of the biological molecules immobilized on the sensor surface. Since the signal is
dependent on this interfacial refractive index change, this device can be used to
obtain the reaction rates, association/dissociation rate constants, and equilibrium
constants for ligand to a target immobilized on the gold surface. Detection limits
of 10 pM for certain proteins are achievable with current commercial instruments
(http://www.biacore.com). Recently published work by Corn and co-workers at-
tests to the value of SPR for studying ligand–substrate binding [149][147]. While
extremely powerful and becoming somewhat widely practiced, SPR has limita-
tions that include: high instrumentation cost, the need for expensive gold slides
and optics, and the requirement for surface immobilization chemistries, which can
adversely affect the results of the measurements.
An alternative technique to ITC and SPR is On–Chip Interferometric Backscat-
ter Detector OCIBD [24, 25, 30, 51, 177]. Unlike ITC, the unique optical train
employed in OCIBD allows near real-time quantification of solutes at attomole
levels and within detection volumes of tens of picoliters. The micro fluidic chan-
nel can be fabricated in a variety of materials such as glass, quartz, fused silica,
or some polymers and it can be circular, semi-circular, or rectangular in cross-
section. OCIBD is uniquely well suited for the label–free study of protein–ligand
interactions and can be easily multiplexed. By simply incorporating multiple micro
fluidic channels on a single chip in close proximity of each other and by scanning
the laser beam across those channels, multiple analyses can be carried out rapidly,
thereby making high–throughput molecular interaction system. Numerous deter-
minations are possible using the OCIBD as a non–invasive optical detector for
micro fluidic based investigations. We therefor believe OCIBD can be used as
the core component in an integrated device that may overcome the limitations
of existing binding assays. This is a fully integrated micro fluidics–based device
for monitoring molecular interactions in real–time, permitting the determination
of equilibrium constants, reaction rates and monitoring reaction kinetics in real–
time with nanoliter to picoliter volumes of solution. It employs OCIBD with a
micro fluidic titrator / mixer allowing molecules to be studied non–invasively and
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label–free, in their native state. An additional advantage of the technology is that
all determinations are performed on single chip within the same physical environ-
ment, reducing errors associated with changing experimental and environmental
conditions.
Myocardial infarction constitutes a global health problem. Out of 52.2 million
deaths worldwide in 2001, cardiovascular disease accounts for 25 to 45 % of deaths
depending on the country [178] A myocardial infarction occurs when one of the
coronary arteries becomes severely or totally blocked. When the heart muscle does
not receive oxygenated blood, it will die in the affected areas. As the heart muscle
deteriates proteins is introduced into the blood stream, some known as the car-
diac markers. Currently cardiac markers are analyzed individually during the first
critical hours when a myocardial infarction has occurred. There are several critical
factors involved in determining the best suitable treatment of a patient, one im-
portant way is by investigating the concentration level and activity of the cardiac
markers, which includes Troponin I, Troponin T, Creatine Kinase, Myoglobin and
Creatine Kinase–Myoglobin. These are all present in the blood stream at increased
levels after myocardial infarction and is measured at 30 to 700 ng/ml for Myo-
globin (Cardiac Reader from Roche Diagnostics). As this molecule has a molecular
weight of 18 kDa, the detection limit can be directly correlated to the previously
obtained data with other proteins on the OCIBD system. At conservative limits
the today available sensitivity can be enhanced by 5 orders of magnitude. By us-
ing model systems the final goal is to do a complete decisive analysis on whole
blood at near–to real–time speed with unprecedented sensitivity at a bedside–like
environment.
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9 Conclusion
When illuminating a micro fluidic channel with a laser, a highly modulated fringe
pattern occurs perpendicular to the channel. The bright and dark spots shift their
angular position when changing the refractive index of the sampled liquid inside
the channel. Monitoring this shift is the basis of this sensor. Performed in fused
silica capillary tubes has been able to detect changes in the refractive index at
10−9 level.
The interferometric sensor has been under constant development in the last 10
years. One major step is to change from capillary tubes and into the micro fluidic
network scenario. Normal photolithography processes and following casting of the
micro structures usually results in rectangular shaped micro flow system. Those
flow chips has been fabricated in elastomer material (PDMS). The reproducibility
of these measurements depends critically on the flow channel dimensions. Hence,
improvements in performance and system integration are predicted by transferring
the well–defined capillary geometry to a rigid polymer chip–based system with a
high degree of accuracy and reproducibility. Our channel systems are based on
isotropic etching through narrow entry lines defined by photolithographic pro-
cedures. Photolithography has traditionally been employed for the generation of
rectangular or triangular shaped channels. However, in this study we demonstrate
its unconventional combination with isotropic wet etching in fused quartz and in
silicon to form well–defined semicircular channels of cross–sectional dimensions of
50 to 100 µm. A number of optimizations of the etching mask have been performed
for achieving a satisfactory geometry of the flow system. For the etching in fused
quartz a metal mask has been used comprising a thin Cr layer for adhesion and
a thick layer of Au for mechanical stability, using buffered HF as etchant. Etch
channels in silicon were defined by a patterned Si3N4 layer, using a mixture of
HF, nitric acid, and acetic acid as etchant. The etched channels have been char-
acterized by microscopy performed on PDMS replicas and by 3D profilometric
measurements. The structure, a half circle, is electroplated into a nickel replica
that is subsequently used as mold for injection molding. Using these fabricated
structures as master tools, Ni-shims has been made from electroplating, making
it possible to produce multiple flow chips in a cheap and high capacity fashion.
Multiple thermoplastic flow chips have been fabricated and assembled for chip
scale interferometry. The chip scale interferometry–sensor has shown detection
limits of ∆n = 4 · 10−6, well in the range of monitoring biological relevant
samples. This has shown great potential for the micro interferometric backscatter
detection scheme here proven to work in the intermediate material of transparent
thermoplastic between hard and expensive fused silica and soft PDMS designs.
Our new concept of investigating a larger range of interference fringes offers
fundamentally new applications of the micro interferometric backscatter detection
scheme. We have shown two possible ways of making absolute measurements of the
refractive index of liquid in nanoliter probe volumes with a simple optical setup.
The model based on ray tracing has been used to reveal and explain novel features
of the interference pattern: An abrupt change in intensity at large backscattered
angle is clearly present in the modeled system and in the experimental results.
It is shown that this approach enables an absolute determination of the refrac-
tive index in the range from 1.33 to 1.5 by using capillary tubes of appropriate
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dimensions. It has been proven that the model based on ray tracing may be used
for qualitatively describing the MIBD phenomenon used for making absolute and
relative measurements based on the fringe shift. The improved ray tracing model
is capable of explaining all the significant features of the MIBD pattern except
the stationary high frequency fringes. However, these fringes have been shown to
originate from reflections from the edges of the capillary and thereby not being
relevant for measuring the refractive index of the liquid within. Our model may
be used to select the capillary, with the appropriate dimensions, that optimizes
the sensitivity at a given refractive index interval, suited for a specific application.
This has been done by changing from a 100µm ID/165µm OD/12µm cladding to
a 542µm ID/673µm OD/24µm cladding capillary. We believe that the reported
improvements for the MIBD scheme will significantly enhance the future appli-
cability of the methodology for analysis of minute volumes of aqueous solutions.
For the approach based on total internal reflection has been shown theoretically
and demonstrated experimentally. The abrupt change in intensity corresponds to
a precision in refractive index space of 2.5 · 10−4.
The sensitivity of the chip with circular channels has been modeled for different
diameters. It has been shown by the wave-based model, that the sensitivity in
the range from 50 to 100 µm is almost constant, but is more dependent of the
measuring point. The sensitivity is highest with the lowest angles and directly
backscattered light. The detection of the centroid and the first fringes has been
made possible by inserting a beam splitter into the optical setup, thereby folding
the optical train forward. In all the wave based model has out performed the ray
based model in agreement with experiments. The ray based model is though still
accurate but much faster in computation times.
The electromagnetic wave based model has shown that the capillary can be used
as a bio–sensor when an affinity layer is applied. Experiments has been performed
by applying a biotin– ExtrAvidin– Protein A sandwich layer on the capillary
surface and had it bind to Human IgG flowing in the solution above the surface.
The modeled results is in excellent agreement with the actual experiment, even
though the modeled shift is done with a larger change in thickness.
Different mixers has been tested in PDMS flow chips. The best suited mixer for
the molecular system used is the serpentine or serpentine in combination with a
squeeze. Micro interferometric backscatter detection has been used for detecting
bio molecular interactions both surface bound and in solution. The biotin/avidin
surface chemistry significantly simplified substrate preparation, was compatible
with PDMS, and facilitated free–solution assays with micro interferometric back-
scatter detection. Combination of this new surface chemistry with the CCD FFT
transduction has allowed improved detection for Protein A /IgG binding by two
orders of magnitude compared to earlier experiments. Micro interferometric back-
scatter detection was also used to monitor DNA hybridization over a wide range
of concentrations and allowed discrimination in binding of a three–base–pair mis-
match. Thermodynamic data has been extracted from binding curves monitored
with micro interferometric backscatter detection. The addition of a FITC-label to
the cDNA probe perturbed the thermodynamic data, again emphasizing the need
for label–free detection. Use of PDMS micro fluidic chips and the exceedingly
simple optical train of micro interferometric backscatter detection represents a
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cost–effective platform for label–free molecular–interaction determinations as well
as for the investigation of reversible biological interactions within subnanoliter vol-
umes and at the attomole level. The methodology and technology are compatible
with large–scale integration and should facilitate high–throughput assays.
Fairly easy to make PDMS flow chips has via the micro interferometric backscat-
ter detection setup been used to obtained label–free binding data from protein–
protein interactions while both reactants was in solution. Thereby eliminating
the need for time–consuming surface preparation steps and perturbations of the
thermodynamic results. The perturbations is do the fact that one probe is bound
to the surface limiting the freedom to move. The concentration needed for de-
tection is smaller than the surface bound results (4 times). The thermodynamic
data is comparable with ITC but in far smaller volumes of samples showing mi-
cro interferometric backscatter detection as the potentially better suited method
to do these binding studies on relatively expensive analytes. A system has been
shown, which no other system can compete on the combination of sample vol-
ume, time, sensitivity and system simplicity for doing these label–free, in solution
protein–protein interaction studies. The free solution protein binding experiments
and results places micro interferometric backscatter detection in a unique position
with comparable thermodynamic capabilities with the golden standard ITC, but
orders of magnitude faster and less analyte sample consuming. All performed in
a relative simple and price competitive manner.
9.1 Outlook
Tools has been found to improve the chip scale interferometry sensor, this includes
self–calibrating features and better fabrication methods. As preliminary results
indicates the surface of the polymer chip may be improved in future iterations of
the sensor.
The completion of a Lab–on–a–chip device making a complete blood analysis
will be a paradigm shift moving the analysis from the laboratories closer to the
bedside. Being able to measure on whole blood will give rise to numerous ap-
plications within the medical research area. This technique is universal and may
be applied to other small liquid sample areas as drug discovery and environment
monitoring as well. It is my hope that this sensor can help saving lives in the
future.
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Microinterferometric backscatter detection (MIBD) has
previously been shown capable of measuring changes in
the refractive index of liquids on the order of 10-7. The
MIBD technique is based on interference of laser light
after it is reflected from different regions in a capillary.
These reflections generate an interference pattern that
moves upon changing refractive index of the liquid in the
capillary. The small-angle interference pattern traditionally
considered has a repetition frequency in the refractive
index space that limits the ability to measure refractive
index-to-refractive index changes causing such a repeti-
tion. Such refractive index changes are typically on the
order of three decades. Recent modeling and experiments
with the MIBD technique have shown that other intensity
variations in the pattern are present for larger backscat-
tered angles. By considering these variations, we have
shown two methods by which it is possible to extend the
dynamic measurement range to make an absolute refrac-
tive index measurement. One method utilizes variations
in the Fresnel coefficients while the second approach is
based on the refractive index-dependent onset of total
internal reflection angles. With the second approach, we
have been able to measure the absolute refractive index
of a liquid with a precision of 2.5  10-4.
Rapid monitoring and detection of ultra-small-volume samples
are in great demand.1 Two major areas are environmental
monitoring2 and point-of-care disease detection.3,4 This demand
covers a huge range of applications, from drinking water quality5
and food quality6 to determination of glucose7 and urea.8 Several
detection techniques have the capability to perform fast measure-
ments on small amounts of analyte. Well-established techniques
include electrochemistry,9,10 mass spectrometry11-13 and optical
detection.14,15 Not all are equally fast since sample preparation often
is extensive and requires time-consuming steps such as chemical
tagging of molecules.16 Using structures with varying complexity
fabricated to guide the samples to the detector,17,18 systems can
be scaled down so that the required amount of analyte as well as
size and cost of the entire system is reduced, thus the miniaturized
total analysis system.19,20
Simple optical systems are available to perform sensitive
measurements on small volumes.21 One analytical approach,
microinterferometric backscatter detection (MIBD), relies on the
observation that coherent light impinging on a cylindrically shaped
object produces a highly modulated interference pattern. MIBD
analyzes reflections from a capillary tube filled with the liquid
targeted for refractive index (RI) measurement. The technique
was first used and described by Bornhop et al.,22,23 and has
previously been shown24 to be capable of measuring changes in
refractive index of liquids on the order of 10-7. The MIBD
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technique is a simple and universal method of detecting refractive
index changes in small volumes, having been used to monitor
changes in concentrations of solutes,25 flow rates,26 and temper-
ature,27 all conducted in nanoliter volumes. Systems of geometrical
configurations similar to that of the MIBD scheme have previously
been modeled by wave theory28-30 and ray tracing.31 The models
have been applied to optical fibers, determining the dimensions
and absolute refractive index,32 thereby considering phenomena
other than those observed in the MIBD scheme.
The MIBD scheme is shown in Figure 1. The system consists
of a laser (a) that impinges its beam on a capillary tube (b) filled
with a liquid for which one wants to measure refractive index,
thereby creating an interference pattern (c). This interference
pattern, which changes with changes in the liquid's RI, is then
measured using a detector (d). A typically observed interference
pattern in the backscattered direction is seen in (e).
The demonstrated sensitivity of 10-7 is reached by following
the displacement of the individual light fringes of the interference
pattern within 0-3 angular degrees24 from the directly backscat-
tered direction, as the liquid RI changes. The fringe pattern is
periodical in refractive index space with a period of the order of
10-3. This limits the dynamic measurement range to about three
decades, which for many purposes requires additional knowledge
about the absolute value of the refractive index. As the measure-
ment monitors a displacement of the fringe pattern, it is inherently
differential, requiring both calibration for the absolute level of the
refractive index and for the differential factor. This factor describes
the fringe movement corresponding to a given change in the
refractive index.
In this paper, we demonstrate experimentally that the dynamic
range of the MIBD system may be increased. Furthermore, the
absolute refractive index, and thereby the absolute analyte
concentration, may be determined. We have tested this observa-
tion for two model analytes over a wide concentration range,
demonstrating the universal application of our methodology. The
observed phenomena may be explained by taking into account
variations of the interference pattern with changing refractive
index other than those previously considered. The dynamic range
is increased without compromising the high differential sensitivity
previously reported.24 The theoretical description of the MIBD
scheme has been improved to include an extended ray tracing
model that matches the range in angular and refractive index
space of the experiments, thus providing novel information about
the structure of the backscattered interference pattern. In contrast
to the previously proposed model,33 this model is capable of
explaining all frequency components that appear in the interfer-
ence pattern. Furthermore, the model predicts an abrupt change
in the intensity of the backscattered light, which depends uniquely
on the refractive index of the probed liquid that has been
experimentally confirmed. The improved understanding of the
MIBD system is used to propose two approaches to an absolute
measurement of the refractive index of liquids in the refractive
index range between water (1.33) and glass (1.50). One approach
is based on the measurement of the depth of modulation of the
interference pattern caused by variations in the Fresnel coef-
ficients. The second approach is based on the measurement of
the total internal reflection within the capillary. We focus on the
latter approach, as it appears most promising experimentally.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Experimental MIBD Setup. The MIBD experiments were
done by mounting the capillary on a translation stage and directing
a HeNe laser beam so that it impinges perpendicularly onto the
capillary. The backscattered light was collected using a screen
and a CCD camera (C4742-95, Hamamatsu). The requirements
for the laser are a coherence length of at least twice the diameter
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup seen isometric
(A) and from the top (B). The setup consists of a laser (a) impinging
on a capillary (b) tube filled with a liquid, creating an interference
pattern (c) in the plane perpendicular to the capillary tube. The
backscattered light is then collected using a detector (d). A CCD
picture of an interference pattern is seen in (e). The backscatter angle
is shown (f).
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of the capillary and a wavelength at which the capillary is
transparent. The requirements for the detector are one-dimen-
sional high spatial resolution and an adequate intensity resolution,
depending on the application, as will be seen later. Passive
temperature control consisted of a large thermal reservoir (an
aluminum block) thermally connected to the capillary was used
to stabilize temperature. Temperature fluctuations affect the
refractive index of the liquid substantially. Active temperature
control is only needed if the detection of changes in refractive
index of less than 10-5 is required. In this work, passive
temperature stabilization is adequate, as the refractive index
fluctuations in the system caused by temperature fluctuations in
our controlled environment are on the order of 10-5, correspond-
ing to 0.1 °C temperature fluctuations for water.
The capillaries used in the experiments were purchased from
Polymicro Technologies. The dimensions of the two capillaries
employed were 100-ím i.d., 165-ím o.d. with a 12-ím-thick
polyimid coating (TSP100170) and 542-ím i.d., 673-ím o.d. with
a 24-ím-thick polyimid coating (TSP530660), respectively. The
refractive index was changed, from 1.33 to 1.5, by using aqueous
solutions of either sucrose (Sigma Chemical Co.) or NaSCN
(Merck). The analytes were chosen to obtain a large refractive
index change in our model experiments and at the same time to
maintain a low viscosity of the probed liquid. The RI of the
solutions was confirmed with a commercial refractometer (RL3,
Polskie Zakødy Optyczne, Warsaw) immediately after the sample
had been injected into the capillary.
Extended Ray Tracing Model of the MIBD Scheme.
Previously, systems of a geometry similar to the MIBD scheme
have been modeled by obtaining solutions to Maxwell's equations
governing light propagation34 or by optical ray tracing. Kerker
and Matijevic28 made the first complete model based on solutions
to Maxwell's equations describing two concentric cylinders.
Watkins confirmed these results experimentally.29 However,
Watkins considered optical glass fibers with thick claddings and
did therefore obtain results significantly different from those
observed in MIBD, as the interference pattern is claimed not to
be dependent on the refractive index of the core in the backscatter
angle regime. Marcuse and Presby30 extended this model to also
take into account the case of a thin cladding of the fibers. From
their results, an abrupt change in the backscattered light intensity
pattern is observed. However, it was not realized that this abrupt
change could be utilized to obtain the absolute refractive index
with high precision, since they were attempting to determine the
outer radius of the glass fiber, and they were not concerned with
the core index. Note that the position of the abrupt change
depends on the core index; see below. Horton and Williamson31
made a ray tracing model of an optical fiber, obtaining information
about the ratio between inner and outer radii of the fiber. The
approach they used is a back calculation assuming a planar wave
front of the output. The rays considered in their model are not
the same as in our model, as they consider fibers with a thick
cladding and make use of multiple reflections inside the cladding.
This is because they use refractive indices of the core significantly
different from those considered in MIBD. The MIBD system has
been modeled using a ray-tracing model by Tarigan et al.33
However, their model is limited by considering only small-angle
backscattered light (0-3°).
We have extended the model to include backscattering angles
up to 90° (side scattered). This is done in the geometric optics
regime by using Snell's law,
where ni and nj are the refractive indices of the media and ıi and
ıj are the angles of light propagation in the respective media.
Furthermore, the law of reflection, jıinj ) jıoutj, is used. For angles
beyond a few degrees, it is not possible to use the assumption
(sin ı  ı) of Tarigan et al. This implies that a simple analytical
equation cannot be obtained. Our model traces six beams (see
Figure 2) through the system and calculates their interference in
a detection plane placed in the far-field region. For each type of
beam, a number of rays (typically 1000) are traced. The informa-
tion carried along with each ray is its position, angle, intensity,
and phase. At the detection plane, the interference is calculated
based on the information packages of all rays. The six beams
considered in the model interfere by
where i is the intensity and F is the phase of each individual ray
and i and j are indices for each ray, respectively. The model is
developed to also take into account the polymer coating on the
capillary, thus requiring six beams. The model assumes that the
capillary has circular geometry and that the laser can be described
by plane waves.
(34) Pedrotti, F. L.; Pedrotti, L. S. Introduction to Optics, 2nd ed.; Prentice Hall:
Upper Saddle River, NJ, 1996; Chapter 27.
Figure 2. View of the cross section of the capillary showing the
ray paths through the capillary system. Six types of parallel incoming
beams are considered corresponding to their interface of reflection
(a-f). For each type of beam, a number of rays (typically 1000) are
traced yielding information about phase and intensity as function of
position in a given detection plane for each type of beam. The
interference between these six different types of beams is then
calculated for multiple intersection points in the detection plane.
ni sin(ıi) ) nj sin(ıj) (1)
Iij ) 2xIiIj cos(Fi - Fj) (2)
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Justification of Assumptions. The model assumption of
capillary circular geometry is justified by the observation that no
significant change in the pattern was observed during rotation of
the capillary (TSP100170, Polymicro Technologies) around the
capillary central axis. The tilt of the wave front from the laser
(05-LHR-HeNe, Melles Griot) was analyzed using a beam analyzer
(CLAS-2D, Wave Front Sciences) and was observed to be less
than 0.01 írad, thus justifying the assumption of a planar wave
front. The smallest spacing of refractive index changes is the
thickness of the coating of 12 ím. The assumption of geometrical
optics being adequate is justified since the wavelength used (632.8
nm) is much smaller than the distances otherwise present in the
system.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Interference Pattern Analysis. A typical pattern is shown in
Figure 3A, with corresponding line profile of the intensity shown
in Figure 3C. In Figure 3B, two of the fringes in (A) are enlarged,
showing a finer structure. A line profile of the intensity from (B)
is seen in (D). It is seen that the intensity pattern contains multiple
frequency components. The period of the fringe pattern corre-
sponding to medium-frequency (MF) components is shown in
Figure 3D. Similarly, the period of the fringe pattern correspond-
ing to low-frequency (LF) components is shown in Figure 3C. In
the following, we shall refer to these frequency components as
frequencies. Under certain circumstances, one is able to observe
a faster varying component of the intensity profile, here denoted
high-frequency (HF) variations (see Figure 3B and D). As one
increases the refractive index of the liquid in the capillary, the
intensity profile shifts toward lower backscatter angles (see Figure
4). However, the high-frequency variation component is spatially
fixed and does not move as one changes the refractive index in
accordance with previous observations.35
By investigating the experimentally observed frequencies of
the fringe pattern, it may be shown by geometrical considerations
that the distance between the origin points of the interfering rays
(points a-f in Figure 2) on the capillary are approximately 5-10
times larger in the high-frequency case than in the medium-
frequency case. By using geometrical considerations, it is possible
to calculate the distance between origins of the interfering rays
for all frequency components. We found that the distance required
to produce the high-frequency variations is on the order of the
capillary diameter. This indicates that the rays responsible for this
high-frequency variation are scattered from the edges of the
capillary, thereby not being affected by the liquid within the
capillary. This hypothesis fits the observed behavior well, since
the high-frequency component is not observed to be displaced as
one changes the refractive index of the liquid in the capillary.
Since this component does not move with changing refractive
index, and thus cannot be used in a refractive index determination,
it will not be considered further in this paper, neither experimen-
tally nor in the modeling of the system.
The low-frequency component is spatially stationary as well,
since this component is caused by the common interference
between the three rays reflected from the front of the capillary
(points a-c in Figure 2), as well as the common interference
between the three rays reflected from the back of the capillary
(points d-f in Figure 2). The displacement of this component is
zero for the part originating from the front, since these rays do
not traverse the liquid and thus experience the same optical path
length by different refractive indices of the liquid. For the second
part, the displacement is small, because all three rays experience
almost the same change in optical path length traversed relative
to each other.
In contrast to the high- and low-frequency components,
respectively, the medium-frequency component originates from
the interference between rays reflected at the front (points a-c
in Figure 2), and at the back of the capillary (points d-f in Figure
2). These rays experience a large relative change in optical path
length traversed, as the rays from the front do not experience a
change in optical path length whereas the rays reflected from the
back do. It is this relative change in the optical path length
(35) Markov, D.; Swinney, K.; Norville, K.; Lu, D.; Bornhop, D. J. Electrophoresis
2002, 23, 809-812.
Figure 3. CCD camera images of a typical MIBD interference pattern (A, B) and corresponding line profiles (C, D). (A) and (C) show both LF
and MF variations of the light intensity. The visual appearance is enhanced by low-pass (Fourier) filtering of the raw data. The raw data and the
low-pass-filtered data have been offset for clarity. By magnifying the MF variations (B, D), a HF component is seen. This HF component does
not move as the refractive index of the liquid is changed.
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between different paths that causes the movement of the medium-
frequency component of the interference pattern, yielding the
ultrahigh sensitivity to fluid RI.
Comparison of Experiment and Model. The results from
the model are plotted in Figures 4A and 5A as a function of
backscatter angle and refractive index of the liquid for a 100-ím-
i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating capillary. The gray scale represents
the intensity of the pattern in the given backscattered angle for
the given refractive index of the liquid. Experimentally obtained
data are plotted the same way as the model, and the results are
shown in Figures 4B and 5B. At each refractive index, a line profile
of the intensity of the interference pattern has been made (Figure
3C and D). Each line profile has been extended vertically. The
extended line profiles have been stacked into a single plot. These
figures are used to directly compare the model and the experi-
Figure 4. (A) Model predictions of the angle-dependent variations
in the backscattered light intensity in the plane perpendicular to the
capillary tube compiled by stacking line plots for closely spaced liquid
refractive indices into a two-dimensional overview of the scattering
behavior. This plot corresponds to 1643 liquids with different refractive
indices calculated for a 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating capil-
lary. The gray scale represents the light intensity in arbitrary units.
Bands of light (fringes) move toward larger backscattered angles as
the refractive index is increased. Overlaying vertical band structures
of higher and lower light intensity are seen. These structures do not
move as the refractive index is changed. An abrupt change in the
intensity level (a) is seen moving toward lower backscattering angles
for refractive indices of the liquid above 1.45. (B) Experimentally
obtained data from a 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating capillary
showing the low-frequency variations of the interference pattern as
the refractive index is changed. The analyte is NaSCN. A total of 25
measurements of the interference pattern were made, each at a
different refractive index. At each refractive index level, a line profile
of the interference pattern was obtained. These fringes do not appear
to form continuous bands in the vertical refractive index-dependent
direction due to the large change in refractive index between
measurements. An abrupt change in the intensity (a) is seen for high
refractive indices (above 1.43), which moves toward lower backscat-
tering angles for increasing refractive index.
Figure 5. (A) Calculated backscattering pattern for a smaller
refractive index range from a 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating
capillary. The movement of the fringes at a backscatter angle of 20°
is measured to be 2.1° per 0.01 refractive index change, measuring
from (a) to (b). (B) Experimentally obtained data for dilute sucrose
solutions in a 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating capillary. The
refractive index interval between measurements is less than the
change required to move a fringe one fringe width, thus allowing one
to monitor the medium-frequency fringes as continuous bands. The
movement of these fringes varies with backscattering angle. For a
backscattering angle of 20°, this movement is measured to be 4.0°
per 0.01 refractive index change, measuring from (a) to (b). Low-
frequency variations are seen as vertical light bands.
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ment. In the MIBD experiments, two sets of fringes are always
present. The fringes moving outward (medium frequency) with
increasing refractive index are measured to move 4.0° when the
refractive index is changed by 0.01 at a backscattering angle of
20° (a, b in Figure 5B). The model predicts a movement of 2.1°
(a, b in Figure 5A). These are the fringes traditionally used for
measuring refractive index using the MIBD technique. This model
predicts both low-frequency and medium-frequency variations of
the pattern. These frequencies will be discussed below. The low-
frequency fringes are not moving significantly with changing
refractive index. The model predicts no movement of these
fringes. The number of these fringes in the model is 13, and in
the experiment, 10 fringes are observed within a range of
backscattering angles from 14 to 54°. Both model and experiment
show an abrupt change in intensity at large backscattering angles.
This abrupt change in intensity is somewhat displaced in the
modeled results compared to the experimental results, but it is
within experimental error. Experimentally, movement of this
abrupt change in intensity qualitatively agrees with our modeling
of the MIBD system, while the model does not fit experiment
quantitatively. The predictions of the model have been used to
select the proper capillary dimensions for our applications of the
MIBD technique.
Absolute Measurement of Refractive Index Based on
Fresnel Coefficients. Even though the low-frequency variations
remain stationary in terms of backscattered detection angles, their
intensity changes as the refractive index of the liquid changes.
Since the intensity of the rays are in part determined by the
Fresnel coefficients of the surface of reflection, it is possible to
configure the system in such a way that the intensity of the low-
frequency component can be used as a measure for the refractive
index on a coarser scale. This may be done by either index
matching the coating and the glass tubing, thereby eliminating
the reflection from the surface at the interface of the coating and
glass (points b and e in Figure 2), or by stripping the coating off
the capillary. The low-frequency component is then caused by
interference between two rays: the ray reflected by the air-coating
(points a and f in Figure 2) or air-glass interface (points b and e
if the coating is removed) and the ray reflected from the glass-
liquid interface (points c and d in Figure 2). Since the intensity of
this last ray is determined by the Fresnel coefficients of this
surface consisting of glass with constant refractive index and the
liquid to be probed, the absolute value of the refractive index of
the liquid may be calculated from the relative intensity of the two
rays, which is given by the depth of modulation of the low-
frequency component. This is only possible if the refractive index
of the air, glass, and coating is known. This approach has only
been theoretically examined due to lack of intensity resolution
(8-bit) of the CCD camera. If one wants to measure depth of
modulation to a certain degree, one needs at least this degree of
intensity resolution in the detection system. Since our CCD
camera only has 255 intensity levels, we would not be able to
acquire more refractive index resolution than the difference in
refractive index between air and glass divided by the number of
detectable intensity levels, which corresponds to 5  10-3.
Absolute Measurement of Refractive Index Based on Total
Internal Reflection. The model predicts an abrupt change in
intensity moving toward lower backscatter angles as the refractive
index of the liquid approaches the one of the glass tubing (see
line marked by (a) in Figure 4A). This feature of the interference
pattern is also observed experimentally (see (a) in Figure 4B)
and agrees with the predicted feature in positionsrefractive index
space within experimental error. A feature similar to this has been
reported for optical glass fibers.31 However, optical fibers have a
different optical configuration; therefore, the scattering mecha-
nisms responsible for the production of the fringe pattern are
different. In the case of optical glass fibers, the mechanism
responsible is grazing of a certain ray on the core of the fiber
being dependent on the inner radius of the glass fiber. In MIBD,
the mechanism is total internal reflection in the wall of the
capillary, which is dependent on the refractive index of the liquid
in the capillary. The main source of error in the modeling of the
MIBD system is the dimensions of the capillary, which has an
uncertainty of 6 ím for the 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating
capillary according to the manufacturer. The way of determining
the absolute value of refractive index on a coarser scale is to look
at the abrupt change in intensity of the pattern. Both the model
and the experiment show an abrupt change in light intensity at
higher backscatter angles, and the position of this change varies
with refractive index. Using a 100-ím-i.d./165-ím-o.d. capillary,
this change takes place at refractive indices 1.40-1.50, which is
useful for measurements using organic solvents. Most dilute
aqueous solutions of biological relevance have refractive indices
in the range from 1.33 to 1.40; in general using our model, one is
able to calculate the dimensions of the capillary required to make
the abrupt intensity change occur in position/refractive index
space at refractive indices above 1.33 and at backscattering angles
inside our measurement range. The model shows that the abrupt
change in intensity occurs at lower angles and at lower refractive
indices for capillaries with a higher ratio between inner and outer
diameter, i.e., thinner walls, and specifically the model predicts
that a capillary with 542-ím-i.d./673-ím-o.d./24-ím coating will
be applicable in this region. The mechanism responsible for this
abrupt change in intensity is, according to the model, total internal
reflection at the coating-air interface of the rays reflected from
the back of the capillary. This total internal reflection prevents
these rays from being scattered to larger backscattering angles,
thereby causing a sudden decrease in the intensity of the light at
a given limiting angle (see Figure 6A). This angle varies uniformly
with the refractive index and may therefore be used as a measure
for the refractive index of the liquid.
The modeled interference pattern as function of refractive
index for a 542-ím-i.d./ 673-ím-o.d./24-ím coating capillary is
shown in Figure 6B. Figure 6C shows the experimental results
from using a 542-ím-i.d./ 673-ím-o.d./24-ím coating capillary. The
experimental and the modeled results show good agreement. The
abrupt change in interference pattern is already detectable at the
refractive index of water and is experimentally accessible well
beyond refractive indices normally considered for aqueous solu-
tions, see point a in Figure 6B. The discrepancy between the
predicted and the measured angles of the abrupt intensity change
may be attributed to material parameter tolerances of the
experimental setup as follows: The uncertainty of the dimensions
of this capillary is 12 and 25 ím for the inner and outer diameters,
respectively, giving an uncertainty of 6.9° in the angle predicted
by the model. The uncertainty in refractive index of the polyimid
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coating (n ) 1.5-1.8) is causing a further uncertainty in the
predicted angle of 3.3°. From the experiments shown in Figure 7
the precision is found to be 2.5  10-4. The position of the abrupt
change in intensity is determined at each refractive index. The
refractive index of the injected solutions increases linearly. The
positions' deviation from a line is the measure of the precision.
Hence, we are able to perform an absolute refractive index
measurement with accuracy on this level on a 180-nL volume. The
main limitations for accuracy such as temperature control and
detector resolution are the same as conventional MIBD. The
theoretical limit using this approach is therefore similar to the
limit achievable by conventional MIBD, and it is possible to
perform a conventional MIBD measurement simultaneously with
our newly proposed method. In principle, if the dimensions and
refractive index of the capillary tube are known, then there is a
one-to-one relationship between the backscatter angle and the
refractive index of the liquid, thus enabling the determination of
the absolute refractive index. Normally, however, one needs to
calibrate the system by running a set of RI standards.
CONCLUSION
Our new concept of investigating a larger range of interference
fringes offers fundamentally new applications of the microinter-
ferometric backscatter detection scheme. We have shown two
possible ways of making absolute measurements of the refractive
index of liquid in nanoliter probe volumes with a simple optical
setup. The improved model based on ray tracing has been used
to reveal and explain novel features of the interference pattern:
An abrupt change in intensity at large backscattered angle is
clearly present in the modeled system and in the experimental
results. It is shown that this approach enables an absolute
determination of the refractive index in the range from 1.33 to
1.5 by using capillary tubes of appropriate dimensions. It has been
proven that the model based on ray tracing may be used for
describing the MIBD phenomenon. The improved ray tracing
Figure 6. (A) Schematic cross-sectional view of the capillary. When
the angle ı approaches 90°, the intensity of the transmitted light
decreases sharply due to total internal reflection. Solid line shows a
ray being transmitted through the system, whereas the dotted line
shows the path of the ray being total internally reflected at the glass-
air interface (ı ) 90°). The outgoing dotted line marks the highest
angle at which single reflected rays may be backscattered. (B)
Calculated pattern for a 542-ím-i.d./673-ím-o.d./24-ím coating capil-
lary as function of backscatter angle and refractive index of the liquid.
Both low- and medium-frequency variations as well as the abrupt
change in intensity level at high backscatter angles are seen. The
abrupt change in intensity for this capillary occurs in a more relevant
interval for dilute aqueous solutions than it does for the 100-ím-i.d./
165-ím-o.d./12-ím coating capillary, as indicated by (a). (C) Experi-
mentally obtained pattern for a 542-ím-i.d./673-ím-o.d./24-ím coating
capillary. It is seen by comparison to (B) that the position of the abrupt
change in intensity differs from the model, although the behavior is
quantitatively the same. Analyte used is aqueous solutions of NaSCN.
Figure 7. Experimentally obtained data from a 542-ím-i.d./673-
ím-o.d./24-ím coating capillary using sucrose as analyte. The
position of the abrupt change in intensity is monitored as a function
of the refractive index of the sucrose solutions. The detection limit
for refractive index changes achieved by following the position of this
change in position is 2.5  10-4 corresponding to 321 ng in a 180-
nL probe volume.
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model is capable of explaining all the significant features of the
MIBD pattern except the stationary high-frequency fringes.
However, these fringes have been shown to originate from
reflections from the edges of the capillary and are not relevant
for measuring the refractive index of the liquid within. Our model
may be used to select the capillary, with the appropriate dimen-
sions, that optimizes the sensitivity at a given refractive index
interval, suited for a specific application. We believe that the
reported improvements for the MIBD scheme will significantly
enhance the future applicability of the methodology for analysis
of minute volumes of aqueous solutions.
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To accurately characterize molecular interactions, determi-
nations should be done in a label-free manner.[1,2] Further-
more, in order to have the capability to fully evaluate the
molecular diversity that exists in nature, it would be most
advantageous to make these determinations with micro-total-
analysis systems (m-TAS)[3,4] configured for high through-
put.[5,6] Yet, conventional detection methods are difficult to
implement in m-TAS and are often volume- or sensitivity-
limited, both impediments to performing systems-biology
analyses.
Investigators have developed various detection methods
for use with microfluidic devices that have promise for label-
free nanoscale detection. These include the nanoelectrode,[7]
the porous Si (p-Si) sensor,[8,9] the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) detector,[10–13] and backscattering interferometry.[14–16]
However, nanoelectrodes foul easily in real-world applica-
tions and require multistep manufacturing procedures for the
integration into microfluidic chips. The SPR and p-Si methods
are sensitive (detection limits of  10–50 nm for protein
interactions[8,9, 17]) and capable of sensing label-free biochem-
ical interactions, yet neither technique is inherently compat-
ible with m-TAS. Integration or immobilization of p-Si into the
fluidic network and long solute-diffusion times hinder the use
of this method in m-TAS. Since SPR relies on the excitation of
plasmons—collective oscillations of free electrons that occur
predominantly in metals—SPR surfaces are coated with a thin
metal layer (for example, gold). This makes integration of
SPR sensors into plastics challenging and relatively expensive
as a result of the deposition process. Additionally, the
elaborate surface chemistry used to immobilize targets on
SPR surfaces has been shown to lose as much as 20% of
binding capacity over a 24-hour period.[10] Backscattering
interferometry in rectangular channels (BIRC)[15] was
recently shown to be applicable to label-free assays, can be
used to study reversible molecular interactions in poly(di-
methylsiloxane) (PDMS) chips, and is compatible with m-
TAS. Although promising, BIRC has been limited by tedious
immobilization chemistry and, owing to less than optimum
transduction-scheme concentration detection limits, has bor-
dered on relevance to biological systems.
Herein we address many of these problems through the
use of simple and robust surface immobilization chemistry on
polymer chips and an improved BIRC instrument based on
charge-coupled-device (CCD) transduction and fringe-pat-
tern Fourier analysis. For the first time, it is shown that simple
photoactivatable surface chemistry[18,19] can be used for the
immobilization of substrates onto PDMS-facilitated, label-
free, reversible-binding assays. This simplified approach to
surface immobilization is a significant alteration to our earlier
binding studies and those methods commonly used for surface
activation/immobilization chemistry.[12,20]
A two-step biotin/avidin reaction (Figure 1) with a
carbene-generating form of photobiotin consisting of a
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Figure 1. Top: Photobiotin is activated upon exposure to UV light and
this promotes insertion into the oxidized PDMS substrate. Center:
Avidin binds strongly to the immobilized layer of biotin. The tetrameric
nature of avidin signifies that it can simultaneously bind the surface-
bound biotin as well as any biotinylated target molecule that passes
through the channel (bottom).
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biotin moiety, spacer arm, and photoactivatable group was
used to immobilize target molecules of interest. A solution
(7 mL) of carbene-generating photobiotin (0.5 mgmL1) con-
taining 0.02% Tween 20 and 50% (v/v) acetone was intro-
duced into the PDMS channels and allowed to dry. Irradiation
of the photobiotin molecule caused photolysis of the diazirine
group, thereby producing an electronically excited np* state.
Formation of an excited-state diradical was followed by
internal conversion and production of a carbene. The highly
reactive carbene was then inserted into the oxidized substrate.
As a result, a homogeneous layer of biotin molecules was
strongly bound to the channel surface.
A solution of extravidin (0.5 mgmL1) was injected into
the same channels and allowed to incubate for 30 min.
Extravidin recognizes the imidazole ring that is cis fused to
a tetrahydrothiophene ring, and binds to biotin with high
affinity (association constant, Ka= 2.5 @ 10
11m1).[21] The
resulting biotin/avidin complex is very stable to changes in
temperature, pH value, and denaturing agents, unlike the
lysine/glutaraldehyde/streptavidin/ethanolamine sandwich
described in our earlier binding experiments.[15] Fluorescence
images (not shown) of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
labeled avidin were used to confirm that the surface chemistry
used for immobilization was successful. Thus, biotinylated
targets can be immobilized onto the PDMS-molded channel
surface to result in a cost-effective, disposable chip that is
applicable to the analysis of a variety of reversible biochem-
ical interactions.
As described in detail elsewhere,[14,15,22,23] BIRC
(Figure 2) employs a connected light source that illuminates
a microfluidic channel, thereby creating a series of high-
contrast interference fringes in the backscattered direction
that shift with the optical pathlength. Herein we show that the
overall performance of BIRC can be improved 100-fold
through proper design and implementation of the photo-
transduction method.
The use of a CCD combined with spatial Fourier
analysis[14] for signal transduction, rather than an avalanche
photodiode detector, facilitates improved sensitivity and
reproducibility, while greatly simplifying alignment. Direction
of multiple fringes onto the CCD array promotes signal
averaging and enhanced signal-to-noise (S/N) results. A
fringe-pattern Fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm is
inherently insensitive to laser-intensity fluctuations[14] and
allows spatial phase determination. Since the CCD is a large-
area device, three to upwards of eight fringes from the
interference pattern can be used, thereby eliminating the
need to align the slit-photodetector with respect to 1/e2
intensity on a particular fringe.
To evaluate the new immobilization chemistry and trans-
duction method, two reversibly binding pairs were studied,
protein A (PA) linked to immunoglobulin G (IgG) and a 30-
mer DNA–DNA pair. PA, containing four high-affinity (Ka=
2 @ 108–4.54 @ 108m1) binding sites capable of interacting with
the Fc region of IgG from several species, including human
and rabbit, was immobilized onto a PDMS chip by using the
chemistry shown in Figure 1. The reversible-binding assay of
PA with IgG was repeated five times (Figure 3). The non-
complementary fragment, Fab, served as the control and
showed no signal (change in refractive index/phase; data not
shown) when introduced into the PA-coated channel. As seen
in Figure 3, reversible-binding events can be monitored with
an excellent S/N ratio (pooled standard deviation= 0.0017). If
it is assumed that complete reaction between the binding pair
took place, and on the basis of the target-surface coverage, the
3s detection limit is 4 @ 1017 mol (40 attomol) in a 500-pL
probe volume. These results represent an increase in sensi-
tivity of two orders of magnitude when they are compared to
the PA/IgG experiments performed previously.
[15]
The use of microfluidic chips to perform nucleic acid
analysis has allowed the detection and discrimination of
multiple DNA sequences[24,25] and can eventually facilitate
high-throughput screening techniques.[26] As further demon-
stration of the utility of BIRC, a label-free reversible DNA
assay was performed (Figure 4). Immobilization of a biotin-
ylated 30-mer of mActin (5’-ACTCATCGTACTCCTGCT-
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of BIRC showing the simple optical train
consisting of a connected light source, a microfluidic channel, and a
phototransducer.
Figure 3. Biotinylated PA was immobilized on the channel surface.
Unreacted PA was washed out with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)/
Tween 20. A human IgG Fc solution (0.5 mgmL
1) in PBS was
introduced into the microfluidic channel and allowed to bind to the PA
for 5 min. The channel was then rinsed with PBS/Tween 20 to remove
any unbound IgG. Removal of the bound IgG from PA was performed
by using an acetic acid wash.
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TGCTGATCCACA-3’; MW= 9622.5; melting temperature,
TM= 68.7 8C) onto the PDMS channel was possible with the
biotin/avidin surface chemistry described above. Nonlabeled
complementary DNA strands were successively hybridized to
the immobilized mActin 30-mer and then removed with an
NaOH wash. Binding events of complementary DNA fol-
lowed exponential growth for BIRC over concentrations
ranging from 5 nm up to roughly 500 mm with excellent
convergence (R2= 0.988). A noncomplementary probe
strand, according to the Watson–Crick model, served as the
control and showed no appreciable signal. If it is assumed that
hybridization went to completion and 100% channel-surface
coverage was attained, at 3s, 36 attomol DNAwere quantifi-
able in a 500-pL detection volume.
Ultimately, it would be desirable to screen for an array of
different sequences in a label-free manner to avoid perturba-
tions due to the signaling fluorophore or derivation chemistry.
A step toward this requires the determination of the
discrimination that is possible with BIRC. We used an
oligomer consisting of a three-base-pair mismatch (at posi-
tions 5, 15, and 25) from that of the complementary mActin
strand as an initial test of specificity. The experiment
consisted of immobilizing the mActin 30-mer as noted
above and a subsequent repetitive hybridization test with a
5-mm solution of the mismatch strand. Figure 4 shows the
typical output from one of the binding evaluations. Three
trials of these experiments produced an average signal
corresponding to greater than 140% of that for the control
and approximately 7% of the signal for the complementary
strand.
In conclusion, the biotin/avidin surface chemistry signifi-
cantly simplified substrate preparation, was compatible with
PDMS, and facilitated free-solution assays with BIRC.
Combination of this new surface chemistry with the
CCD FFT transduction has allowed improved detection for
PA/IgG binding by two orders of magnitude.
[15] BIRC was also
used to monitor DNA hybridization over a wide range of
concentrations and allowed discrimination in binding of a
three-base-pair mismatch. The use of PDMS microfluidic
chips and the exceedingly simple optical train of BIRC
represents a cost-effective platform for label-free molecular-
interaction determinations as well as for the investigation of
reversible biological interactions within subnanoliter volumes
and at the attomole level. The methodology and technology
are compatible with large-scale integration and should
facilitate high-throughput assays.
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Figure 4. The binding affinity of a complementary DNA strand to an
immobilized target over a multiple complementary strand. The com-
plementary strand is also compared to a 3-bp mismatch and control
strands at high concentration. All probe strands were allowed 20 min
for hybridization. The control signal is shown at ten times its actual
signal to allow visualization.
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Photobiotin Surface Chemistry Improves
Label-Free Interferometric Sensing of
Biochemical Interactions
A highly sensitive and cost-effective bio-
sensor : Simple surface chemistry of
photobiotin , bound with a layer of avidin,
allows convenient immobilization of any
biotinylated molecule of interest onto
microfluidic channels molded in poly(di-
methylsiloxane) (PDMS). The biosensor
obtained this way is capable of monitor-
ing biomolecular interactions in label-free
situations and in small (picoliter) vol-
umes.
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